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DECISIONS TO CARE FOR HIV I AIDS ORPHANS 
By 
Loraine Townsend 
ABSTRACT 
There is substantial evidence to indicate that South Africa is facing the prospect of a 
large number of children, now and in the future, who will be orphaned as a result of the 
HIV/AIDS pandemic. In all likelihood, these children would have experienced 
psychological trauma through the illness and death of people close to them, and the 
social isolation that accompanies HIV-infection and AIDS-related illness and death. The 
ideal would be for as many of these children as possible to experience some type of 
family life in which to grow and mature into responsible adults. The aim of the present 
study was to explore a range of factors that might influence prospective carers' decisions 
to care for children orphaned by HIV/AIDS. These include features of prospective 
carers; features of the orphaned child; and forms of assistance that may be required. By 
means of a postal survey, the present study explored existing adoptive and foster 
parents' (N=17S) willingness to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan. Results show that close to 
69% of respondents indicated a willingness to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan. Although 
some differences were noted depending on the HIV status of the child and whether the 
respondent was an adoptive or foster parent, on the whole they also indicated a 
preferred willingness to care for an HIV-negative female child, up to the age of 6 years 
old, of the same culture and from the same family as themselves, and without surviving 
relatives or siblings. Free medical care and schooling for the child were the suggested 
forms of assistance required. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), explored 
in the present study, did predict intentions to care for either an HIV-negative or HIV-
positive orphan. However, certain components of the models did not have good 
predictive ability calling into question the usefulness of the model as a means to explain 
and predict intention to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan. Implications of the study provide 
recommendations for persons involved with children orphaned by HIV/AIDS. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE HIV I AIDS PANDEMIC AND ITS IMPACT ON CHILDREN 
1. INTRODUCnON 
This chapter will begin by exploring the extent of the HIVjAIDS pandemic globally, in 
sub-Saharan Africa, and in South Africa. The figures and projections used to describe 
the extent of the pandemic in this country are based on HIV positive prevalence rates 
amongst pregnant women attending ante-natal clinics in the public sector throughout 
South Africa (Whiteside & Sunter, 2000). Although these figures are acknowledged to 
be imperfect, it is generally agreed that the data is sufficient to estimate the current and 
future size and impact of the pandemic (Steinberg, Kinghorn, Soderlund, Schierhout & 
Conway, 2000). 
Particular emphasis is then given to the fact that HIVjAIDS is a disease that inordinately 
affects three groups of persons: very young children; child-bearing and -rearing age 
groups; and women. The chapter goes on to focus on how the impact of HIV/AIDS on 
the latter two categories of persons translates into probable complex and multiple 
consequences of HIV/AIDS for four groups of children: children affected by HIV/AIDS, 
children orphaned by HIV/AIDS, children infected with HIV/AIDS, and children infected 
with and affected by HIV/ AIDS. 
2. THE HIV I AIDS PANDEMIC 
Recent statistics provided by the joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS 
(UNAIDS) and the World Health Organisation (WHO) suggest that the world is facing a 
pandemic of unprecedented proportions that has probably accounted for the death of 
more than 21.8 million people to AIDS since the beginning of the pandemic more than 
two decades ago (UNAIDS, 2000). Three million of these deaths are thought to have 
occurred in the year 2000 alone. The fact that 5.3 million new HIV infections occurred 
during 2000, and that 36.1 million people were living with HIV/AIDS at that time, has 
serious possibilities for the number of HIV/AIDS deaths likely to occur within the next 
decades. 
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In s ub-S<:har~n A[, ;c<: 3!one, it ; ~ e-;timated that 3,8 mill ion adults ~nd Chi ldren bec~me 
new!" infected with HI\' during , he veM 2000 (U~JAIDS, 2000). By t he end of the same 
year, an estimated 25,3 million people from thi ~ req ion were livinq with HPJ/AIDS. 
AcldltlOnally, dll ring th is same perood, mil ll ~ns of Africans who had been HlV infected in 
earlier years beg~n to f~! ! ;11 and ~ n estimated 2.4 mi ll ion people died of AIDS-related 
illnesses during 20DD, 
According to Sm~rt (20DD' 16), In South Afnc~ we have" .. ,the fa~te5t qrowing 
HlV/AIDS ep,demic in the world with mOre people infected t han in any other country, 
with the exception of !ncliJ " , Thl'; reve lation, ancl the fact t hJ t prevalence rates have 
'ncreased m ore than 30 times 5;nce the beqmning of the epidemic (Stannard, 2001), IS 
c!euly demon~tra ted by Figure 1 below, The Figure show, the results of the South 
African Annual Antena tal Sur!ey from 1991 to 2000 conducted by t he Department of 
Healt h and is taken from a recent LoveUfe publiwtion enti t led " Impending catastrophe 
rev is,ted . An update on t he " IV/AIDS epidem ir. in Sout h Afr ica" (2001 : 35). 
Figure 1: Results of the South African Annua l Antenatal Survey: 1991 - 2000 
l Year 
As JIJrminq JS t he ~bove figure appears, the Mmister of Heal\h in South Afrl C~, felt that, 
at the time, the lower fig ure for 1999 w~s an Indication that the epidemic w~s re<lching a 
pl ateau and th ~t "we are on top of is~\.'es", we are gettmg t here" (The Cape Times, 
March 2 1, 200 1) , How""ver, "CCQrd lng to Dorrinqton, it was mOre likely thJt the 1998 
estimate wa~ too hiqh ( MJil & Guard,an, MarCh 23 to 29, 2001) . He Questioned the v iew 
t hat infect ion r~te5 were belnq brought under contro l. The flQure above, wh ich includes 
figures for t he yeM 200 0, appear<; to confirm Dorrington 's conclUSion. 
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wefgrl1: l:U'\.ntt'c:rry'amenc'on..t"A!:'ci J,n.nr"@.\Lal@I'Il"F' rjltes demonstrated in Figure 1 adds 
accepted plateau at around 25% to 30% (AIDS Analysis Africa l 1999). This report used 
data from Botswana and Swaziland/s ante-natal clinic surveys to demonstrate that in 
both countries, the prevalence rate amongst these groups of women - although now 
slowing - was over 33% in 1998. In fact, in some sites in Botswana l HIV prevalence 
amongst women attending ante-natal clinics was close to 50% (at Selebi Phikwe) and 
just over 40% in Francistown. The authors conclude that "It is not safe to assume that 
there is a natural peak in HIV prevalence below 30% ... and should be a source of real 
concern to the other countries in the region." (p. 12). 
In South Africa, it is estimated that more than 4.7 million adults and children are 
infected with HIV at present (Department of Health, 2000). This figure is projected to 
reach between 6 and 7.5 million people over the next ten years unless some major 
behaviour change and/or a cure is found in the interim (Steinberg et al. 2000). Another 
study undertaken for ING Barings in 2000 estimates that 8 million people will be infected 
with HIV by the year 2010 (The Economist, February 24, 2001). 
The number of deaths in South Africa each year from AIDS is expected to rise from 
between 90 000 and 120000 in the year 2000 to between 384000 and 383 000 in the 
year 2005 and to between 545 000 and 635 000 in 2010 (Steinberg et al., 2000; 
Grimond(2001). A report in the Sunday Times (July 9, 2000: 1), synthesising figures 
from the Department of Home Affairs at the time, revealed that "the number of South 
Africans who die before they reach the age of 50 almost doubled in the past 10 years -
an increase attributed directly to HIV/AIDS". Additionally, The Cape Times (April 17, 
2001) reported that the death rate in Cape Town alone due to HIV/AIDS (excluding 
Khayelitsha, the northern suburbs, and South Peninsula) has nearly trebled in the last 
two years from 168 in 1997/1998 to 474 in 1999/2000. The article goes on to report 
that, according to the KWa-Zulu Natal MEC for Agriculture and Environmental Affairs, in 
Durban death rates had increased 240% since 1994, mainly due to AIDS. 
At the time of writing, the most current statistics, contained in a report on AIDS 
mortality prepared by the Medical Research CounCil, have unfortunately not yet been 
made available to the South African public. However, a copy of the report - "The 
Impact of HIV/AIDS on Adult Mortality in South Africa" - was leaked to the Mail and 
Guardian (October 5 to 11, 2001). According to the Mail & Guardian, the authors of the 
report " ... estimate that in 1995 Aids caused 9% of deaths in South Africa in the age 
group 15 to 49, rising to 19% in 1997, to 33% in 1999 and 40% last year" (p. 2). It is 
3 
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further predicted that by the year 2010, AIDS will have killed between 5 and 7 million 
South Africans. 
It should be borne in mind that AIDS mortality figures tend to be conservative rather 
than a realistic picture of the tragedy as the records are taken from death certificate 
data that do not cite AIDS as the cause of death. People do not die from AIDS, but 
from opportunistic infections I diseases that afflict people as a result of HIV infection 
(Thompson, Westwell & Viney, 1994; Whiteside & Sunter, 2000). 
But of more significant consideration is the fact that the estimated 4.7 million currently 
HIV infected people will become ill and die during the next ten years making the AIDS-
related death rate likely to soar during the next decade and beyond. To this end Levine 
& Foster (1997) note that, even if infection rates were to level off in the next few years, 
because of the long incubation period of HIV-infection, death rates ill not begin to level 
off before 2020 (in Foster & Williamson, 2000). 
3. HOW ACCURATE ARE THESE HIV I AIDS fIGURES? 
Most of the figures and projections quoted above are based on HIV positive prevalence 
rates amongst pregnant women attending ante-natal cliniCS in the public sector 
throughout South Africa. With the use of sophisticated statistical techniques, the 
figures are extended to include the general population: males, females and children 
(Whiteside & Sunter, 2000). 
It is recognised that these data may be imperfect. For example, the ante-natal survey 
assumes that the prevalence of HIV infection is the same for pregnant as for non-
pregnant women of similar age. It is known that HIV positive women are less fertile 
than those women not infected with the virus (Giese, 2001; Smart, 2000). It is also 
known that HIV positive women are less likely to attend ante-natal clinics than their 
non-infected cohorts (Giese, 2001). Additionally, the data comes from pregnant women 
attending public sector cliniC and this accounts for only 80% of pregnant women (Giese, 
2001). Consequently the data may underestimate the prevalence in women -
particularly older women and sexually active girls in their early teens who have not yet 
attended ante-natal clinics - and thus among the population as a whole (Mail & 
Guardian, March 23 to 29, 2001). Other reports offer evidence of higher prevalence 
rates particularly in sub-groups and certain provinces. For example, the HIV prevalence 
rate for women between the ages of 20 and 24 in Carltonville in Gauteng was estimated 
4 
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to be a, high a~ 57% (Sunday Time" July 1 2000). However, It I~ generally agreed 
that the data rrom the ante-natal surveys are ,urficienl to estimate the current and 
future ,iie and impact or the epidemic (Steinberg et aI., 2000; White,ide & Sunter, 
2000) 
4 . HIV/AlDS, A YOUNG PERSON'S DISEASE 
Figure 2, taken from Stemberg et al (2000), illustrates the proportion of all new 
infections (i.e. HIV incidence rates) by gender and age. Th,ee considerations are 
highliohted by these statistics demonstratino those most vulnerable to the impact of 
H!V/AID5' the very young: chi ld-bearing and -reanng groups of persons: and women. 
Each ofthe,e particularly vulnerable group, will be d,scussed in turn. 
Figure 2: Pr oportion of <III new HIV in fections i n South AfriC<l 
by gen der an d age 
~-----
,., ~ ,,-,:-. 
AU' CoteijO"e, in Yo.", 
• Fern.,6 • Mole, 
------ -
First ly. HIVjAlDS affect, the very young. The approx imate 7% new infections that WIll 
affect trn, age group 0 to 4 years old, is a reflection of those who acquire t~e infection 
from their HIV- Infected mothers prenatally, dUring b<rth or through breast-feeding. 
They are also t hought to have a very short life-span with one-thIrd of infant, infected 
with HIV dYing before t heir 1st bIrthdays and the balance by their 5th birthday (Giese, 
2001). During th'" time they are often 'ickly. These children would be those whose 
mothers are also sufferinQ from HIV-induced illnesses, they are YHy Ilk ... ly to suffer the 
consequences of I'Ivino in an HIVjAlDS infected household and/or community and to lose 
t heir pMent(S) to an AlD5-relilted ,line'S duri"g their short lifespa"s . These I"tter two 
considerations will be discus,ed fUcther in section 5. 
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SecondlYI HIV/AIDS affects the reproductive sector of the population most critically. 
"HIV is a [virus] that mostly affects younger people with around half of all adults who 
acquire HIV becoming infected before they turn 25. These young people typically die 
before their 35th birthday" (Steinberg et aI., 2000; p. 3) with over 60% of new HIV 
infections occurring in those aged 15 to 25. At present, approximately 13% of all South 
Africans between the ages of 20 and 49 are estimated to be infected with HIV. This 
percentage is expected to reach between 22% and 27% by the year 2010 (Steinberg et 
aI., 2000). It is these young people who are in the prime of their reproductive lives and 
will be parents to the children of this country. But they are likely to die before the age 
of 35 and will leave behind young children and infants who will be in need of alternative 
care. With 53% of South Africa's population under the age of 25, the future impact that 
HIV/AIDS infection will have on young people and particularly Children is enormous 
(Steinberg et aI., 2000). 
Finally, HIV/AIDS affects women - particularly younger women - more severely than 
men. The Figure clearly demonstrates the disproportionate vulnerability of younger 
women between the ages of 15 and 24 years: the incidence of HIV infection in this group 
of young women is much higher than for men of similar age. Smart (2000) suggests 
that women become infected at an earlier age than men due to biological reasons 
(sexually transmitted HIV passes more easily from men to women than from women to 
men) and cultural reasons (continued neglect and denial of women's rights including 
gender discrimination). Additional social reasons such as sexual abuse and rape 
occurring at ever-younger ages for girls must also be relevant and are expanded upon 
further in section 5 below. 
Among the total population of women and men, it is estimated that 12 to 13 African 
women are infected with HIV/AIDS to every 10 men (Smart, 2000). Although 
prevalence rates vary considerably by province, all provinces report a higher incidence of 
HIV in women (particularly younger women between the ages of 15 and 24) than men. 
This is particularly alarming in light of the predominance of female-headed households in 
South Africa as well as the traditionally prescribed burden of childcare and health care 
being placed almost exclusively on women. In short, it is known "that the female of 
society will head up the caring of orphaned or abandoned children" (Halkett, 1999; p.8), 
However, if it is the female of society who are particularly vulnerable to HIV infection 
then they will exhibit a correspondingly higher death rate. The problem of caring for 
the large number of orphaned and/or abandoned children will be exacerbated by these 
factors. 
6 
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5. CONSEQUENCES Of HIV I AIDS fOR CHILDREN 
The consequences of HIV/AIDS for children are complex and multiple. Giese (2001) 
identifies three particularly vulnerable groups of children: 
• children affected by HIV/AIDS i.e. those living in households where member(s) are 
HIV-infected, 
• children orphaned by HIV/AIDS, and 
• children infected with HIV. 
The following discussion will follow this categorisation and add a fourth group of children 
particularly vulnerable to the consequences of HIV/AIDS: children infected with and 
affected by HIV/AlDS. Each of these groups of children and their particular 
vulnerabilities are considered in turn below. 
5.1. Children Affected by HIV I AIDS 
Although not formally defined as such, many authors consider children affected by 
HIV/AIDS to be those who are living in households or close communities where there are 
HIV-infected members (for example, Giese, 2001; Halkett, 1999; Smart, 2000). Living 
amongst people who are infected with the virus and/or suffering from full-blown AIDS 
can have serious and lasting consequences for children. These consequences appear to 
I 
center around three issues: exacerbated poverty, loss and bereavement, and isolation. 
Each of these will be explored in turn below. Figure 3 suggests a progression of 
negative effects for children of HIV-infection in their primary caregivers. 
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figure 3: Progression of negative effects for children of HIV infection in their 
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There is extensive evidence to suggest that children living in poverty suffer 
disproportionately poorer health, stunted growth, and malnutrition (Giese, 2001; Richter 
& Griesel, 1994). These conditions, in turn affect the cognitive, emotional and social 
functioning of children. However, the following discussion will focus on the psycho-social 
effects of living in poverty not only for parents, but children as well. 
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According to Whiteside and Sunter (2000), about 50% of South Africa's population live 
in the poorest 40% of households and earn less that R355 per adult per month. A 
further 27% of the population live in 20% of the "ultra poorest" households and earn 
less than R194 per adult per month. Additionally, and tying in with these figures, is 
that between 60% and 70% of South Africa's children live in poverty (Statistics South 
Africa in Giese, 2001). 
Clearly, the majority of South Africans both young and old live in poverty conditions and 
extending the current HIV prevalence rates to these circumstances, means quite simply 
that the majority of persons infected with HIV are also poor (Harber, 1999a). However, 
it is also widely documented that households in which one and often both parents are 
HIV infected, are more prone to poverty conditions than households that have no HIV-
infected members for the following reasons: 
* Firstly, HIV usually infects more than one member of a household: if one parent is 
infected, due to sexual transmission of the virus, the other parent will also be infected 
(Giese, 2001; Halkett, 1999; Steinberg et aI., 2000; Schonteich, 1999; Whiteside & 
Sunter, 2000). 
* Secondly, one or both of these members of the household are either primary 
caretakers or breadwinners for the family unit (Giese, 2001; Steinberg et ai, 2000). 
Becoming intermittently and progressively more ill depletes the income for the 
household, and compromises the quality of care of the children in the household. 
* Thirdly, it has been found that when a family member has AIDS, the household 
income may fall between 52% and 67% (Giese, 2001; UNICEF, 1999). Additionally, the 
financial impact of an AIDS-related death in a family is 30% greater than from death 
from other causes (Steinberg et al., 2000). 
* Finally, the family is also exposed to quadrupled expense in an attempt to manage 
HIV iIIness(es) such as medical treatment, transport to health care facilities, special 
nutritional requirements, and finally funeral costs (Giese, 2001; Steinberg et al. 2000). 
Consequently, HIV infection may have the effect of reducing more households to poverty 
and plunging those already poverty-stricken into complete destitution. The 
psychological distress for both parents and children in these circumstances is heightened 
and often debilitating. It is worth noting that as HIV-infection progresses towards full-
blown AIDS, it produces continuous and ever-more incapacitating Circumstances not only 
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for the infected persons, but also those around them. Richter (1997) notes that there 
has been relatively little research into endemic chronic stress in the event of continuous . 
economic scarcity. Given the nature of HIV and the discussion above, continuous 
economic scarcity would almost certainly be a situation in which many HIV-infected 
households would find themselves: endemic chronic stress would surely be a feature of 
these homes. 
It has been widely acknowledged that poor parents experience unique stresses 
associated with being poor that compromise the quality of care for their children (Giese, 
2001; McLoyd, 1995; Richter, 1994). South African studies point to high levels of stress 
among poverty-stricken groups and according to Richter (1994: 40) " ... the stress of 
poverty plays a major role in directly undermining the quality of child care". Over time, 
negative life events aSSOCiated with poverty leave parents depleted of emotional 
reserves and prone to negative emotional states such as helplessness and hopelessness, 
decreasing self-esteem, depreSSion, endemic stress, and anxiety. These negative 
emotional states have serious implications for parenting to the extent that 
'" the ability of a parent to be supportive, conSistent and child-centred in his/her 
parenting is depleted (McLoyd, 1995; Richter, 1994), 
'" parenting styles often become affectively distance, punitive involving physical 
punishment, and inconsistent (McLoyd, 1995; Richter, 1994), 
'" child abuse and neglect often occur more often in impoverished households (McLoyd, 
1995; Richter, 1994), and 
* female-headed households are known to be at greater risk for living in conditions of 
poverty (McLoyd, 1995). 
Much of the literature documenting the effects of parental depression on children has 
focused on maternal depression excluding the possible impact of paternal depression on 
children. For the purposes of the following discussion, given that mothers are 
traditionally the primary caretakers of children in the African context, the focus will be 
the effects of material depression on children. 
Parents' own depressive condition is considered to affect their children's behaviour in a 
number of ways. Babies of depressed mothers have been found to be less active, 
smile less, frown more, be more fussy and tense, and less securely attached to their 
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mothers (Cole & Cole, 1996). These negative interactional styles are often carried over 
into other areas of social functioning and into later childhood. To this end older 
children of depressed mothers often have difficulty with their peers, exhibiting 
aggressive behaviours towards them; they are often in trouble at school because their 
attention wonders and they fidget in class; they also run the risk for developing 
depression themselves (Cole & Cole, 1996). 
Despondency, despair, helplessness and hopelessness may be communicated to children 
through parents' personal and social behaviour (McLoyd & Wilson, 1990 in Richter, 
1997). 
Closely tied to parental depression is the recognition that this depression often reduces 
parents' emotional availability and responsiveness to their children (Richter, 1994). 
Depressed mothers often distance themselves from their family members and may 
neglect them openly (Garmezy & Masten, 1994). Understandably, parents report 
difficulty in being nurturant patient and available when they are constantly distracted by 
worries over financial matters (Richter, 1994). However, according to Ainsworth, Bell 
and Staton (1974) as cited in Richter (1994: 42), these emotional states probably affect 
children" .... through disruptions in the attachment system". It may be useful then to 
explore some of the effects of insecure attachment on infants and children. 
Much of the literature documenting these effects originate from the United States of 
America, England, Asia, and Europe and have produced conflicting results. Examining 
the cross-cultural validity of attachment theory, researchers such as Sagi (1990), 
Takahashi (1990), and Grossman and Grossman (1990) conducting studies in Israel, 
Japan and West Germany respectively, " ..... seemed to raise some doubt regarding 
Bowlby's universality hypothesis and the alleged universal applicability of the 'Strange 
Situation' procedure" (Van Ijzendoorn, 1990: 2). Not only does there appear to be 
evidence of cross-cultural, between countries differences in attachment frequencies and 
patterns, but also intra-cultural, within countries differences (LeVine & Miller, 1990). 
Tomlinson (1997) uses evidence from these and other studies to question the relevance 
of the Strange Situation, attachment research in the South African cultural context. He 
notes that, at the time of his writing, there was a distinct lack of comprehensive 
research in South Africa that had explored multiple caregiving (which is common in sub-
Saharan Africa) and how this influences the behaviour of infants in the Strange 
Situation. However, given that attachment is a key issue in the first 18 to 24 months of 
an infant's life and that, in sub-Saharan Africa these early months would arguably have 
been spent primarily in the company of an infant's primary caregiver, a brief exploration 
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of existing studies conducted in industrialised countries is presented. Particularly as, in 
the context of HIV/AIDS, attachment disruption may well be a relevant consideration if 
the infant's primary caregiver is also intermittently and progressively ill during these 
early months of a child's life. 
Summarising a number of studies, Radke-Yarrow, Cummings, Kuczynski and Chapman 
(1997), report that early insecure attachment relationships (as a result of affectively 
distant child-rearing practices) are hypothesised to result in children developing a basic 
view of themselves as unlovable, and of others as rejecting and responsive. In younger 
children this affective distance may confuse and distress them; in older children, this 
behaviour may be misunderstood and provoke resentment. 
Additionally, both Clarke-Stewart and Friedman (1987), and Zeanah and Emde (1994), 
citing a number of studies, demonstrate that insecurely attached infants are less socially 
and emotionally competent. At age three, insecurely attached toddlers are less likely to 
elicit positive responses from peers or provoke antagonistic and resistant responses. At 
pre-school age, these children were often described as tense, helpless and fearful and, 
at school-going age, they exhibited lower self-esteem and were more likely to exhibit 
psychological problems. 
Two further issues are worth exploring at this pOint. Firstly, as Richter (1994) notes, the 
mother of a sickly and demanding child may, even in normal circumstances, find it 
difficult to be responsive to such a child. Secondly, mothers who perceive their children 
as unlikely to survive due to HIV-infection may save their energy and emotions for 
caring for their other healthy children. Shepher-Hughes (1992) explains that this type of 
maternal detachment may be functional in the stressful circumstances where there are 
high infant mortality rates. This may well be the case in HIV-infected households and 
communities and it may result in neglect. 
As mentioned earlier, stressedl poor parents are more likely to be inconsistent and 
punitive in their parenting practices than parents of better socia-economic standing. 
The effects of harsh and inconsistent parenting on children has been shown to be 
predictive of a number of socio-emotional problems in children (McLoyd, 1995). For 
example, adolescents have been found to exhibit increased rates of delinquency, drug 
use, depressive symptoms, moodiness, hypersensitivity, and feelings of inadequacy. 
Among younger Children, quarrelsome, negativistic and explosive behaviours have been 
found (McLoyd, 1995). Abused and neglected children exhibit more aggression, anger, 
frustration and non-compliance behaviours than children who have not been abused 
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(MCLoyd, 1995). According to Lutzker, Bigelow, Swenson, Doctor and Kessler (1999: 
523), other long-term consequences of abuse and neglect may include "suicidal 
behaviour, emotional problems, interpersonal problems and academic difficulties". 
Having considered some of the adverse consequences, for both parents and children, of 
being poor, caution must be shown in ascribing these negative parenting and child 
outcomes to ALL poor parents and consequently ALL HIV-infected parents and 
households. All the cited studies above acknowledge that these outcomes are very 
often likely, but are not inevitable. At this point it is worth noting that there are no 
South African studies examining the impact of parental or child HIV-positive status on 
either parenting or child outcomes. 
HIV-Related Illness in Households and Communities 
Long before children experience the death of a parent, and even members of their 
extended family and/or members of their immediate community, they may spend many 
months of uncertainty and anxiety as these important people in their lives suffer 
intermittent illnesses (Foster & Williamson, 2000; Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999a; 
Whiteside & Sunter, 2000). In a paper entitled "Children orphaned by AIDS. Frontline 
Responses from Eastern and Southern Africa" this tragedy for children of watching 
parents ail and die is succinctly described 
" ... because HIV infection progresses from initial infection to mild HIV-related 
illness to the life-threatening illnesses called "AIDS", children can live with long 
periods of uncertainty and intermittent crises, as both parents sicken and die. 
In sub-Saharan Africa, where effective relief for pain or other symptoms is often 
unavailable, children who live through their parent's pain and illness frequently 
suffer from depreSSion, stress and anxiety" (UNICEF, 1999) 
There have, to date, been few empirical studies of the coping modes of children in HIV-
infected households where, given the nature of HIV-infection and illness, they would 
necessarily be exposed to witnessing ever more debilitating ailments afflict those close 
to them. Altschuler and McFadyen (1999: 239) are equally puzzled by the " ... .Iimited 
exploration of parental illness in both the medical and psychological literature" whilst 
recognising that most research has focused on childhood illness. However, the effects 
of chronic parental illness and disability on Children, seem to be both complex and age-
related and may well be relevant for children in HIV-infected households and 
communities. 
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One of the most difficult tasks for parents is whether, and how much, to tell a child 
about their illness (Rolland, 1999). In the context of HIV-infection and the stigma 
attached to the disease, children are often not told about their parent's illness. Rolland 
suggests that children have an uncanny ability to sense danger despite parents' 
unwillingness to confirm the nature of their illness. He adds that this "blocked 
communication" only adds to a child's anxiety and can cause severe emotional problems 
for a child "fuelled by catastrophic fears and fantasies about the parent's condition" 
(p.2S7). He goes on to add that uninformed young children may often be concerned 
that they have caused their parent's illness. 
Other authors have investigated children's understanding of illness positing that a child's 
understanding of illness develops on a similar path as their knowledge and 
understanding of body parts and their functions. For example, according to Bibace and 
Walsh (1980, 1981) cited in Black (1994), children between 4 and 7 years old may 
attribute the cause of illness to magic or believe it is a punishment. Children between 7 
and 10 years old see illness as contagious and it is not until adolescence that children 
begin to understand that illness may result from more complex causes. However, Eiser 
(1989) does point to the possibility that children's repeated experience of illness may 
promote a far more mature and younger understanding of illness and the consequences 
thereof. A further consideration is that children who live in animistiC cultural 
communities in Africa, where witchcraft is used to explain misfortune and illness, are 
likely to ascribe such causes to AIDS-related illness and death (Van Dyk, 2001). 
From the above, then, the implications for children affected by HIV/AlDS are that young 
children may not perceive their parent(s) maladies as life-threatening. Only later, 
probably around the age of 10 will they fully understand that their parent(s) illnesses 
may result in death. And according to Miller and Murray (1999), once children reach 
adolescence, secrets about HIV may be harder to maintain. This, due to these 
children's more sophisticated understanding of illness and death as well as HIV/AlDS 
awareness campaigns targeting this age-group of children. However, as more and more 
people are succumbing to the effects of HIV/AIDS infection and illness, children's more 
frequent experience of these effects may increase, leading them to become more aware 
of the dangers of losing parent(s) and family members at ever-younger ages. 
Loss and Bereavement in HIV/AIDS Households and Communities 
"One of the most profound stressors a child ever has to face is the partial dissolution of a 
family through the death of a parent" (Garmezy & Masten, 1994; 196). Given the 
unnaturally large number of people who will be dying from AIDS-related illnesses in the 
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near future in South Africa, children who endure the death of their parent(s) from AIDS-
related illnesses, will more than likely also experience the death of family members 
and/or members of their immediate community. The stress of parental death will 
necessarily be compounded by the real possibility of witnessing multiple deaths. 
Koocher and Gudas (1992: 1025) have commented on adult misunderstandings of 
children's comprehension of death: 
"Three oft-held erroneous assumptions include beliefs that children do not 
comprehend death, that adults do comprehend death, and that even if children 
were able to understand death, it would be harmful for them to be concerned 
about it" (Koocher & Gudas, 1992: 1025) 
In light of these observation it is not surprising that children are often not told that their 
parents have died. According to Marcus (2001), in most communities in Africa and in 
many other parts of the world, it appears that it is customary not to communicate with 
children about death and grief. Foster and Williamson (2000) suggest that this is so 
because there are certain taboos around discussing impending death in African culture 
as people who discuss death are believed to lay themselves open to charges of 
witchcraft. Although there appears to be a break in this traditional practice, excluding 
children from the realities of HIV/AIDS illness and death is very likely to leave children 
unprepared, anxious, confused, and without any support (Altschuler & McFadyen, 1999; 
Marcus, 2001; Nieves, 2000; UNICEF, 1999), 
As with children's understanding of illness, children also tend to exhibit age-related 
understanding of death closely tied to their cognitive development and comprehension of 
abstract concepts such, as universality, inevitability and irreversibility (Garmezy & 
Masten, 1994; Koocher & Gudas, 1992). Reviewing various sources, Garmezy and 
Masten (1994) following a Piagetian framework, suggest that between the ages of 5 and 
7 years old, children begin to understand the universality, finality and biological 
characteristics of death. By age 8, children comprehend the irreversibility of death. 
Parental death even at this age is very likely to generate anxiety, fear and depression in 
children. 
Children between the ages of 10 and 14 are thought to be particularly susceptible to the 
adverse effects of parental death. It is parental loss at this age that may provide the 
breeding ground for later depression especially" .... if that later period is marked by 
additional stressors that can heighten despair and a sense of failure." (Garmezy & 
Masten, 1994). Given the various other adverse sequelae of HIV/AIDS for children 
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providing them with a range of additional stressors as described above, it is likely that 
these children may well suffer from depression in later life. 
Infants and young children are also not invulnerable to the effects of parental death. 
According to Bowlby, the memory of a parent's death (loss) can remain with young 
children with consequences shown in behavioural changes from protest to an often 
misunderstood quietness reflecting despair (in Garmezy & Masten, 1994). 
, 
As explained earlier, the nature of HIV infection is such that children will often face the 
prospect of grief not only for one parent, but for both. The nature of the epidemic will 
also expose these children to the possibility of grieving for siblings, peers, and/or close 
relatives. Many children who are orphaned and are living with elderly grandparents 
and/or HIV-infected members of the extended family may be exposed to the death of 
these alternate carers as well. Bereavement and mourning can therefore often be 
extended, overlapping and continuous. The effects of mourning and bereavement in 
these circumstances can only be further complicated for children from HIV-infected 
households, and/or communities. 
Yet, to date, there have been no systematic studies addressing these extended, 
overlapping and continuous mourning processes and the effects they may have on 
children. Recent studies concerned with the effects of parental death on children, have 
focused on the death of one parent (Dowdney, 2000 ); others have compared sudden 
death of a parent with parental death after a protracted, chronic illness (pfeffer, Karus, 
Siegel & Hiang, 2000; Ronan, 2000); still others have used retrospective data to 
investigate adult outcomes after parental loss at an early age (Hurd, 1999; Maier & 
Lachman, 2000; Ronan, 2000). Other recent studies have explored multiple losses 
including the death of both parents (Collins-Jones, 1997; Dominguez, 1999; Mahon, 
1999). 
Lacking any systematic studies focusing specifically on the expected complicated 
mourning processes for children in HIV-infected households and communities, some of 
the effects of parental death as described by the above studies will be pursued. This, in 
light of the fact that, many of these effects will surely be of relevance to children 
affected by HIV/AIDS. Only those studies that have explored parental death that is 
likely to be similar to the death of parent(s) as a result of HIV/AIDS are explored. These 
include death of one parent (Dowdney, 2000; Maier & Lachman, 2000) or both parents 
(Domingeuz, 1999; Mahon, 1999), some specifically after protracted illness rather than 
from sudden causes. 
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Dowdney (2000), in an attempt to expose the limitations and gaps in recent 
bereavement literature, notes that psychological outcomes in children who have 
experienced the death of a parent are varied. Reviewing various sources, she 
concludes that 1 in 5 bereaved children is likely to develop a psychiatric disorder; the 
highest rates of reported difficulties are found in boys; and in the year following 
bereavement, children commonly display grief, distress and dysphoria. Maier and 
Lachman's (2000) retrospective study found that (single) parental death prior to the age 
of 17 amongst their sample of close to 3000 adults aged between 30 and 60 years, 
predicted a higher likelihood of depression for women and more autonomy for men. 
Hurd's (1999) similar study found that depression was not an inevitable outcome of 
childhood bereavement. 
Dominguez (1999) found that children who lose parents are at risk for developing 
psychosomatic illness, have poor social adjustment, and may fail to reach their potential 
development. Mahon (1999) used a case study approach to examine secondary losses 
for two children following the death of both their parents. Although noting that 
childhood bereavement is characterised by prolonged pain and tainted experiences, 
secondary losses - especially isolation - had exacerbated the bereavement for these 
children. Finally, Collins-Jones (1997) found that as a group, her sample of 52 
uninfected American children (mean age: 10.29 years) in HIV-infected households were 
characterised by clinically elevated levels of psychological distress. Although her 
findings were related to having multiple family members diagnosed as HIV-positive, the 
death of family member(s) due to AIDS was one of the factors that contributed to these 
children's greater risk for developing behavioural and/or emotional problems. 
The Stigma of HIV/AIDS Infection and Isolation 
Another of the negative effects of living in an HIV-infected household is the well-
documented pervasive stigma attached to HIV-infection and AIDS-related death which 
often results in isolation for the family members (Draft discussion paper, July 2000; 
Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999a; Smart, 2000; Whiteside & Sunter, 2000). Coupled with 
the stigma of poverty, this can have serious consequences for family members -
particularly children - who at this time are probably most in need of support from others. 
The majority of families affected I infected with HIV/AIDS live in poverty and may face 
additional unfair prejudice, discrimination, and stigmatisation due to their status. 
According to Giese (2001) children living in poverty are teased by their peers and are 
frequently marginalised by members of their community even though, as mentioned 
earlier, most of those who are particularly vulnerable to HIV-infection are poor. 
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Confirming this, Foster, Makufa, Drew, Kambeu and Saurombe (1996) found that 
Zimbabwean orphans were stigmatised based on their orphan status and poverty 
situation rather than from being associated with HIV/AIDS. 
Coupled with the stigma associated with poverty, is the pervasive stigma attached to 
HIV infection and AIDS-related death. Children living in households where there are 
HIV-infected members, are thus subjected to the double burden of prejudice and 
stigmatisation from being poor and having a member (or members) of their families 
infected by HIV. Shame, fear and rejection often surround people infected with the virus 
and is coupled with irrational fear of contamination (UNICEF, 1999). Shame is often felt 
as AIDS is predominantly a sexually transmitted disease (Powell, Morreira, Rudd & 
Ngonyama, 1994). 
According to Harber (1999a), some of the consequences of this stigma may be that 
parents do not disclose their HIV status and often do not call on the wider family for help 
- putting greater responsibility on the children. Harber adds that orphans are at greater 
risk of being rejected / abandoned by their kin. These consequences of the stigma 
attached to HIV have a number of negative outcomes for HIV infected households. 
Firstly, mothers, for fear of abandonment by or physical abuse from their children'S 
fathers should they disclose their HIV positive status, do not have the freedom to choose 
risk-reducing behaviours. These behaviours include breastfeeding, condom use, and 
further pregnancies. Secondly, home based carers' offers of help are often rejected 
(Giese, 2001) because accepting help from these carers', demonstrates to others in the 
community that there is HIV-infection and illness in the household. 
The most serious implications of this rejection by, and stigma-related self-imposed 
isolation from, family a d community members may be found in the adverse effects it 
may have for factors that promote reSilience. In the event of negative life events and 
stressors, the role of social support has been documented as providing a means of 
mediating the adverse effects of these life conditions (Powell et aI., 1994; Werner, 1997; 
Werner, 2000). However, because of rejection by kin and also the wider community, 
families where there is HIV infection are often not given any form of support, whether 
instrumental and/or emotional and become further isolated. It appears then that social 
support that may have helped HIV infected or affected families, and particularly children, 
is neither offered nor available thereby complicating the variety of negative events to 
which HIVjAIDS subjects them. 
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There have been a number of studies that have focused on either social support for 
persons with AIDS (PWA's) and/or the relative value and access of persons providing 
support. Most of them have been generated in the United States of America, Canada, 
and Britain and have an almost exclusive focus on adults: particularly middle-class/ gay, 
men but also intravenous drug users with none being specific to children (for example 
Britton, Zarski, Hobfoli, 1993; Friedland, Renwick & McColl, 1996; Green 1993; Lamping, 
Gilmore, Grover, Tsoukas, Faultz, Hamel & Di Merco, 1992; Schreurs & De Ridder, 1997; 
Stowe, Ross, Wodak, Thomas & Larson, 1993). It is therefore debatable whether these 
findings and commentaries are relevant to the context of HIV/AIDS in the developing 
world (including South Africa) where HIV/AIDS predominantly infects and affects 
heterosexual persons irrespective of gender; poorer people; and children. However, 
although Green (1993) notes that research into the link between social support and the 
psychological well-being of PWA's is still in its infancy, some researchers and 
commentators have indicated that social support can be a significant mediating factor 
against the stressors of a chronic illness such as AIDS. 
Two such examples are firstly, Lamping et al. (1992) who found that social support was 
a strong predictor of psychological well-being amongst their random sample of 73 HIV-
positive adult patients. And secondly, Friedland et al. (1996) who found evidence of the 
importance of emotional social support and positive health outcomes amongst their 
sample of 120 HIV-positive persons. These researchers also found that friends and 
partners, rather than family, were the most frequent providers of support for their 
sample. 
5.2. Children Orphaned By HIV I AIDS 
Before exploring the consequences of HIV/AIDS for children in terms of orphaning, it is 
important firstly to clarify what is meant by an orphan and then to explore the extent 
and projections of orphaning both globally and in South Africa. 
For the purposes of this study the definition followed by UNAIDS/ WHO, and UNICEF will 
be followed. These organisations define AIDS orphans as Children who have lost their 
mother to AIDS before the age of 15 years (UNICEF, 1999). It is also important to 
note that other reports and even AIDS orphan projections, use differing definitions of 
orphanhood from those including orphans from all causes (Halkett, 1999); children 14 
years and younger who have lost either their mother or father to AIDS (Halkett, 1999); 
and any child younger than 18 or who is still at school and who has lost either or both 
parents (Ali, 1998). However, most orphan estimates use the age range "under 15 
years" as do they "maternal orphanhood" (Foster & Williamson, 2000). This choice of 
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age range and parent's gender has implications for orphan estimates and projections. 
According to Foster & Williamson (2000: 5276), "Definitions that exclude paternal 
orphans under-estimate total orphan numbers by 45-70%; definitions which exclude 15-
17 year old children under-estimate this figure by 25-35%". 
At a global level, the tragedy of HIV/AIDS is further highlighted when considering that 
by the year 2000, 13 million children will have lost their mother or both parents to AIDS 
and lOA million of them will be under the age of 15 (UNAIDS, UNICEF and BLCA, 1999). 
For Africa, this catastrophe is confounded by the fact that 90% of orphaned children are 
in sub-Saharan Africa. 
In South Africa, it is thought that by the year 2015 orphans will comprise between 9 and 
12 percent of the total population (between 3.6 and 4.8 million children) (South African 
Law Commission, 1999 in Smart, 2000). These projected figures may at first glance 
appear to be exaggerated. However, other projections and estimates all report similarly 
alarming results. The United States Bureau of he Census (Hunter, 1997 in Halkett, 
1999) estimated the number of orphans in South Africa by the year 2000 as a result of 
all causes at 1.8 million children and by 2010, at 2.6 million children. Similarly, as part 
of a paper for the United Nations Development Programme, an actuarial projection by 
Metropolitan Life estimated the number of orphans (Le. children up to the age of 14 
years old who have lost their mother due to AIDS) by 2010 to be just under 2 million 
(Whiteside and Sunter, 2000). This estimate is close to the one from the Institute for 
Security Studies that calculated the projected number of orphans due to AIDS by 2010 
to be just over 2 million (Die Burger, August 23, 2000). Figure 4 below, taken from 
Schonteich (1999: 1) demonstrates the "unprecedented wave of orphaned children" in 
South Africa. 
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Even if these fi gure~ prove t o be ove[-e'it imates or ,, [mply w~y off tMget, there [5 ",nouQh 
",v id",nc", to indical", thJt a iUQ'" number of chIldren in South Afr ica , now and for many 
year5 to come, wi ll grow up w[thout t he benef icia l experience of famil y life. I n fact, w>th 
AIDS·re!<lted de~th rate'i expected to increao:e for at least the next two decades, t h", 
proport ion of orphans wil l remain hiQh unli l at l"'Jst 2030 (Foster & Will iamson. 2000) . 
fwo major concerns rel"t>ng t o the large number of prospectIve orph~ns <Ire t hat m,,"y 
of thE"'''' chi ldr",n may ",nd up living on lh'" ~tr",,,,t s (Fost"" & Wil liam'iorl, 2000: Gi",s",. 
2001 : Hasewinke! , 2000: St einberg et ai. 2000: Whiteside, 2000: Wood & Mason, 199 7) _ 
rhe other concern, proD<lsed by Sdxmte>ch (1999: 1) '5 t hat orphans "Grow ing up 
wilhout pu",nls, Jnd badly sUP<2rv ised oy r",IJlives Jnd "",lfM'" organisJl ions" - wil! be 
at g reat er risk than average for engaQi nQ in criminal activitie,. ExplorinQ the long-t erm 
effeL1:s for children groww.g up w>thout th'" love and care of adults, Richte[- (2001: 33) 
sugg",'its lhat "Th",y mJy d",v", iop ant isocial behavIOurs wh>ch " ., ,,muld cJuS", socia l 
pro blems on an unprecedented sca le," 
How",,,,,,,. thHe appears to be a lack of systemat ic, empir icJ ! slud ie:s of HIV/AIDS 
orpha ns and the ir p<l rticula r psycho-social vulnerab,lities. According to foster & 
Wil liam'ion (2000). this is J'i a re:su lt of a fo cu, on the , ocia l Jnd ",mnomic impact of 
HlV/AlDS on children: psycholoQical needs appearing to be !es, obvious and less 
immedi<lte However, there have been numerous anecdotal reports p<l rt>cularly in th", 
pnnt medi~ documenting t he phght of HlV-o.- ph<lne<l ch ildren. Thes'" r",por t~ clearly 
demon,trate the adverse eff ect, of orphaning for some child ren. 
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Some systematic studies have begun to emerge from countries to the North of South 
Africa, and tend to focus on the extent of orphaning, and the ways in which these 
children are being accommodated and/or serviced within their communities of origin (for 
example, Ali, 1998; Foster, Shakespeare, Chinemana, Jackson, Gregson, Marange & 
Mashumba, 1995; Foster et al. 1996; McKerrow, 1996a; McKerrow & Verbeek, 1995; 
and Parry, 2000). However, little empirical work has been done to advance our 
knowledge of the psycho-social consequences of orphaning particularly in the context of 
HIV/AIDS. If the report commissioned by the Nelson Mandela Children's Fund (2001) is 
anything to go by, this trend may be changing. In this report, through self-reports and 
interviews with service providers and members of child-headed households, some of the 
issues confronting orphaned, child-headed households in South Africa are explored. 
Some of these consequences are detailed in chapter 2 in the discussion of child-headed 
households and will not be expanded upon here. 
Be that as it may, the most tragic consequence of HIV infection for children is often 
orphaning as their HIV-infected mothers and/or fathers succumb to AIDS. For the older 
groups of children they may be thrust into the role of carer for their siblings - even if 
only temporarily. Aldridge and Becker (1999) cite a number of commentaries who point 
to the possible long-term effects of children'S premature adoption of caring roles (for 
example, Arnaud, 1959; O'Neill, 1985; and Power, 1977). These appear to be lack or 
loss of schooling, over-compliance, loss of emotional spontaneity, and interference with 
peer relations. Sometimes being ill themselves, this additional responsibility will weigh 
even more heavily on their young shoulders. For the younger groups of children, they 
will be forced to turn their demands for care to their older siblings who are often unable 
to adequately take on this role - particularly if they themselves are HIV positive and 
often ill. 
5.3. Children Infected With HIV I AIDS 
. 
One of the other groups of children identified as being particularly vulnerable, are those 
infected with HIV/AIDS. If one refers back to the Figure 2 on p. 5 it is evident that the 
age group 0 - 4 years is the most at risk for HIV/AIDS infection. As explained earlier, 
these children are most commonly at risk due to mother-to-child transmission (MTCT) of 
the virus. 
These children have very short lifespans. In sub-Saharan Africa and South Africa due to 
adversities such as poverty, malnutrition, and difficult access to health-care services 
amongst other things they often die before their first birthdays, but some do survive to 
see their 5th birthdays. During this time they are sickly becoming more so as the 
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disease progresses thus probably requiring more care than uninfected children. These 
demands for additional care would more than likely be provided by parent(s) who are 
themselves HIV-compromised; and/or from siblings who are young and inexperienced in 
childcare; and/or from extended family members who may be reluctant alternative 
carers or simply lacking in resources and/or energy to adequately cope with a sick and 
dying child. 
It is this age group too - particularly new-born infants - who are most likely to be 
abandoned by their HIV positive mothers (Halkett, 1999). Recent data revealed that 
between 3000 and 4000 babies and children were abandoned during 1997 doubling in 
number between 1997 and 1998 (Smart, 2000). It appears from various newspaper 
reports and a recent discussion with Ms. Halkett that abandonment has increased 
Significantly and is becoming a much more severe problem in present times (Halkett, 
1999; Saturday Argus, June 19/20, 1999; Saturday Argus, July 15/16, 2000). In fact, 
the South African National Council for Child and Family Welfare report a 67% increase in 
child abandonment over the last three years (Gieser 2001). There is no indication as to 
whether these increases are due to the HIV-positive status of the children's mothers and 
their increasing numbers, or the worsening economiC conditions in which they find 
themselves for a variety of reasons, or both. Whatever the cause, these abandoned 
babies, having often been forsaken in life-threatening locations or in over-crowded 
hospital wards across the country, are frequently placed in institutional settings or 
temporary emergency foster-care family environments until such time as alternative 
arrangements can be made for them (Halkett, 1999). 
Again referring to Figure 2 on p. 5, children between the ages of 5 and 14 appear to 
have little risk of becoming infected with HIV. However, it is entirely likely that the age 
group 10 to 14 would begin to be vulnerable to infection. Particularly in light of data 
from three sources that illustrate the onset of sexual activity appearing to be at an 
extremely young age in South Africa. In Swaziland age-specific data revealed a number 
(albeit a small number) of pregnant females in the age group 11-14 (AIDS Analysis 
Africa, 1999). In another release by Lovelife it was reported that in a recent survey, 4 
out of every 10 young people were having sex before the age of 12 (Lovelife, 2001). 
The Buga study in ex-Transkei revealed that boys started sexual intercourse at an 
average age of 13.43 years and girls at a mean age of 14.86 years (Smart, 2000). 
It seems likely then that sexual activity may well begin at ages as young as 11 or 12 
years old although Whiteside & Sunter (2000) call for more accurate and South African 
based surveys and research to better determine this type of information. Nevertheless, 
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given that HIV/AIDS is spread in the majority of cases through sexual encounters, it is 
quite evident that this group of children/Young adults will be at greater risk of HIV-
infection than the available data in Figure 2 suggests. Some of the reasons for this risk 
are given below: 
• Sexual abuse and rape often occurs at this young age as a result of the myth that 
sex with a virgin will cure one of AIDS or that younger girls will not be infected and 
will therefore not pass on the infection (Giese, 2001: Whiteside & Sunter, 2000). 
• The slightly older girls will often be forced through economic dependence into early 
marriage and/or reliance on male economic support robbing them of control over the 
circumstances and/or safety of sex (Foster & Williamson, 2000: UNAIDS, 2000). 
• Young girls may enter into prostitution even at a young age often due to the dire 
economic circumstances of their families (Foster & Williamson, 2000; Whiteside & 
Sunter, 2000). 
• Children who have suffered the psychosocial sequelae of HIV/AIDS may be drawn to 
deviant drug-taking behaviours although Foster & Williamson (2000) citing two 
sources - Kirya (1996) and Forsyth, Damour and Naglre (1996) - and Richter (2001) 
note that internalised behaviour disturbances such as depression, anxiety and low 
self-esteem seem to be more common in orphans rather than acting out and deviant 
behaviour. 
• Some may be at risk for acquiring HIV simply from caring for HIV-infected parent(s) 
and/or siblings particularly if they have no notion of how to avoid infection from this 
source. 
However, should these 10 to 14 year olds become infected they too would require more 
caring than uninfected children from parent{s) who are themselves HIV-compromised 
and/or from extended family members who may be reluctant alternative carers or simply 
lacking in resources and/or energy to adequately cope with a sick and dying child. They 
too will be sickly and their life expectancy from HIV infection to full-blown AIDS and 
death will be between 6 and 8 years - often less depending on the quality and quantity 
of nutrition and access to health-care services and medications. There is a possibility 
that they may become parents to their own children requiring the nurturing and care 
that any young infant demands. Often, if their parent(s) are very ill or have died, they 
may be caring for siblings - some of whom may also be HIV positive and ailing. Being 
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older they would be more aware of and responsive to some of the psychosocial 
consequences of HIV/AIDS explored above. 
5.4. Children Infected With and Affected By HIV I AIDS 
In addition to the consequences of being HIV infected, many children will also have 
suffered, in varying degrees and depending on their ages, adverse psychosocial 
consequences of HIV/AIDS and/or orphaning as detailed above. These are the children 
who form the fourth groups of particularly vulnerable children: those infected with and 
affected by HIV/AIDS. They would face the double burden of their own illness as well 
as the often overwhelming consequences of living with HIV/AIDS within their own 
households as well as within their immediate communities. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The preceding discussion has highlighted the extent of the HIV/AIDS pandemic both 
globally and locally. The central focus however, has been on the possible and under-
researched negative psycho-social sequelae for children of HIV/AIDS. They include the 
effects of living in poor households often made poorer from the impact of HIV-infection 
in the household; the effects of illness, death and bereavement in the context of 
overlapping, ongoing and multiple deaths in their families and/or communities; and the 
effects of isolation and limited support as a result of the pervasive stigma attached to 
H IV/AI DS. These negative psycho-social consequences for children are shown to be 
compounded when children are also orphaned and/or are infected with the virus 
themselves. 
All of the adverse effects of living in HIV-infected households and communities as 
described above, will follow these children into whatever alternative caring situations 
they may enter following the death of their parent(s). Many of these negative effects 
will impact on potential alternative carers' deciSions to care for them. This will be 
pursued in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MODELS OF ALTERNATIVE CARE FOR CHILDREN IN NEED 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The preceding chapter has highlighted the fact that South Africa is facing the prospect of 
an extremely large number of orphaned children within the next decade and beyond. 
These children would also have experienced psychological trauma through the illness 
and death of people close to them, as well as the social isolation that accompanies AIDS 
related illness and death. Although the ideal would be for as many of these children to 
experience some type of family life in which to grow and mature into responsible adults, 
the reality may be quite different. 
This chapter considers existing models of care available to children in South Africa: 
informal foster care and kinship care, formal foster care, and adoption. It will be shown 
that these existing models of alternative family care are either under-utilised, under-
promoted or are simply becoming over-extended. It will also be established that, 
although each of these forms of alternative care are not without problems, they do 
encompass an environment that provides children with some form of family life. 
Much of the following discussion is informed, and admittedly biased by the opening 
statement to the Convention on the Rights of the Child which makes a strong statement 
about family life: 
"Recognising that a child, for the full and harmonious development of 
his/her personality, should be brought up in a family environment, in an 
atmosphere of happiness, love and understanding" (cited in Neilson, 2000: 1). 
Likewise, the South African Constitution (Act 108 of 1996), recognising a child's right to 
family care, places an obligation on government to ensure that "Every child has the right 
to family care or parental care, or to appropriate care when removed from the family 
environment" (cited in Giese & Hasewinkel, 2001). This "family care or parental care" 
forms the focus of the following discussion particularly with regard to children 
orphanedby HIV/AIDS and their right to this type of childhood caring experience. 
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2. EXISTING MODELS OF At TERNATIVE FAMILY CARE 
Historically in South Africa, alternative parenting within family contexts for children in 
need has been provided by adoption, foster care, informal foster care, and kinship care 
within the extended family. The first two options are heavily entrenched in first-world 
models of alternative family care and have been under-promoted and therefore under-
utilised by the majority of South African families. This will be expanded upon below. 
The latter two options center around the fact that childcare within black African culture 
has historically been viewed as a social task performed by the entire extended family 
rather than an individual family one (Brink, 1998; Halkett, 1999; McKerrow, 1996a; 
McKerrow & Verbeek, 1995; Pakati, 1984; Thomas & Mabusela, 1991; Tolfree, 1995). 
It is these latter two forms of alternative family care that will be explored first. 
2.1. Kinship Care Within Extended Families and Informal Foster Care 
Within these models of alternative family care there is no legal transfer of either custody 
or guardianship of the child to his/her substitute parents: it is an informal arrangement 
between members of a child's extended family with no application for government 
assistance (Halkett, 1999; Smart, 2000). 
These forms of alternative family care have been practiced for many centuries 
throughout Africa and center around two groups of children in need of alternative care. 
Firstly, should a child be orphaned, abandoned, abused, or neglected for example, he or 
she is absorbed into the extended family network and cared for by kin (Halkett, 1999; 
Pakati, 1984; McKerrow, 1996a; McKerrow & Verbeek, 1995; Tolfree, 1995). In this 
instance, children are seen to be in need of alternative care for reasons of parental 
inadequacies and is close to the common notion of formal foster care which will be 
explored further below. In the context of HIV/AIDS, with the focus on child 
abandonment and orphaning, kinship care rather than other types of informal foster care 
(discussed next) is, and has been, arguably the most likely response to children 
orphaned by HIV/AIDS. 
Secondly, Foster & Williamson (2000) and Sishuta (1996) make reference to a number 
of studies that show that many informal foster care arrangements in sub-Saharan Africa 
have been made for a variety of additional reasons. Some of these include: to provide 
domestic and other assistance to the foster family; to be better disciplined by the foster 
family; to learn a trade or attend school; to gain some advantages should the foster 
family be wealthier than the one from which the child originated; to forge social and 
familial alliances. This form of alternative family is one in which the caring arrangement 
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is not a life-time one with children returning at some stage to their familial homes. 
Given the reasons for this form of alternative care, it is unlikely to be used as a response 
to children orphaned by HIV/AIDS. 
Many authors have pOinted to the extensive informal foster and kinship care 
arrangements that exist in South Africa as well as countries to the north of South Africa 
(Foster & Williamson, 2000; Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999a, 1999b; McKerrow, 1996b). 
However, statistics reflecting these informal or kinship foster placements are not readily 
available. Some indication of this type of alternative care can be obtained from 
McKerrow & Verbeek's study conducted in 1994/ 1995 which found that 19.3% of all 
children under the age of 17 years were not living with their parents in eight 
communities in Kwa-Zulu Natal. Additionally, Henderson's (1999) research found that 
the ten to sixteen year old children she interviewed in New Crossroads Cape Town, had 
already spent one third of their lives away from their parents. 
Characteristics and Motivations of Kinship Carers 
Due to the paucity of studies with regard to this form of alternative care, it is difficult to 
make any assumptions about the particular characteristics and motivations of these 
groups of carers. However, the foregoing discussion, and evidence from local studies 
and commentaries (for example, Foster et al. 1995; Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999a, 
1999b; Rankin, 1983; Richter, 2001; Sishuta, 1996; Smart, 2000; Thomas & Mabusela, 
1991) and in the United States of America (Berrick, 1998; Gebel, 1996; McLean & 
Thomas, 1996), do provide some notion of these carers' characteristics and motivations. 
Most of these studies have been conducted on caretakers who are formally fostering 
children of their kin. Common characteristics include: 
.. They are most ofte  elderly maternal grandmothers. 
.. In South Africa, more often than not they live in rural areas where access to health 
care and adequate schooling for children in their care is difficult. 
.. They are likely to be impoverished themselves and are often in poor health. 
.. In all probability they would be minimally educated and unemployed. 
The primary motivation in the case of kinship care, evidenced from both the South 
African and overseas studies, appears to be a strong sense of family duty and obligation. 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Kinship Care 
One of the major problems in South Africa associated with this form of care as a means 
to alleviate the HIVjAIDS orphan crisis is that "The AIDS epidemic has now stretched 
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the resources of extended families to the limit..." (Harber,1999a: 7) It is agreed by 
other authors that the extended family is becoming overwhelmed (Halkett, 1999; 
Harber, 1999a; Smart, 2000) and possibly reaching saturation point (Halkett, 1999; 
McKerrow, 199621; McKerrow &. Verbeek, 1995; Harber, 1998). Elderly relatives are 
finding themselves having to provide care for more and more sibling groups. They 
themselves are in impoverished conditions, are often elderly and lack energy, and 
frequently report an inability to discipline the children in their care (Barnett and Blaikie, 
1994 in Harber, 1999a). Besides which the next generation of grandparents will be 
severely depleted by AIDS and so this source of alternative care will not be available in 
the long term (Harber, 199921). Harber reports too, that in many African countries AIDS 
has produced the situation where there is no-one remaining within an extended family 
who is willing or able to care for orphaned children (for example, Berer and Sunandra, 
1993; Barnett and Blaikie, 1994; Foster, Makufa, Drew, Kambeu &. Saurombe, 1995). 
The stigma surrounding HIVj AIDS has also produced the situation here relatives are 
reluctant to, or will not care for children orphaned by HIV/AIDS (Harber, 1998; 
McKerrow &. Verbeek, 1995). 
Yet there persists the notion that kinship care is preferred not only by black African 
people themselves, but also by those who are working at the grassroots level of 
providing alternative family sources for orphaned children (McKerrow &. Verbeek, 1995; 
McKerrow, 199621; Halkett, 1999). In fact many of these authors suggest a type of 
hierarchy of alternative care ranging from kinship care within the extended family, to 
care by families within the community from which the orphan/s originate, to care by 
strangers, and finally to institutionalisation. 
The obviOUS advantage aSSOCiated with kin care is that the children remain in the family 
unit. They would probably continue to have access to other relatives and siblings -
many of whom will also be cared for by their carers. Children would therefore have a 
sense of security and continuity that may be lacking in both formal foster care 
placements and, to some extent, in adoption. 
2.2. formal foster Care 
In South Africa, formal foster care is an established practice and allows for the 
placement of a child with alternative caregivers when life circumstances dictate that this 
is necessary for the child's care, protection, and development. This involves the legal 
transfer of guardianship of the child to the foster parents as well as assistance from the 
government (Halkett, 1999). Children are removed from their parental homes and 
placed with alternative caregivers (who are awarded a foster care grant) for a variety of 
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reasons: parents who abuse drugs or alcohol l child abuse and/or neglect, abandonment, 
illness or death of one or both parents (Tolfree, 1995; Wolkind & Rushton, 1994). 
Foster care is intended to be a short-term arrangement with the ideal being that the 
child is re-united with his or her biological parents once the family circumstances 
improve (Halkett, 1999; Scholtz, 1997; Tolfree, 1995). However, it is recognised that 
many placements are often long-term and children tend to spend many years in foster 
care placements (Hersov, 1994; Wolkind & Rushton, 1994). 
The South African model of formal foster care is much the same as is practiced in many 
Western countries today. Additionally, as will be explored below when dealing with 
adoption, welfare services in this country including formal foster care, have an historical 
legacy of not having been available to, nor provided for black African children in need of 
alternative family care. In countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, formal foster care is not a 
widely practiced nor a recognised form of alternative family care for most children in 
need of alternative care. 
Scholtz (1997) reports that at the end of March 1997, there were 73 354 foster children 
in 42 998 foster families in South Africa. Additionally, according to Halkett (1999), the 
Child Welfare Movement saw a steady increase in the number of children placed in 
formal foster caring arrangements between 1995 and 1998 with a 54% increase in first 
time foster care placements between 1995 and 1996/97; and a 60% increase between 
1996/7 and 1997/98. This was largely due to foster care services becoming more 
accessible and better known to black African families than was previously the case. 
Also, that many informal, kinship carers are arguably becoming more inclined to access 
the foster care grant to assist them in caring for their kin. 
Fostercarer Demographics and Motivation 
A substantial number of reports on foster carer demographics have emanated from the 
United States of America, the United Kingdom and Australia (Bebbington & Miles, 1990; 
Churchill, Carlson, & Nybell, 1979; Evans & Tierney, 1995; Hampson & Tavorina, 1980; 
Kirby, 1997; Peterson & Pierce, 1974; Wolkind & Rushton, 1994). These studies show 
that on average, foster parents are most likely to be around 45 years of age (with foster 
mothers being Slightly younger than fathers). The family would consist of a married 
couple reflecting a high degree of stability in their marital relationship, three biological 
children (approximately 10 years old) and possibly as many as two additional foster 
children. The foster parents would most likely be slightly less well educated than the 
population norm with foster mothers inclined to be unemployed and the majority of 
foster fathers being employed in "blue collar" occupations. Foster mothers were likely 
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to have some experience in child-related occupations such as nursing, home-care and/or 
child care. Some of the studies also found that a significant proportion of their samples 
had grown up in families with four or more siblings and were thus familiar with large 
family functioning with fluid family boundaries. Many had also experienced "unhappy" 
childhoods. On the whole, the family home consisted of 3 or more bedrooms. 
In many respects the literature demonstrates that the South African foster carer 
resembles the above profile with few exceptions (Bandawe & Louw, 1997; Rankin, 
1983; Sishuta, 1996; Thomas & Mabusela, 1991). South African foster carers are more 
likely to be older (between 50 and 60 years old) particularly if they are kinship carers. 
In fact they are very likely to be the grandparents of their respective foster children. In 
line with the greater age of these carers, many were widowed, unemployed, and 
receiving a pension grant. The family home was somewhat smaller than that reported 
in the United States, United Kingdom and Australian studies. 
A number of studies on foster care emanating from the United States of America, Britain 
and Australia make use of some measure to explore their respective samples' motives 
for foster parenthood (Dando & MintY,1987; Evans & Tierney, 1995; Gilligan, 1996; 
Gillis-Arnold, Crase, Stickdale, & Shelley, 1998; Hampson & Tavormina, 1980; Helton 
Stromberg, 1994). Only two of the Southern African studies - Bandawe and Louw 
(1997) and Sishuta (1996) -explored this dimension of their foster carer samples. 
Some of these researchers developed scales from which their respondents could either 
select their agreement/disagreement to a particular statement describing a 
predetermined, possible motivation (GilliS-Arnold et aI./ 1998) or select three 
motivations from a predetermined list that they felt were their chief reasons for entering 
foster care (Gilligan 1996). Other researchers were able to elicit their respondents' 
motivations through personal interviews or open-ended questions (Bandawe & Louw, 
1997; Dando & Minty, 1987; Hampson & Tavormina, 1980; Helton Stromberg, 1994; 
Sishuta, 1996). 
To give the reader an indication of the most common reasons given for fostering, the 
three most frequently cited from each of the studies are reported in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1: foster care motivations 
Bandawe & Louw (1997) 
Dando &. Minty (1987): 
Evans &. TIerney (1995) 
Gilligan (1996) 
Gillis-Arnold et al. (1998): 
Hampson &. Tavormina (1980) 
Helton Stromberg (1994) 
Sishuta (1996) 
Childlessness 
Wanting more children 
Sense of family duty & obligation 
Altruism I social conscience 
Wanting a larger family induding childlessness 
Wanting to nurture children 
Altruism &. social conscience 
Empathy 
Wanting more children 
Wanting to help under privileged children 
Wanting a child I more children 
Knowing of a child needing a home 
Rescuing abused and/or neglected children 
Companionship for adult 
Replacing grown children 
Love of children 
Companionship 
Desire to help someone 
Love for children 
Desire to care for babies &. children 
Desire to render a service 
Financial gain 
Sense of duty &. obligation 
Two additional pOints bear mentioning here. FirstlYI Gilligan (1996) mentions the 
possibility that his sample/s high level of altruistic motivation may be as a result of the 
sample being drawn from rural areas. These areas have been found to have a greater 
tendency to regular religious practice and thus the altruistic motivation may be more 
due to religiOUS factors. Secondly, in the two South Africa studies reviewed - Bandawe 
& Louw (1997) and Sishuta (1996) - a sense of family duty and obligation was high on 
the Jist of motivations for their samples of respondents, perhaps reflecting the collectivist 
nature of Southern African societies. The majority of parents in both Bandawe and 
Sishuta's samples were biologically related to their foster children and may explain why 
"family duty" was posited as an important motivation in these two studies. 
Although one cannot make generalisations based on eight studies, it appears that 
altruism is a common motivation among foster parents. This is followed closely by 
either childlessness or a desire for more children. The African experience, however, 
does appear to be different with family duty and obligation mentioned as a motivation. 
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Formal Foster Care and Child Outcomes 
Wolkind and Rushton (1994) have reviewed a number of international studies examining 
the difficulties experienced by foster children. It will be evident that many of these 
problems (as well as those peculiar to living in HIV-infected households or communities) 
would follow the children into foster care placements. Foster children come to the 
placement carrying the emotional scars of their past with them. It would be erroneous 
to conclude that the enumerated child problems would necessarily result from being 
placed with foster carers. A summary of child problems is as follows (Wolkind & 
Rushton, 1994): 
... Behavioural disturbances seem to be high on the list particularly for permanently 
placed children. Rowe, Cain, Hundleby and Keane (1984) found that foster children 
have a higher incidence of temper tantrums, bed-wetting, lack of concentration, 
destructiveness and stealing. Hampson and Tavormina (1980: 111) add "emotional 
or nervous problems" and "misbehaviour or acting out" as additional problems that 
foster mothers identified in their foster children. 
... Holbrook's unpublished study (cited in Wolkind & Rushton, 1994) found that foster 
children scored lower on measures of self-esteem than children living with their 
biological children or adopted children. They also tended to have problems with peer 
relations and did less well at school than a comparative groups of children. 
... Many studies cited by Wolkind & Rushton (1994) explore the alarmingly high break-
down rates among foster caring situations (for example, Berridge & Cleaver, 1987; 
Fanshel & Shinn, 1978; Trasler, 1960; Parker, 1966). Hersov (1994) estimates the 
breakdown rate in fostercare to be as high as 50%. He goes on to examine the 
consequences of breakdown and concludes that these foster children are at greater 
risk in terms of security, stability and continUity. 
... Wolkind & Rushton (1994) acknowledge the paucity of research on abuse in foster 
care. However, abuse and sexual abuse by foster fathers and a child of the foster 
family were noted. 
,. Additionally, foster parents often enter foster care for finanCial gain. The grant paid 
to foster carers, in this instance, is often used to supplement the family income . 
rather than provide for the additional child in the home. To the extent that there 
have been reports of foster children being denied food, clothing, schooling in favour 
of the foster family's other children. 
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With reference to South African formal foster care, there have been no studies dealing 
specifically with the problems that face children in such care. However, it is unlikely that 
they would be any different from those cited above and are likely to be more extensive 
and varied with the addition of the psychosocial consequences of living in HIV-infected 
households and communities as described in chapter 1. 
The obvious advantages of foster care are that children are removed from a family 
situation that is disruptive and detrimental to their development and placed with a family 
that is expected to be more stable, caring and nurturing. Providing children with on-
going adult supervision and care, discipline and guidance that is presumed to exist in 
formal foster care would be a distinct advantage for many of them. 
2.3. Adoption 
Adoption refers to the legal transfer of both guardianship and custody of a child to the 
adoptive parents (Halkett, 1999; Pakati, 1984, Tolfree, 1995). In essence this means 
that an adopted child will have the same rights of inheritance as the other children in 
his/her adoptive family: the legal process allows the child to be taken into his/her new 
home and treated as if born into the new family. Adoptive parents will have the same 
responsibilities and rights as other parents (Halkett, 1999). 
In the past, both in South Africa and in the United States of America and Britain, 
adoption has largely been confined to the adoption of young infants by childless, white, 
middle-class, married couples (Harber, 1999b; Brink, 1998; Hersov, 1994; QUinton, 
Rushton, Dance & Mayers, 1998; Watson, 1996). In South Africa, adoption practice has 
been strongly influenced by concepts and policies developed in the West, particularly 
Britain the United States of America. These practices have focused on the typical 
western ideal of the two-parent nuclear family. 
Until recently little has been done to promote adoption of black children in South Africa. 
There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, adoption carries with it the legacy of a 
welfare system that was developed largely for whites in South Africa (Brink, 1998; 
Harber, 1999b). Legal adoption services were virtually inaccessible to black South 
Africans and many are still unfamiliar with the notion of this form of caring. Secondly, it 
was thought that this mode of alternative parenting was not necessary as the extended 
family met the needs of black children (Harber, 1999b). In a sense, this perception 
justified the Government's neglect of black children in need. Finally, many aspects of 
modern adoption practice are considered contrary to black traditions and customs. As 
an example, modern adoption practice emphasises openness in adoption which is 
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contrary to the stigma and resultant secrecy that commonly surrounds infertility and 
childlessness in black African culture (Bandawe & Louw, 1997; Brink, 1998; Halkett, 
1999; Harber, 1999b; Pakati, 1984; Parry, 1998). These same authors also comment 
that, adopting a child who does not have direct family or clan links, is unacceptable to 
most black African families as there is a strong belief that an adopted child will be 
rejected by the ancestors (also in Drum, 5 December 1996: 10-13). Evidence of this 
may be found in McKerrow's (1995: 28) study conducted in Kwa-Zulu Natal where "The 
majority of households, 73.5% will readily care for the children of a family member, but 
are less willing to care for the children of friends, 49.5%, and of strangers, 42.3%" 
In response to the AIDS crisis and the growing number of orphans needing alternative 
family care in South Africa, criteria for eligibility to adopt are changing (Brink, 1998; 
Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999b). Modern adoption practice now includes the possibility of 
a wider range of persons being eligible to adopt: single parents, gay and lesbian parents, 
and parents of different cultures. These issues are presently being addressed in the on-
going review of the Child Care Act as evidenced by Mosikatsana's (2000) consultative 
paper prepared for the project committee on the review of the child care act. Other 
standards for prospective adopters are also changing particularly those relating to the 
socio-economic class of future adopters that often excluded poor but willing prospective 
adopters (Brink, 1998; Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999b). These changes in adoption 
practice are clearly evidenced in the 1996 Guide to Adoption Practice in the Child Welfare 
movement South Africa prepared by the South African National Council for Child and 
Family Welfare. In this document, each of the eligibility requirements to adopt refer 
repeatedly and strongly to the need for flexibility in the recommended criteria (pp 55-
60). 
Adoption is being made more accessible and this method of providing family life for 
orphans needs to be one option that is considered. Harber's case study of the Child and 
Family Welfare Society in Kwa-Zulu Natal clearly demonstrates that active promotion of 
adoption for black children has found success and that previously perceived obstacles to 
adoption of black children are not insurmountable (Harber, 1999b). In this paper she 
concludes, 
"If adoption is to become a more mainstream service for children affected by 
HIV/AIDS in South Africa, there's an urgent need to find ways in which African 
and Western notions of child care can be married" (p. 14). 
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In adoption there is a need to develop options more appropriate for black African 
communities. As Halkett (1999:38) comments, building on the extensive knowledge 
and experience in the field of adoption in this country, "The challenge ... to secure 
adoption as a means of care for some children, is to synthesise western and traditional 
thought and to come up with our very own South African approach", There is also a 
need to recognise the part that can be played by those previously excluded from the 
adoption triangle as outlined above. Additionally, there is a need to promote the notion 
of adoption for older children and children with special needs often termed "hard to 
place". This will be explored further under the heading "Special Needs Alternative Care" 
below. 
Characteristics and Motivations of Adoptive Parents 
To date there appears to have been no systematic research dealing specifically with the 
demographic characteristics of adoptive parents both in South Africa and abroad. Many 
studies originating in the United States of America and Britain have explored adoption 
outcomes retrospectively in terms of disruption and/or adoptive parental satisfaction 
with adoption (Barth & Berry, 1988; Borland, O'Hara & Triselliotis, 1991; Howe, 1997; 
Lawder, Lower, Andrews, Sherman & Hill, 1969; Quintin et aI., 1998). Others have 
explored various aspects of adoption such as single parent adoption (Groze, 1991); 
special needs adoption (Barth, 1991; Lightburn & Pine, 1996; McKenzie, 1993); adoption 
for large sibling groups (Ward, 1987); transcultural adoption (Bagley, 1993; Curtis, 
1996; Simon & Altstein, 1996) and disclosed adoption (Berry, 1993; Gross, 1993; 
Sachdev, 1991), None have specifically focused on the demographic characteristics of 
their respective samples. 
In South Africa, there is a paucity of empirical studies dealing with adoption: Pakati 
(1984 and 1996) seemingly the exception. More recently, commentaries about 
adoption in South Africa have emerged that have explored the history and current status 
of adoption (Brink 1998; Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999b); transracial placements 
(Ledderboge, 2001); and legal aspects of adoption (Mosikatsana, 2000). Many of these 
characteristics of adoptive parents are a function of the recommended criteria that 
adoption agencies use in assessing the eligibility of prospective adopters. Given that 
South African adoption practice has been influenced by policy and practice guidelines 
from the United States of America and England, it is not surprisingly that these criteria 
are very similar both in South Africa and abroad (see, A guide to adoption practice, 
Scotland! 1970; A guide to adoption practice in the Child Welfare movement, South 
Africa, 1996). From a perusal of the above-cited studies and commentaries, the 
following characteristics of adoptive parents are noted: 
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.. They are generally older than those parents who have biological children. The likely 
reason for this is that they may have spent some years trying to conceive children of 
their own and/or undergoing medical treatments in attempt to do so (A Guide to 
Adoption Practice in the Child Welfare Movement South Africa, 1996). 
.. Infertility appears as a common characteristic of adoptive parents in studies and 
commentaries from abroad (Hersov, 1994; Lawder et aI., 1969; Watson, 1996) and 
in South Africa (Brink, 1998; Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999a; Pakati, 1984). In fact, 
Watson (1996) notes that definitive proof of infertility was often used as one of the 
criteria for eligibility to adopt. However, Halkett (1999) notes that, in South Africa, 
some adoptive parents who already have biological children may decide to adopt 
further children once their own are older. 
.. In South Africa, the majority of adoptive parents are from the white racial group 
(Harber, 1999b). The reason for this has already been explored in the preceding 
discussion. However, once classifications of 'race' were abandoned in the late 
1980's adoption trends along racial lines have become difficult to obtain (Harber, 
'1999b). A different picture may therefore be emerging. 
.. Borrowing from adoption policy in the United States of America and Britain, in South 
Africa, the criteria for adoption has required that prospective adoptive parents meet 
a means test (Mosikatsana, 2000). Although this requirement is becoming more 
flexible in this country (Halkett, 1999; Harber, 1999b), the result is that many 
adoptive parents are generally from better socio-economic backgrounds than similar 
biological parents in the g neral population. 
.. A further requireme t in current South African adoption practice is that prospective 
adoptive parents are of good repute and fit and proper persons (Mosikatsana, 2000). 
This translates into adoptive parents being of sound health, having no criminal 
background, and in a stable marital relationship. 
Adoptive Parent and Child Outcomes 
It is recognised that adoption does not come without its own inherent "problems", A 
review of the literature indicates that one of the major disadvantages of adoption is that 
adopted children may experience identity confusion sometimes coupled with an almost 
pathological searching for their biological parentis (Bagley, 1993; McRoy, Zurcher & 
Lauderdale, 1984; Rosenberg & Horner, 1991; Sorosky, Baran & Pannor, 1975, 1984), 
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Many adopted children are concerned to know their backgrounds and often seek 
information about, or face-to-face meetings with their families of origin (Alty & Cameron, 
1995; Sachdev, 1991). With the more recent move towards disclosure in adoption 
whereby the adopted child's biological parentIs are able to have contact with the 
adoptive parents and their child (to greater or lesser degrees), this has largely been 
ci rcu mvented. 
The move towards disclosure in adoption (also referred to as open adoption) was 
motivated by a surge of studies in the late 1970's emanating in the United States of 
America and England. These studies were informed by the recognised ongoing distress 
that birth mothers experienced after relinquishment of their infants as well as the call in 
the United States to open previously sealed adoption records to adoptees searching for 
their biological parents. Further, with the increasing decisions by birthmothers to keep 
their infants, the change in societal attitudes towards out-of-wedlock pregnancy and 
single parenthood, the increased use of contraception and the greater availability of 
abortion on demand, there is a shortage of adoptable infants. Birthmothers are 
increasingly becoming a major part of the decision-making process in adoption (Bagley, 
1993; Baumann, 1997; Berry, 1993). 
The practice of "Open adoption refers to both the practice of preplacement sharing of 
information and contact between biological and adoptive parents of a specific child, and 
continued sharing and contact over the child's life" (Berry, 1993: 231). Whilst most 
authors agree with this very broad definition, many acknowledge that openness falls 
more accurately along a continuum (Cushman, Kalmuss & Namerow, 1997; Gross, 1997; 
Rompf, 1993) to the extent that the number of permutations is virtually limitless (Siegel, 
1993). 
Because of the infancy of disclosed adoption practices, there have not been many 
studies done around this form of adoption (Gross, 1997; Siegel, 1993). Many studies 
have small samples and results are therefore, not generalisable (Alty & Cameron, 1995; 
Gross, 1993). Most of the studies involve self-selected participants who may have 
already been predisposed to open adoption and therefore 'skew' the results in favour of 
openness (Alty & Cameron, 1995; Grotevant, McRoy, Elde & Fravel, 1994). Research 
has also been almost exclusively conducted with birthparents and adoptive parents 
(Gross, 1993) with none exploring the perceptions of the adoptees themselves. 
On the whole, in the United States of America and Britain there is a distinct move 
towards this form of adoption practice. In South Africa, there is no readily available 
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evidence that open adoption is being advocated and practiced here. At present, a 
recent discussion with Morag Scordilis at the Cape Town Child Welfare Adoption Centre 
pOints to a flexible approach employed by most registered adoption organisations and 
practitioners. At present, adoptees who were adopted within the traditional non-
disclosed parameters, are able to contact their biological parents only with the 
agreement of their adoptive parents if they are younger than 18 years old. After they 
reach the age of 21, their adoptive parent's agreement is no longer a prerequisite. 
Contact is mediated by the original adoption agency. 
However, disclosed adoptions have their own set of problems. It has been found that 
children (particularly younger children) may find it difficult to incorporate two sets of 
parents into their Jives (Berry, 1991; Kraft, Palombo, Mitchell, Woods, Schmidt & Tucker, 
1985; Rosenberg & Horner, 1991). Adoptive parents have been found to experience 
bonding difficulties with their adopted children given the biological parentis interference 
in their relationships (Gross, 1993; McRoy, Grotevant & White, 1988). In South Africa, 
mention has already been made of the reluctance of black African adoptive parents to 
acknowledge their adopted children's biological parenthood. Many of the latter 
disadvantages would not be the case with adoption of HIVjAIDS orphans purely because 
their parents will have succumbed to the disease. However, should there be surviving 
siblings and/or other relatives these conSiderations may still be pertinent. 
The distinct advantage of adoption, particularly in the present and future HIV/AIDS 
situation is that adopted children have a very good chance of life-time care within a 
family unit with the very rare possibility of being "handed back" or placed in other 
alternative caring situations. 
2.4. Special Needs Adoption and foster Care 
Traditionally, some children requiring alternative parenting have been "hard to place". 
The North American Center on Adoption has categorised "hard to place" children, as 
those who are black over the age of 10; white over the age of 13; emotionally disturbed 
and mentally retarded children of all ages; children with physical handicaps; and sibling 
groups of three or more (Churchill et aI., 1979). Other hard to place children include 
infants, those with an HIV positive status and Fetal Alcohol Syndrome babies (Barrett, 
McKerrow & Strode, 1999). Some African studies have found that boys are more 
difficult to place than girls and older children are more difficult to place than younger 
ones (McKerrow, 1996a; McKerrow & Verbeek, 1995; Pakati, 1984; Sishuta 1996). 
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It has been demonstrated in the preceding chapter that children infected with and/or 
affected by HIV/AIDS are very likely to be emotionally impaired due to their exposure to 
disease, death and family break-down; will, in some cases, almost certainly have limiting 
medical conditions; will often be "older" but will also be infants; and will often have a 
number of siblings. These children will most certainly fit the category "hard to place" 
and an exploration of special needs foster care and adoption is particularly relevant to 
these special needs children. 
Given the paucity of Southern African studies on either foster care or adoption, it is not 
surprising that there is no systematic research nor commentaries emanating from this 
region on alternative care for special needs children. With the expectation that studies 
and commentaries originating in the United States of America, Canada and the United 
Kingdom would provide useful information for the South African, HIV/AIDS context, a 
brief description of these follows. 
Helton Stromberg (1994), citing a number of experts in the United States of America 
and Canada, suggests that the increase in concern and effort to find either foster care or 
adoption placements for children with special needs during the 1980's was motivated by 
a number of factors. For example, the increase in the numbers of infants and children 
at younger ages entering foster care was due to the dramatic increase since 1985 in the 
incidence of substance abuse during pregnancy and a consequent increase in the 
number of drug-exposed and drug-addicted infants born. Also, medical advances have 
increased the survival rates of seriously impaired neonates and children with serious 
paediatric disorders. More recently, there has been a noted increase in the numbers of 
infants and children who are HIV-positive or who have AIDS. 
Before exploring the information that this research has to offer, it is worth noting that 
there is no concrete evidence of how difficult it is to place these children in alternative 
caring situations. For example, some indication of the percentage of special needs in 
comparison to non-special needs children placed in either foster care or adoption would 
have been instructive but appears to be lacking. 
However, research pOints to two avenues of alternative placement for special needs 
children: foster care or adoption. Foster care is most often required for two groups of 
special needs children. These groupings of children follow research that tends to 
provide reports following these distinctions. However, due recognition should be given 
to the fact that children who have chronic illnesses and/or physical and mental 
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impairments may also be those who exhibit behavioural and emotional disorders and 
vice verse. 
Firstly, foster care is often required for those children who have chronic illnesses or who 
are physically and/or mentally impaired. They are often inappropriately housed in 
institutional and hospital settings mainly because of the difficulty in finding family 
placements for them (Gurdin & Anderson, 1987; Helton Stromberg, 1994; Yost & 
Hochstadt, 1987). Yet in spite of these reported difficulties, each of the cited studies 
revolve around various aspects of actual placement for these children in foster families. 
For example, Gurdin & Anderson (1987) report some optimism for future recruitment 
and placement of HIV-positive children. This follows from the fairly successful 
recruitment drive to find persons to care for HIV-positive children who had spent 
between 2 months and 2 years in hospital settings. Important implications from Helton 
Stromberg's (1994) study of 30 families caring for 88 children with special medical care 
needs are that successful and experienced foster parents are not only good candidates 
for recruitment themselves, but can also be effective recruiters of other special needs 
foster parents. Focusing on a programme developed to provide seriously medically ill 
children with foster parentsl Yost and Hochstadt (1987) point to the need to provide 
these foster families with a wide variety of on-going medical, material and psychological 
support in order to ensure their success. 
The second group of special needs children requiring foster care placements are those 
who, for a variety of reasons, have severe behavioural and/or emotional problems (Hill, 
Nutter, Giltinan, Hudson & Galaway, 1993; Ray & Horner, 1990; Quinton et al., 1998). 
These children are most likely to need foster care placements after some years of 
adverse parenting from their birth parents or after disruption(s) in their original foster 
care placements. They are therefore mostly older children and many will be 
adolescents. 
Perhaps pointing to the poor prognosis for these children's placement opportunities, a 
number of studies have found that older age at placement and high levels of behavioural 
difficulties are the most frequently identified predictors of poor placement outcome as 
evidenced by disruption rates (Borland et aI., 1991; Fratter, Rowe, Sapsford & Thobum, 
1991) and/or from parental satisfaction (Howe, 1996 and 1997). 
However, Quintin et at. (1998) make mention of a number of retrospective studies of 
adolescents and young adults pointing to late placement successful outcomes (for 
example, Kadushin, 1970 and Triseliotis and Russell, 1983). Hill at al. (1993) found 
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breakdown rates in specialist foster care placements of 40% in the United Kingdom and 
27% in North America. Although still high, these disruption rates are still substantially 
lower than the average of 50% reported in "normal /' foster placements mentioned 
earlier. Research by Ray and Horner (1990) found an encouraging indication of positive 
child outcome in effective therapeutic foster placements for severely emotionally 
impaired sexually abused children. Seventy-five percent of 11 assessed children had 
shown improvement on the California Child and Adolescent Profile (CCAP) measure after 
1 year in placement. 
The second avenue of placement for special needs children is via adoption. Again there 
are two groups of children for whom adoption may be promoted. Firstly are those 
children, as described above, who have chronic illnesses or who are physically and/or 
cognitively impaired and often inappropriately accommodated in institutional or medical 
care settings. Secondly, are those children who have spent a number of years in foster 
care and for whom there is little likelihood of a return to their biological families (Barth, 
1991; McKenzie, 1993). It is these children who become available for permanent 
placement via adoption and because of their years in the fostercare system are often 
older. 
Confirming the difficulties in finding adoptive parents for older children, Avery's (2000) 
examination of 80 "hardest to place" children had spent on average 11.8 years waiting 
for permanent, adoptive homes. These children tended to have substantial disabilities, 
be male, African American, and older when they first entered foster/residential care. 
However, according to Barth (1991) and Hersov (1994) research has conSistently 
revealed that special needs carers, on the whole, report positive experiences and 
satisfaction with their adoption I foster care arrangements. For example, Ughtburn and 
Pine (1996), examining 55 families in which 114 physically or cognitively disabled 
children were adopted during 1976 and 1988, found that none of the adoptions had 
disrupted and that the adoptive parents reported being mostly very satisfied with the 
adoptions. 
These reported positive experiences of special needs carers and the low disruption rates 
clearly demonstrate not only that there are parents who are willing to care for children 
with a variety of special needs, but also that children with special needs are not 
necessarily "hard to place". Perhaps, as Avery (2000) suggests, within the "hard to 
place" discourse resides a skepticism amongst caseworkers that these children are likely 
to find families willing to care for them. This skepticism in turn may be translating into 
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reduced recruitment efforts for these children. The apparent difficulty in placing these 
children may, in fact, have little to do with their particular characteristics defining them 
as hard to place. 
Characteristics and Motivations of Special Needs Carers 
The following enumeration of specialist carer characteristics has been found in studies 
conducted in the United States of America and England. 
• These carers appear to be younger, on average, than both formal and informal foster 
carers of 'normal' children (Helton Stromberg, 1994; Krysik, 1997) 
• They are generally better educated and are employed in managerial and/or 
professional occupations (Helton Stromberg, 1994; Krysik, 1997). 
• The foster mothers in this group often have experience in either child care, nursing 
and/or home care (Evans & Tierney, 1995; Helton Stromberg, 1994: Gurdin & 
Anderson, 1987). 
• McKenzie's (1993) review found that many adopters were first foster carers to their 
respective special needs children. 
There was no specific mention of motivations involved with a choice to enter this form of 
foster care. Perhaps one may assume that these carers are motivated similarly to 
formal foster carers: by particularly high levels of altruism and a dedication to special 
needs children. 
2.5. Innovative and Other Models of Alternative Care 
A number of innovative forms of alternative care are beginning to emerge in South Africa 
informed by the responses to the orphan crisis in countries North of our borders (Ali, 
1998; Harber, 1998; Parry, 1998; Russell & Schneider, 2000; Smart, 2000). These 
options are being considered by South African care providers and pOlicy makers who 
rightly recognise that conventional models will not provide sufficient sources of 
alternative care for these children. As the focus of the present study is alternative 
parental and family care options, these emerging kinds of alternative care will only 
briefly described here. Many of them do not encompass family care I parental care in 
the traditional sense. 
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Independent living by orphans (child-headed households) 
In this instance, when parentIs die, the children continue to live together in the familial 
home with an older siblings taking on the responsible position of "parent" to his/her 
younger brothers and sisters (Russell & Schneider, 2000). Although the extent of child-
headed households in South Africa are not known, there is clear evidence that they do 
exist (Nelson Mandela Childrens Fund, 2001). 
Although there may be advantages to keeping sibling groups together in this manner, 
the above report cites a number of unique problems, from the perspective of the service 
providers who were interviewed and who were involved with the children; facing child-
headed households. These point to their particular vulnerability and are as follows: 
1& Extreme poverty, poor nutrition, stunting and hunger, and poor housing. 
1& Discrimination, stigmatisation, exploitation, and physical and sexual abuse by 
neighbours and relatives. 
1& Lack of parental supervision, guidance and protection. 
• Disruption of normal childhood and adolescence for th  caregiver/so 
It Educational failure. 
The report goes on to cite a number of unique challenges facing these children and, in 
particular the child head. These challenges focus on the loss of parental support and 
guidance, deprivation of parental love and care, and deprivation of normal childhood. 
Independent living by orphans with external supervision and support 
In this instance, orphans remain together (as above), but are visited on a regular basis 
by a community volunteer (Russell & Schneider, 2000). Many of the above 
vulnerabilities will also plague these children although it is thought that visits from an 
adult community member may counter some of them. However, there is no systematic 
research on the outcomes for these children. 
State or NGO sponsored community-based support structures: for example, Cluster 
Foster Care 
Here, a surrogate mother is placed with a number of orphans in the community. These 
orphans may be from different families or a sibling group. She is provided with a home 
where she lives with the orphans taking care of them as though they were her own 
(Russell & Schneider, 2000). An advantage here again, is that siblings remain together. 
The additional advantage would be the consistent presence and care from an adult 
person. The children are likely to be able to continue schooling and have their 
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nutritional needs met. This form of care closely resembles traditional foster care as 
described earlier, and is one that closely provides family and parental care for orphaned 
children. 
Institutional care 
Institutions are considered the least desirable form of care for orphans. As Harber 
(1999a :21) notes, " ...... research world-wide has shown that institutional care can have 
a deleterious effect on a child's physical, emotional and psychological well-being." 
Besides which, not only are orphanages expensive to build and maintain, they often 
remove children from their communities and extended families (Neilson, 2000). 
Many authors do recognise, however, that institutional care may provide for children 
who might otherwise remain in hospital settings or end up living as street children. 
Additionally, given the predicted large number of orphans, some authors feel that 
institutional care should not be entirely dismissed (Neilson, 2000). 
3. CONCLUSION 
Despite the emergence of cluster and other forms of care for children orphaned by 
HIV/AIDS, established forms of formal placement (for example, kin and non-kin foster 
care and adoption) will remain important options for South Africa. Motivations for foster 
care and adoption have been investigated focusing mainly on traits such as altruism. In 
the next chapter, an alternate way of looking at motivations will be explored using a 
well-validated SOCial psychological theory - the Theory of Planned Behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR (TPB) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This study is an investigation of the factors that influence decisions to care for AIDS 
orphans. As noted in the previous chapter, motivational factors have included altruism, 
kin obligations, and financial gain (through foster care grants). However, studies of 
altruism are trait oriented and are limited in their predictive power for behaviour. For 
this reason, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) was considered as an alternative 
approach. 
No studies have been located to date that use the TPB to explain alternative parenting 
decisions. Together with the Theory of Reasoned Action, it is the most validated and 
extensively researched of the social cognitive models of b haviour (Sutton I 1997; 
Conner & Sparksl 1996 in Bandawel 2000). These theories have extensive empirical 
backing to show their effectiveness in predicting a wide range of behaviours. Those 
consulted indicate the wide variety of behaviours investigated: moral behaviour 
(Vallerand, Deshaies and Cuerrier, Pelletier & Mongeau, 1992), driving behaviour 
(Parker, Manstead & Stradling, 1995), AIDS-related sexual behaviour (Bandawe, 1992), 
dietary behaviours (Armitage & Connor, 1999; PoveYI Connor, James & Shepherd 2000), 
Cannabis and alcohol use (Armitage, Connor, Loach & Willetts, 1999; Connor & McMillan, 
1999L household recycling (Terry, Hogg & White, 1999) and leisure participation (Ajzen 
& Driver, 1991) to name a few. 
Given that the TPB has proved to have extensive explanatory and predictive value, as 
well as providing an opportunity for informing interventions and possible avenues for 
behaviour change (Ajzen, 1991), it was considered a valuable aspect of the present 
study's investigation of decisions to care for HIV/AIDS orphans. 
2. THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR (TPB) 
The TPB is designed to explain and predict behaviour in specific contexts. It is an 
extension of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) made necessary by the latter models' 
limitations in exploring behaviours over which people have incomplete elective control 
(Ajzen, 1991). A structural diagram, representing the components of the theory, is 
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presented in Figure 5 and is adapted from Ajzen (1991), It includes the antecedents, or 
belief-based aspects, to the principal predictors of intention to perform a given 
behaviour. 
figure 5: The Theory of Planned Behaviour 
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Central to the TPB is the concept intention. It is proposed to be the principal predictor 
of actual behaviour as it is regarded as the motivation necessary to engage in a 
particular behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), In other words, the more one intends to engage in 
a particular behaviour, the greater one's motivation to engage in that behaviour, and the 
greater the likelihood that one will actually engage in that behaviour. 
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However, behavioural intention can only be converted into actual behaviour if the person 
can decide at will whether to perform the behaviour or not. Often there are what Ajzen 
terms "non-motivational" factors that may prevent intention from being expressed in 
actual behaviour (1991: 182). For example, one may fully intend to adopt an AIDS 
orphan, but the family home may simply not be large enough to accommodate another 
child or the family income may be insufficient to provide adequately for another child. 
Each of these non-motivational factors would prevent one/s intention from becoming 
behaviour. Together, these non-motivational factors represent people's actual control 
over the behaviour in question. 
According to Ajzen (1991), of greater psychological interest than actual control, 
however, is the perception of behavioural control and its influences on intention. It is 
this perception of behavioural control that plays an important part in the TPB. Ajzen 
(1991) goes to some length to separate this construct from other notions of control. 
For example, he suggests that it differs from Rotter's (1966) concept of perceived locus 
of control. Whereas locus of control is a universal expectancy that remains stable 
across a variety of situations and behaviours, perceived behavioural control often varies 
across situations and behaviours and has more to do with people's unique understanding 
of the ease or difficulty of performing a given behaviour. 
He goes on to suggests that perceived behavioural control in the context of the TPB is 
most accordant with Bandura's (1997, 1982) concept of perceived self-efficacy. These 
self-efficacy beliefs are concerned w th self-evaluations of how well a person believes 
he/she can execute particular behaviours: i.e. their confidence in their ability to perform 
particular behaviours. Ajzen therefore views self-efficacy and perceived behavioural 
control as synonymous and places them in "a more general framework of the relations 
among beliefs, attitudes, intentions, and behaviour (1991: 184). However, more 
recently, researchers have examined the distinction between, and relative importance of, 
self-efficacy and perceived behavioural control in this component of the theory (Armitage 
& Connor, 1999; Armitage et aI., 1999; Connor & Armitage; 1998; Giles & Rea, 1999; 
Povey et aI., 2000). These studies provide evidence for separating these two 
dimensions of perceived behavioural control as independent predictors of intentions 
and/or behaviour. 
From Figure 5, it can be seen that performance of behaviour is posited as a joint 
function of intentions (#1) and perceived behavioural control (#4), The relative 
importance of either of these two in predicting actual behaviour may vary across 
situations and different behaviours. Of course, in order to assess the relative 
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importance of either of these two constructs would require some measure of actual 
behaviour. In the present study, assessment of actual behaviour was not undertaken 
and findings on the relative importance of either intentions or perceived behavioural 
control in predicting actual behaviour will not be explored further. However, as one of 
the determinants of intentions, perceived behavioural control will be explored together 
with the other suggested determinants of intentions to perform a given behaviour -
attitudes and subjective norm. 
Determinants of Intentions 
The TPB supposes three conceptually independent determinants of intention (depicted in 
Figure 5). The first of these determinants is the attitude (# 2) towards performing a 
given behaviour. In this case attitudes refer to either favourable or unfavourable 
evaluations or judgements about a particular behaviour. The second determinant is 
subjective norm (# 3). It refers to the perceived social pressure to either perform or 
not perform the behaviour in question. The third determinant is perceived behavioural 
control (# 4). This was explored in detail above and refers to the perceived ease or 
difficulty of performing a given behaviour. According to Ajzen (1991), perceived 
behavioural control also reflects past experience and expected impediments to 
performing the behaviour. Logically, the more positive an attitude and perceptions of 
social pressures, and the greater perceived behavioural control, the more likely a person 
would intend to engage in a particular behaviour. From behaviour to behaviour and 
across Situations, the relative importance in determining intentions of each of these 
three elements are expected to vary (Ajzen, 1991). These determinants of intentions 
are referred to as either direct or global measures. 
Direct measures of attitudes most often use a number of five or seven point semantic 
differential items along a continuum of pairs of adjectives with respect to performing a 
given behaviour. Most authors have used a combination of affective, cognitive, and 
general components of attitudes with continua ranging, for example, from pleasant to 
unpleasant, from beneficial to harmful, and from good to bad (for example, Ajzen & 
Driver, 1991; Armitage & Connor, 1999; Armitage et a!. 1999; Bandawe, 2000; Madden, 
Ellen & Ajzen, 1992; Povey et aI., 2000). A mean of each respondent's scores on the 
items is used as the direct measure of "attitudes", 
Similarly, subjective norms are most often measured along several seven point semantic 
differential items. In this instance, respondents are most often asked whether "people 
who are important to me" or "people whom I respect" would want I not want; think that 
I should/should not; would approve/disapprove of my performing the given behaviour 
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and are very similar in nature across the studies consulted to date (for examphi:!, Ajzen & 
Driver, 1991; Armitage & Connor, 1999; Parker et aL, 1995; Povey et al., 2000; Terry et 
aI., 1999). A mean of each respondent's scores is used as the direct measure of 
"subjective norm". 
Perceived behavioural control is measured correspondingly. A number of scaled items 
are most often used to explore this dimension of the theory and relate to control beliefs 
and/or self-efficacy around performing a given behaviour. Again, these items in the 
studies consulted to date, appear very similar in nature and tap dimensions of personal 
control over and, ease/difficulty in performing the given behaviour (for example, Ajzen & 
Driver, 1991; Armitage & Connor, 1999; Madden et al., 1992; Povey et aI., 2000). As 
with the previous two variables, a mean of each respondent's scores is employed as the 
direct measure of "perceived behavioural control". 
Many recent studies over the past decade have explored other and different 
determinants of intentions and behaviour. In fact, Ajzen (1991) suggests that the TPB 
is open to further expansion if additional predictors of behaviour and/or intentions can 
be identified. Accordingly, many researchers have added a variety of potential 
predictors to their TPB models in order to test the sufficiency of the existing model. 
Some of these include self-efficacy (Armitage & Connor, 1999; Connor & Armitage, 
1998; Giles & Rea, 1999; Povey et al.I 2000), personal and descriptive norms (Connor & 
Armitage, 1998; Connor & McMillan, 1999; Parker et aI., 1995), past behaviour (Connor 
& Armitage, 1998; Connor & McMillan, 1999; Ouellette & Wood, 1998), antiCipated 
regret (Parker et aL, 1995), self-identity (Armitage & Connor, 1999; Connor & Armitage, 
1998; Connor & McMillan, 1999; Terry et aI., 1999), and desires and antiCipated 
emotions (Perugini & Bagozzi, 2001). In most cases these additional predictors have 
contributed to the prediction of behaviour intentions and actual behaviour. 
Belief-based Attitudes, Subtective norms. and Perceived Behavioural Control 
The TPB also explores the antecedants of each of the principal predictors of intentions. 
According to Ajzen (1991), this examination allows for an explanation, rather than just 
prediction of human behaviour. These antecedants are equally important in determining 
intentions and behaviour and revolve around salient beliefs and information pertinent to 
the behaviour in question. To the extent that the structures underlying each of the 
three principal preditctors of intention are envisaged as a composite of expectancy and 
value (Hewstone, 1986). These compOSites are referred to as the belief-based 
measures of the principal predictors (Ajzen, 1991). 
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To this end and referring to Figure 5, behavioural beliefs (# 5) are said to influence 
attitudes towards the behaviour; normative beliefs (# 7) aggregate the determinants of 
subjective norms; and control beliefs (# 9) provide the foundation for perceptions of 
behavioural control (Ajzen, 1991). Each of these beliefs, in turn, is formulated along an 
expectancy-value framework (Peak, 1955 in Hankins, French & Horne, 2000). To the 
extent that attitude is proposed to be a function of the belief that the behaviour leads to 
certain outcomes - expectancy - multiplied by the evaluations of these outcomes (#6) -
value. 
Additionally, subjective norms are a function of the belief that salient referents think the 
person should/should not perform a particular behaviour (expectancy) multiplied by the 
person's motivation to comply with those referents (value) (#8). Finally, perceived 
behavioural control is a function of particular control expectancy multiplied by the 
perceived power of the particular control factor (value) (#10) to facilitate or hinder any 
given behaviour. Each of these products are then summed and the mean is used as an 
indicator of the belief-based "attitudes" towards performing a given behaviour, 
"subjective norm", and "perceived behavioural control". 
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) provide clear guidelines as to how these constructs should be 
measured. Preparatory work should be carried out either with the respondents 
themselves or with a representative group from the population to be studied and their 
salient beliefs along each of the dimenSions of the theory elicited. From the most 
frequently mentioned salient beliefs, items are constructed to explore respondent's 
differing expectancies and to quantify these differences (usually using 5 or 7 point 
semantic differential item scal s) according to the value or strength of each expectancy. 
However, Ajzen (1991) was perturbed and disappointed by the generally low to 
moderate correlations obtained between the belief-based and direct measures of each 
variable in the TPB. Rather than questioning the notion that beliefs have a causal effect 
on the three determinants of intentions and/or behaviour, he suggests that these 
moderate correlations may be indicative of a failure of the expectancy-value composition 
to adequately describe the processes" .... whereby individual beliefs combine to produce 
the global response" (p. 198). 
A recent commentary by Hankins et al. (2000) has followed up on these concerns 
expressed by Ajzen and calls into question the statistical usefulness of these 
multiplicative compOSites as determinants of intention and/or behaviour in the TPB. 
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These authors suggest that, whilst the expectancy/value represents something that is 
not represented by either expectancy or value measures alone, " ..... the product of the 
two does not result in a useful measure of it." (p. 157). If the expectancy and value 
measures are entered as separate variables in the traditionally used regression, they 
believe that this does not model the theory as was intended. Should the multiplicative 
composites be entered, they represent something other than what is intended. And if 
all three are entered into the regression, again, this would not model the theory as was 
intended. Drawing on work by Eagly & Chaiken (1993) and Towriss (1984), these 
authors suggest that a simple measure, rather than a multiplicative composite, based on 
the self-reported beliefs of participants in the actual study should be used. 
3. SUMMARY 
The TPB has been used extensively to predict and explain a variety of human 
behaviours. To date, none have been found to explain or predict behaviours and/or 
intentions to care for children in need. However, given the theory's utility in possibly 
directing interventions and/or changes in behaviour, it was thought to provide a valuable 
extension to the present study's investigations. Before proceeding to the study itself, 
the aims of the study are re-stated. 
4. THE AIMS OF THE CURRENT STUDY 
The discussion in previous chapters has pOinted to the fact that the HIV/AIDS pandemic 
in South Africa is reaching catastrophic proportions resulting in an alarming number of 
children being orphaned now and in the near future. These orphaned children, affected 
by and/or infected with HIV/AIDS are a particularly vulnerable group for a variety of 
reasons. Forms of alternative care (foster care and adoption) will remain an option for 
the care of HIV/AIDS orphans. Informed by one of the basic tenets in the South African 
Constitution that a child has the right to family and parental care, alternative family 
care models need to be considered for the care of HIV/AIDS orphans. Investigations of 
factors that influence decisions to care are very important in order to guide practice and 
child care placement. 
These considerations have informed the present research, the aim of which is to explore 
a range of factors that might influence decisions to care for children orphaned by 
HIV/AIDS. More specifically, 
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• to describe the demographic characteristics of those respondents who indicated a 
willingness to care for either an HIV-negative and an HIV-positive orphan, 
• to explore these persons perceptions as to who should take responsibility for these 
children, 
• to inquire into these persons perceptions whether the existing supports to foster 
carers are adequate and those that would make caring for these children more 
attractive, 
• to explore the characteristics of orphaned children that would either facilitate or 
hinder prospective carers' decision to care for them, 
• to investigate the relationship between potential parent and child characteristiCS and 
how these impact on a willingness/unwillingness to care for an orphaned child, 
• to investigate the decision-making processes of willing/ unwilling carers in terms of 
their attitude towards caring for an orphaned child, the influence of respected others' 
in their decision-making process, and the effects of perceived control over their 
behaviour/decision in these situations, and finally 
• on the basis of the findings from the study, to provide relevant recommendations for 
the alternative parental care of children orphaned as a result of the HIV/AIDS 
pandemic. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHOD 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of approaches to sampling could be considered in a study of this nature. One 
would be to sample the general population in order to assess the characteristics of those 
who would or would not be willing to care for orphaned children in the HIV/AIDS 
pandemic. An alternative would be to sample persons who have already shown a 
willingness to care for non-biological children in need. In this study the latter approach 
was chosen. 
The central reason for this deciSion was that adoptive and foster parents are arguably 
more likely than others to make themselves available for the care of orphaned children. 
They have already taken the step to care for non-biological children. While a survey of 
the general population would indicate the proportion of persons with a positive or 
negative orientation to having a child placed in their care, this information might have 
relatively low predictive value for their actual behaviour, particularly in light of the 
probability that they would have had no experience of the challenges of fostering or 
adoption. In this study therefore, it was decided to focus on a population that has 
already demonstrated their willingness to either adopt or foster. Arguably these 
experienced and already committed groups would be more likely to have a realistic and 
hence more reliable approach to the questions posed in the study. 
2. SAMPLE 
The sampling for the study was therefore done purposively (Bailey, 1987). Two distinct 
groups, existing foster carers and adoptive parents, were selected from which samples 
were drawn. These groups of persons were judged to be those who best met the 
purposes of the study as explained above. They have already shown some 
exceptionality in that they have taken on the care and nurturance of children who are 
not biologically their own. From the previous chapter's discussion concerning foster 
carers' and adoptive parents' motivations, most foster carers have taken on children 
willingly, others out of a sense of family duty, and still others as a means to supplement 
family incomes. Adoptive parents, on the other hand, have adopted young infants 
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mainly due to an inability to have children of their own. More recently, adopters are 
also beginning to adopt slightly older children: many in spite of having biological children 
of their own but responding to the plight of orphaned and abandoned infants and 
children. Amongst these groups may also be those parents who have taken on the care 
of children who are "hard to place" (as described earlier). 
Questionnaires were sent to 513 foster carers and 395 adoptive parents. These 
respondents were located in Cape Town, George, and Johannesburg and were selected 
on the basis of convenience and their ready agreement to participation. The foster carers 
and adoptive parents were accessed from the following sources: 
• Child Welfare Society, Cape Town agreed to provide access of their registry of 
existing foster carers. From each of the social workers' case sheets, a total sample 
of 413 registered foster carers were selected representing all the foster carers on 
their data base. 
• Child Welfare Society, George also agreed to participate in the research. One 
hundred of their registered foster carers (out of a total of around 400) were selected 
by George Child Welfare on the basis of a relatively high education level. This was 
done at the suggestion of the Director who felt that the questionnaires would not be 
completed by those persons who had little, or no education. 
• Child Welfare Society, Cape Town also agreed to provide access to their files of 
around 150 adoptive parents who had adopted a child/ren through their agency 
during the last 3 years. 
" The editor of a national newsletter - Adoption Network News - agreed to include the 
questionnaires in a posting of one of their quarterly newsletters. Their active data 
base consisted of 245 adoptive parents from around the country, but mostly confined 
to the Gauteng area. 
It was further decided to survey foster and adoptive mothers only. The rationale for this 
has already been alluded to in the previous chapter and includes the following 
considerations worth repeating here: 
* Although it is recognised that fathers are beginning to playa more pervasive role in 
the rearing of children, certainly in South African, this role is still considered almost 
exclusively the domain of mothers, and 
* within the South African context, there is an unusually large proportion - by first 
world, Western standards - of female-headed households. 
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In order to protect the anonymity of their clients, Child Welfare in Cape Town required 
that the researcher address and mail the questionnaire booklets from their offices. 
George Child Welfare addressed the questionnaires from their offices and were 
themselves instrumental in selecting those to whom the questionnaires would be sent. 
The Director assured me that, other than education level (as mentioned above), this 
selection was done randomly. The questionnaires that were sent to the mailing list for 
Adoption Network News were simply included in the posting of one of their quarterly 
newsletters - this having been done by their offices in Johannesburg. All paid-up, active 
persons on the mailing list were included in the posting. 
2.1. Sample Demographics 
A questionnaire was developed comprising two forms, "A" and "6" and is discussed in 
detail under "Procedure" below. However, in order to provide a demographic description 
of the final sample, results from the demographic questionnaire from both forms "Air and 
"6" were combined to provide a description of the total sample of respondents (N=175). 
This was done as there was very little difference between the demographic 
characteristics of those respondents who completed form "A" and those who completed 
form "6". A brief description of the sample is provided in Table 2 below and the data is 
presented separately for each of the forms, 'A' and '6', in appendix A for further interest 
to the reader. Of the 908 questionnaires mailed to potential respondents, 175 were 
returned. This represents a 19.27% response rate (form "AfT: N=80; 17.62% and form 
"6": N=95; 20.93%). 
Table 2: Demographic Characteristics of final Sample (N=175) 
Adoptive Parents 
Foster Parents 
Mean Age: 
Respondents 
Partners 
Married /living With A Partner 
Home language: 
English 
Xhosa 
Afrikaans 
Household Income: 
Mean income bracket 
Mode income bracket 
Education: 
Respondents: Mean Level of education 
Matriculation 
Partners: Mean level of education 
Matriculation 
N "" 70 42.17% 
N = 96 57.83% 
47.12 years N = 160; 
SD :::: 11.47 
45.03 years N =: 98 
SD:::: 9.72 
61.25% N = 98 
N '" 79 47.88% 
N == 42 25.45% 
N:::: 44 26.67% 
R2001 to R5000 p.m. 
>RI0000 p.m. 
Std 7 
N = 53 
Std 8 
N = 63 
45% 
58.88% 
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The above Table demonstrates that there was an over-representation of foster carers in 
the final sample: there was a significantly greater number of foster parents than 
adoptive parents (x? :::: 8.14; p<.Ol). As there were also some differences between 
adoptive and foster parentsl these are listed and discussed further in the next chapter -
"results". 
3. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The issue of ethics was addressed along the following three dimensions. Firstly, a letter 
of introduction was included with each of the questionnaire booklets. In this, 
respondents were informed about the purpose of the research and the value of each 
respondent's reply, although entirely voluntarily sought. Secondly, respondents were 
asked to sign the cover of the booklet in acknowledgement of their willing participation. 
Here too, they were informed of the confidentiality and anonymity of their replies. 
Finally, access to actual respondent's name and address details was retained by the 
organisations that provided access to their databases. The researcher was thus not 
able to contact any of the individual respondents at any stage during or after the 
research was completed. 
4. PROCEDURE 
Method of Data Collection 
As previously mentioned, the data for this study was gathered by means of a 
questionnaire that was mailed to participants. The rationale for choosing this method of 
data collection was as follows: 
41 The sample of respondents - foster carers and adoptive parents - are a diverse group 
of people geographically scattered across the general population. A mailed 
questionnaire using established databases allowed access to these groups of people. 
• It was thought that the nature of the enquiry - willingness to care for an HIV/AIDS 
orphan - would be a sensitive issue for many. As HIV/AIDS carries such stigma and 
appears not to be openly or easily discussed in South African society, there seemed 
to be a particular necessity to maintain the anonymity of respondents. It was hoped 
that this guarantee of anonymity would allow respondents to answer sensitive 
questions more truthfully. 
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• Due consideration was made to the traditionally low response rate achieved by this 
method of data collection. Thought was also given to the exacerbation of this 
problem due to the complexity of the questionnaires. However, weighing the above 
two considerations against this, mailed questionnaires were still determined to be the 
most adequate method to use. 
Two Questionnaire Forms 
Two questionnaire booklets were developed (see appendices B and C). Apart from a 
few item differences between the two questionnaires, details of which will be expanded 
upon under item construction below, it is important to note here that one booklet 
assessed the opinions of respondents in terms of their willingness to care for a child who 
had been orphaned and who was HIV-negative. This booklet will be referred to as 
form "A", The other booklet assessed the opinions of respondents in terms of their 
willingness to care for a child who had been orphaned and who was HIV-posltive. This 
booklet will be referred to as form "B", Within each of the sample sources, allocating 
which questionnaire form (either "A" or "B") would be sent to which respondents was 
done randomly. Half of the sample from each source received questionnaire form "A" 
and the other half, questionnaire form "B". This method was chosen as requiring each 
respondent to answer both forms would have been too complex and time-consuming. 
Pilot Study 
Azjen & Fishbein (1980) provide a useful framework for constructing a questionnaire that 
explores each of the essential elements of the Theory of Reasoned Action. As explained 
in chapter 3, the applicability of this theory was explored in the present study. Later in 
1991, Ajzen extended this theory to incorporate control beliefs as an additional influence 
on behavioural intentions and re-titled the theory the Theory of Planned Behaviour 
(TPB). Using both the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned Behaviour 
to construct the items, and having conducted a pilot study where responses from 14 
female carers and non-carers were obtained, the final questionnaire was developed. 
The pilot studYI following methods developed by Ajzen & Fishbein (1980), was conducted 
along the lines of self-report responses to a number of pertinent questions (see 
Appendix D). It consisted of 14 questions requiring respondents to specify what they 
thought would be the most important advantages and disadvantages of caring for either 
an HIV-negative or HIV-positive child orphaned by the HIV/AIDS pandemiC, both for the 
child and themselves. They were also asked what they thought would make make it 
easy/difficult for them to care for either an HIV-negative or HIV-positive orphaned child. 
Additionally, some questions asked which people important to them would 
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approve/disapprove should they care for either an HIV-negative or HIV-positive orphan. 
Finally, respondents were asked, if they were already caring for a non-biological child, 
what they liked or disliked about such an arrangement. 
The responses were simply listed and tallied. Those that were mentioned most 
frequently by all respondents were incorporated into the construction of the final TPB 
questionnaire. The pilot study revealed that there were certain advantages and 
disadvantages that were specific to caring for either an HIV negative or HIV positive 
orphan. For example, those carers who participated in the pilot study revealed that 
coping with the illness and death of a child could be a distinct disadvantage in caring for 
an HIV positive orphan. Other disadvantages cited as peculiar to caring for an HIV 
positive orphan were emotional strain, uncertainty, additional (substantial) medical 
expenditure, and the possibility of cross-infection. None of these were considerations in 
caring for an HIV negative orphan. An advantage in caring for an HIV positive child was 
suggested as the relatively short duration of the needed care rather than life-time or 
long-term care. Again, this was not a consideration for an HIV negative orphan. 
These differing responses had implications for the format of the final questionnaire 
(forms "Au and "B") discussed in section 5, "Design and Measures" below. 
Constructing the Questionnaires 
Both questionnaires were constructed and refined over a period of approximately three 
months. During this time, colleagues in the department of Psychology at the University 
of Cape Town as well as people working in the Child Welfare services and potential 
respondents were consulted. Although recognising that the resulting questionnaires 
were long (containing between 76 and 78 items) and fairly complex, these consultants 
reported, in the final event, that they appeared to contain clear and understandable 
instructions and were relatively easily understood. 
Translation of the Questionnaires 
The questionnaires were then translated into Afrikaans and Xhosa. Based on 
information from Child Welfare, Cape Town and George and the editor of Adoption 
Network News, translation into other of the official South African languages was not 
undertaken. These sources indicated that the foster carers and/or adoptive parents on 
their databases were either English, Afrikaans or Xhosa first language speakers only. 
The Afrikaans translation was done by a colleague in the department of Psychology at 
the University of Cape Town who is completely fluent in both English and Afrikaans. The 
Xhosa translation was done by a research assistant at the Child Guidance CliniC at the 
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University of Cape Town who was also completely bilingual in both Xhosa and English. 
The Afrikaans version of the questionnaires was then back-translated by the researcher 
who, although an English home language speaker, is proficient in Afrikaans. The Xhosa 
version was back-translated by two service workers known to the researcher who were 
home language Xhosa speakers but also proficient in English. The back-translators 
were also helpful in refining spelling, grammar, syntax and meaning in the translated 
versions of the questionnaires. 
Mailing: Main Study 
All booklets were mailed during the month of March 2001. Included in the mailing was 
a self-addressed, stamped envelope allowing respondents to return the completed 
questionnaires at minimal inconvenience and no expense to themselves. Most returns 
were received during April and May 2001. However, a postal strike at the time of 
mailing meant that a number were received later. Towards the middle of June, that it 
became obvious that no further replies were going to be received and that those 
responses received would constitute the final sample. 
Letter of Introduction and Incentive 
In an attempt to make the completion of the questionnaires as attractive as pOSSible, it 
was deCided to include an incentive for respondents to comply. To this end the letter of 
introduction explained that ten respondents who had completed the entire questionnaire 
would be eligible for a "prize" of a R100 grocery gift voucher. The need to include an 
incentive has been documented as having positive effects on response rates (Bailey, 
1987). Accordingly, the cover of each booklet contained space for respondents, should 
they wish to enter the lucky draw, to include their names and addresses. Again, 
persons who chose this option were assured of confidentiality. At the end of June 2001 
ten respondents' questionnaires were randomly selected from those received - five Form 
"As" and five "Bs". Grocery vouchers to the value of R100 each were sent to these ten 
people. 
5. DESIGN AND MEASURES 
As explained earlier, two questionnaire booklets were developed - questionnaire booklet 
A and questionnaire booklet B (see Appendices Band C respectively): 
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* Questionnaire Booklet A (form "A") was specifically developed to assess the 
opinions of respondents in terms of caring for a child whose mother had died of AIDS, 
but who was HIV negative and did not have AIDS him/herself. 
* Questionnaire Booklet B (form "B") was developed to appraise the opinions of the 
respondents in terms of caring for a child whose mother had died of AIDS and who was 
also HIV positive and had AIDS him/herself. 
The need to develop two separate questionnaires each distinctly assessing information 
based on the HIV status of children orphaned by HIV/AIDS came from two 
considerations. Firstly, the information gained in the pilot study conducted in order to 
develop the questionnaire items for the Theory of Planned Behaviour indicated the need 
to explore different outcomes of caring for an HIV/AIDS orphan based on the orphan's 
HIV status. This was expanded upon above under "Procedure". Secondly, whilst 
constructing the questionnaires, it became apparent that their already complex nature 
was further complicated by an attempt to combine HIV negative and HIV positive child 
characteristics into one questionnaire. 
Each booklet contained three distinct sections. The first section in each, the 
Demographic Questionnaire, asked a number of demographic details from 
respondents. Both questionnaire booklets contained this section, identical in each. 
The second section, referred to henceforth as the Measurement of Planned 
Behaviour, contained the required statements and response format for an analysis of 
decision-making processes in terms of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. As explained, 
the two booklets differed in terms of some items peculiar to either HIV negative or HIV 
positive orphans. The final section of the questionnaires, henceforth referred to as 
Characteristics of Orphaned Children, asked respondents to indicate whether they 
would be willing to care for a child either infected with, or affected by HIV/AIDS. If they 
indicated a willingness, they were asked to respond to a number of statements that 
assessed the preferred characteristics of a child for whom they would be willing to care. 
Both questionnaire booklets contained this section and, but for one item (duration of 
care), were identical in each. Each of these sections are expanded upon below. 
In essence, then, the booklet comprised one questionnaire with two forms ("A" and "B") 
only slightly different from each other. As mentioned earlier, each of the forms were 
randomly mailed to respondents in equal numbers. The following Table 3 illustrates the 
similarities and differences between the two forms of the questionnaire. 
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Table 3: Similarities and Differences Between The Two forms C"A" and "B") of 
the Questionnaire 
Section 1. 
Section 2. 
-
Section 3. 
Questionnaire BookJet "Au 
(form "A") 
Unique to this form 
, 
I 
\Y 
Instructions pertinent to 
caring for an HIV-negative 
orphan 
Common to both 
forms 
Introductory letter 
Booklet Cover 
Demographic Information 
Past experience caring 
for an HIV/AIDS orphan 
Measurement of planned 
behaviour: some items specific 
to caring for an HIV-negative 
orphan 
Who should take. 
responsibility for 
an HIV-negative orphan 
, 
y 
Instructions pertinent to 
caring for an HIV-negative 
orphan 
Foster care grant 
and additional 
assistance 
Characteristics of 
Orphaned Child 
5.1. Section 1: The Demographic Questionnaire 
Questionnaire BookJet "6" 
(form "8") 
Unique to this form 
I 
I 
\Y 
Instructions pertinent to 
caring for an HIV-positive 
orphan 
Measurement of planned 
behaviour: some items specific 
to caring for an HIV-positive 
orphan 
Who should take. 
responsibility for 
an HIV-positive orphan 
I 
J 
Y 
Instructions pertinent to 
caring for an HIV-positive 
orphan 
In order to compare those demographic characteristics of the respondents to those that 
have been identified by research as particular to persons caring for children in need, a 
demographic questionnaire was required. This same questionnaire would allow for an 
exploration of the influence of various demographic characteristics in potential carers' 
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caring decisions and behaviours. It would also allow for a descriptive "profile" to be 
constructed of existing carers, and persons who would be willing and/or unwilling to 
care. The reader is referred to Appendices Band C for the individual, specific items in 
the demographic questionnaire. 
Six further questions were included in this section and were used to assess respondents' 
present and past experiences (both personal and vicarious) with caring for a child whose 
mother had died of AIDS. Initially, these questions were included in order to explore an 
additional component of the Theory of Planned Behaviour where past experience with, 
and/or intimate knowledge of a specific target behaviour have been closely associated 
with intentions to perform the target behaviour (Connor & Armitage, 1998; Connor & 
McMillan, 1999; Foster & Nel, 1995; Ouellette & Wood, 1998; Terry et aI., (1999). 
Specifically, whether past experience or the experience of significant others are better 
predictors of intentions to perform particular behaviour(s) than are the customary 
predictors. Respondents were asked to indicate either "yes" or "no" to the following six 
statements: 
I am already caring / other members of my family are caring / some of my 
friends are caring for a child whose mother has died of AIDS 
and 
In the past I have cared / other members of my family have cared / some of my 
friends have cared for a child whose mother has died of AIDS 
5.2. Section 2: Measurement of Planned Behaviour 
It was felt that, for the purposes of this study, using the TPB would have positive 
investigative and practical value because 
• A decision to care for an orphaned child infected with and/or affected by HIV/AIDS 
would certainly require a process of decision-making that requires carefully reasoned 
and planned action rather than spontaneous action. In this sense, it is also 
important to remember that the TPB has not to date been used to investigate 
decision-making processes that involve a possible life-time and 24-hour a day 
commitment to the effects of the decision. It seemed appropriate to include an 
analysis of alternative care decision-making based on a major social psychological 
theory in this study. 
• The TPB would help to explain why some people are willing to care for orphaned 
children whilst others are not. 
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• It would aid in predicting who would and who would not be willing to care for 
orphaned children 
• It may point to areas where the most effective interventions can be directed if 
necessary (internally i.e. at the level of attitudes or externally at the level of 
subjective norms). 
However, before proceeding to the specific items in the questionnaire aimed at exploring 
the components of the TPB, respondents were alerted to the fact that this section dealt 
with their views about caring for orphaned children. These instructions contained two 
important pieces of information (refer to Appendices Band C, p. 3 of the questionnaire). 
The first piece of information described a scenario where a child's mother had died of 
AIDS. It went on to relate how this child appeared to have no known relatives willing or 
able to care for him/her. Also that the child appeared to have no-one to look after 
him/her and nowhere to go. This was hoped to describe a typical HIV/AIDS orphaning 
situation as follows: 
"The child in this part of the questionnaire is orphaned because his 
or her mother has died of AIDS. THE CHILD IS HIV NEGATIVE AND 
DOES NOT HAVE AIDS. It is unknown whether the child has other 
family members who would care for him or her. The child seems to 
have nowhere to go and no-one to look after him or her". 
One pOint in this part of the instructions is the acknowledged incorrect description of the 
child's mother as having died of AIDS. It was felt that the more correct description, 
died of an AIDS-related illness, may have been confuSing to many of the respondents. 
Not many people are aware of this distinction and are more au fait with the notion that 
AIDS is a fatal illness in itself rather than that it promotes other life-threatening 
illnesses. 
The other piece of information provided to the respondents was a clear indication as to 
what was meant by caring for an orphaned child (refer too Appendices Band C, p.3 of 
the questionnaire). As stated earlier, this clarification was necessary as it was important 
not to stress either foster care or adoption - both of which are not seen as typical nor 
necessarily viable alternatives for caring for orphaned children. Also, it was felt that it 
was necessary to be very specific as to what the respondents were basing their decisions 
on. To quote: 
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"Caring for an orphaned child would mean taking the child into your 
own home and treating him or her as you would your own children; 
providing him or her with food shelter and clothing; schooling and 
medical care; and !ove, support and guidance". 
Additionally, these instructions provided the necessary target (HIV/AIDS orphan), action 
(caring as described above), context (within one's own home), and time (imminent) of 
the behavioural criterion required for an analysis of behavioural intention in the TP6 
(Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). 
The construction of the specific items exploring the components of the TP6 are detailed 
below. 
Intention: 
Intention was measured directly in the third section of the questionnaire "Characteristics 
of Orphaned Children" discussed further below (refer to Appendices 6 and C, p. 11 of the 
questionnaire). However, as this is central to the TP6, a discussion of this item is 
included here. Respondents were given the option of responding either "yes" or "no" to 
the following statement: 
"1 would be willing to care for the child described in the scenario if the child is ... 
HIV negative and does not have AIDS" (Form "A") 
and 
HIV positive and DOES have AIDS and is likely to become ill and will eventually 
die" (Form "6"). 
The answer to this statement (either "yes" or "no") was used as the indicator of 
intention to perform the target behaviour. 
All the other items in this section of the questionnaire were measured by means of five-
paint scales. Scores were allocated from -2 to +2 for each item where positive scores 
reflected positive beliefs, states or actions (in terms of caring for the hypothetical 
HIV/AIDS orphan) and negative scores reflected the oppOSite. 
Although the convention in most TP6 research uses a seven-point scale, it was felt that a 
five-point scale would be more easily understood and less complicated for many of the 
respondents. This innovation was based on reports from many of the social workers 
involved with foster carers in both Cape Town and George. They advised that this group 
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of people is mostly minimally educated and would have difficulty with the more complex 
seven-point scale. Bandawe (2000), who also employed a five-point scale for his 
respondents - young primary school children - reported that other reasoned action 
research had used this variation without any apparent disadvantage (for example, 
Albaraccin, Fishbein, & Middlestadt, 1998; Godin & Kok, 1996; Klepp, Ndeki, Thuen, 
Leshabari & Seha, 1996). 
Attitude: 
This was measured directly be means of a three item scale (refer to Appendices Band C, 
p. 8, item 42 in both). The statement was divided into three sections allowing for a 
response along cognitive, affective, and general components of attitudes (Povey et aI., 
2000) as follows: 
Item 42: For me to care for this child would be: 
Scale: a very good thing to do .... a very bad thing to do 
a wise thing to do .... a foolish thing to do 
an enjoyable thing to do ., .. an unenjoyable thing to do 
Behavioural Beliefs and Outcome Evaluations: 
These were measured by means of a nine-item scale in Form "A" and an eight-item 
scale in Form "B". These behavioural beliefs encompass those most frequently 
mentioned in the pilot study and correspond to the affective and instrumental 
components of attitudes (Ajzen & Driver, 1991; Connor & Armitage, 1998). 
Following the procedure for computing a belief-based measure of "attitude" (Ajzen, 
1991; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), this measure was computed as the sum of the products 
of the scores for behavioural beliefs multiplied by the corresponding outcome evaluations 
of those beliefs. In Form "Aft, behavioural belief items are numbered 19 to 27 (refer to 
Appendix B, p.6); outcome evaluation items are numbered 33 to 41 (see Appendix B, 
pp. 7-8). In Form "BII, behavioural belief items are numbered 20 to 27 (refer to 
Appendix C, p. 6); outcome evaluation items are numbered 34 to 41 (see Appendix C, 
pp. 7-8). An example of a behavioural belief item was: 
Item 19: I would be able to provide this child with a loving and stable home 
Assessing the corresponding outcome evaluation for this item was constructed as 
follows: 
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Item 33: To give this child a loving and stable home would be: 
a very good thing to do .... a very bad thing to do 
Reliability of the items was assessed using coefficient Alpha (reported later). As will be 
seen, to improve the reliability of this scale, some of the items were eventually 
discarded leaving five items in both Form "Aft and Form "6". A mean of this belief-
based measure of attitudes was also later correlated with the direct measure and is 
reported in the results section. The list of the retained salient beliefs is also presented 
for both questionnaire forms in the results section. 
Subjective Norm: 
Much of the criticism of the subjective norm construct has revolved around the 
traditional use of a single item to measure it (Connor & Armitage, 1998: Povey et aI., 
2000). The example of the latter authors was followed and three items were 
constructed including notions of important others' approval and sanction - all rated on a 
5 point scale. A mean of the three items was used as a global measure of subjective 
norm (refer to Appendices 6 and C, p 4, items 1 - 3 in both questionnaire forms). The 
three statements were: 
Item 1: People I respect would THINK that I should care for this child 
Item 2: If I were to care for this child, people I respect would 
Item 3: People I respect would WANT me to care for this child 
Normative Beliefs and MotivatiQn to Comply: 
These were measured by means of three items based on the most frequently mentioned 
salient referents (husband/partner, family, and friends) in the pilot study. Following the 
procedure for computing a belief-based measure of "subjective norm" (Ajzen, 1991; 
Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980), this measure was computed as the sum of the products of the 
scores for normative beliefs multiplied by the corresponding motivations to comply with 
those beliefs. Normative belief items in both Form "AU and "6" are numbered 7 to 9 
(refer to Appendices 6 and C, p. 5 respectively). Motivations to comply items are 
numbered 4 to 6 in both Form "A" and "6" (refer to Appendix 6 and C, p. 4 respectively). 
A mean of this belief-based measure of subjective norm was later correlated with the 
mean of the directly measured subjective norm items and is reported in the results 
section below. An example of a normative belief item was: 
Item 7: If I were to care for this child, my husband/partner would 
definitely approve .... definitely disapprove 
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The corresponding motivation to comply for this item was worded follows: 
Item 4: With most things in life, I do what my husband/partner wants me to do 
always .... never 
Perceived Behavioural Control: 
This was measured directly by means of four items in both forms of the questionnaire. 
In line with the recent debate around the essential components of perceived behavioural 
control (as described in chapter 3), two of the items assess aspects of personal control 
and the other two encompass aspects of self-efficacy (refer to Appendices Band C, p. 5, 
items 10 to 13 in both questionnaire forms). An example of the former was: 
Item 10: If I cared for this child, it would be entirely my own decision 
An example of the latter was: 
Item 13: I would feel very capable of caring for this child 
Following the debate surrounding this construct (mentioned above), it was decided that 
either a mean of these 4 items would be used as a global measure of perceived 
behavioural control or, following factor analysis of the items, self-efficacy and personal 
control items would be used separately as predictors of behavioural intention. An 
unrotated Principal Components factor analysis was performed resulting in all four items 
loading significantly on to one factor. This is illustrated in Table 4 below. The four 
items clearly did not discriminate between self-efficacy and personal control and it was 
therefore decided to use a mean of the four items as a direct measure of perceived 
behavioural control. 
Table 4: factor loadings of Belief-Based Items Assessing Perceived 
Behavioural control 
Belief-based Item No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Eigenvalues 
Explained Variance 
Factor Loadings 
Form A Form B 
.876 .813 
.907 .853 
.877 .923 
.885 .888 
3.15 
79% 
3.03 
76% 
Loadin s of >= .70 are taken as si nincant 
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Control Beliefs and Power of Control Beliefs 
These were measured by means of five items in Form "A" and by means of six items in 
Form "B". These perceptions of control were identified by the pilot study participants 
who were asked what makes caring for a child easy/difficult. Affective as well as 
instrumental constraints/facilitators identified by the pilot study participants have been 
included in these items. 
Again, following the procedure for computing a belief-based measure of "perceived 
behaviourl control" (,AJzen, 1991), this measure was computed as the sum of the 
products of the scores for control beliefs multiplied by the corresponding measure of the 
power of those beliefs. The 5 items in Form "A" measuring control beliefs are numbered 
28 to 32 and those measuring the power of control beliefs are numbered 14 to 18 (refer 
to Appendix 6, p. 7 and 5 respectively). In Form "B", the items measuring control 
beliefs are numbered 28 to 33 and those measuring the power of these beliefs are 
numbered 14 to 19 (refer to Appendix C, p. 7 and 5 respectively). An example of a 
control belief item was: 
Item 28: If I were to care for this child, I would need the support of my family 
and friends 
Assessing the corresponding power of this control belief was worded as follows: 
Item 14: If I have the support of my family and friends, this would make it 
much easier .... much more difficult - to care for this child 
Reliability of the items was determined using coefficient Alpha (reported later). As will 
be seen, to improve the reliability of this scale, some of the items were eventually 
discarded leaving three items in both Forms "A" and "B". A mean of this belief based 
measure of perceived behavioural control was also later correlated with the direct 
measure and is reported in the results section below. 
The Foster Care Grant and Additional Assistance 
Three further items were included at the end of this section of the questionnaires (refer 
to Appendces 6 and C, p. 9, items 43 to 45). The first of the items asked respondents 
to indicate either "yes" or "no" to the suggestion that the following persons or groups 
should take responsibility for the child described in the scenario: the child's other family 
members; friend's of the child's family; neighbours of the child's family; members of the 
child's community even if they are strangers; an orphanage; and/or the Government. 
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Secondly, if they were already caring for a foster child, they were asked to indicate 
whether the foster care grant provided by the Government was thought to be sufficient. 
Finally, they were requested to suggest what additional sources of outside support would 
aid them in their task. 
These questions were incorporated into the questionnaire because, in South Africa, 
expectations of responsibility place less emphasis on the family and more on the State 
than in countries north of our border (McKerrow, 1998 in Halkett, 1999). This may well 
be because South Africa has a relatively well developed social security system. Also, 
many practitioners and pOlicy makers consider that orphaned children should be cared 
for firstly by the children's extended family, secondly by the community from which the 
orphans originate, thirdly by foster carers and/or adopter even if they are strangers, and 
finally in institutions (Halkett, 1999; McKerrow, 1996; McKerrow & Verbeek, 1995; 
Parry, 2000; Smart, 2000). Many of these same authors suggest that this hierarchy will 
go a long way to alleviating the plight of orphaned children, particularly these children's 
family and community identified as primary carers, as long as there is some 
instrumental support. The most likely source of this support is the State. 
5.3. Section 3: Characteristics of Orphaned Children 
Before continuing to this final section of the questionnaire, respondents were again given 
specific instructions. They were first alerted to the fact that this part of the Booklet 
dealt with their views about orphaned children. The two pieces of important information 
from the Measurement of Planned Behaviour Questionnaire was repeated: the scenario 
describing an orphaned child; and what "caring for" would entail. Confidentiality of 
responses was again stressed (refer to Appendices Band C p. 10 in both). 
Questionnaire Items 
This part of the questionnaire, in both Forms "A" and "B", began by asking respondents 
one of the most central questions in the thesis. This has already been expanded upon in 
the section dealing with the Measurement of Planned Behaviour and will not be repeated 
here. The only additional conSideration worth reporting is that willingness to care for an 
orphan not only provided an assessment of the predictor "intention" in the theory of 
planned behaviour, but also informed parts of the descriptive analyses in that 
a profile of potential carers who either would be willing to care for either an HIV negative 
or HIV positive child was explored. 
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The balance of the questionnaire (in both Forms "A" and "B") continued by asking 
respondents to answer either "yes" or "no" to a number of additional statements further 
characterising the child described in the scenario. This allowed for an exploration of the 
primary characteristics of an orphaned child that may influence potential carers' 
willingness to care for him/her. Each of the statements was created keeping the 
characteristics of "hard to place" children as described in chapter 2, firmly in mind. As 
described earlier, these children have been identified by research from abroad as well as 
children are arguably those least likely to be accommodated in alternative caring 
situations. An investigation of these child characteristics including those "easy to place" 
would have practical value for alternative care planners. Only those respondents who 
indicated a willingness to care for the hypothetical child needed to complete the balance 
of this part of the questionnaire. 
Each of the statements explored issues relating to the gender of the child; the age of the 
child; whether the respondents would be willing to care for a child cross culturally; 
whether the respondents would be willing to care for a child of a similar or different 
background to themselves; whether the child had known siblings and whether they 
would need to either remain in contact with these siblings or not and/or whether the 
respondents would be willing to care for siblings as well; the closeness of the 
relationship to the child in terms of whether the child was from the same family / known 
to the respondent / from the same black African clan and/or a stranger to the 
respondent. In Form "A", respondents were then asked about the duration of care they 
would be willing to give. This item was not included in Form "B" as duration of care 
would be determined by the HIV-positive status of the hypothetical child. Finally, both 
questionnaires concluded with the possibility of alternative care should the respondents 
no longer wish to care for the child (refer to Appendices Band C, pp 11-12 in both). 
Both questionnaire booklets concluded with thanks to the respondents for taking the 
time and effort to complete the questionnaire. 
5.4. Preliminary Analysis of the Data 
Reliability of the Measurement of Planned Behaviour section in both forms of the 
questionnaire was assessed using the Cronbach alpha coefficients for each of the 
sections. As indicated earlier, some of the items were discarded in an attempt to 
improve the reliability of this part of the questionnaire. The results indicating both pre-
and post-removal of items were as follows: 
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Table 5: AI ha coefficients for the TPB items in both Forms "'A" and "B" 
Form "A" 
Attitude 
Behavioural Beliefs 
Outcome Evaluation 
Subjective Norm 
Normative Beliefs 
Motivation to Comply 
Perceived Behavioural Control 
Control Beliefs 
Power of Control Beliefs 
Form <ISH 
Attitude 
Behavioural Beliefs 
Outcome Evaluation 
Subjective Norm 
Normative Beliefs 
Motivation to Comply 
Perceived Behavioural Control 
Control Beliefs 
Power of Control Beliefs 
Initial results Results after the removal 
of unreliable items 
.85 
.51 
.38 
.92 
.90 
.72 
.90 
.35 
.69 
.82 
.44 
.49 
.94 
.87 
.57 
.89 
.39 
.58 
.85 
.80 
.70 
.92 
.90 
.72 
.90 
.81 
.65 
.82 
.71 
.46 
.94 
.87 
.59 
.89 
.83 
.55 
The column denoting the final alpha coeffiCients indicates reasonable correlation of test 
items. However, if Aiken's (1982) suggestion is followed, that attitude scales should 
show a reliability of between .79 (median) and .98 (high), then it is important to note 
that, despite removal of a number of items, some alpha coefficients remained below. 79 
although only one was below what he considers low, .47. For example, Power of Control 
Beliefs in form "A" (alpha .65); Outcome Evaluation in Form "B" (alpha .46); Motivation 
to Comply in Form "B" (alpha .59) and Power of Control Beliefs also in Form "B" (alpha 
.55). Although the ge erally high alphas give credibility to the results that emerge from 
the questionnaire some caution needs to be shown when interpreting results using this 
data. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS 
The results that follow will be reported following the sections in the questionnaire. 
Results from the personal questionnaire will be reported first, focusing on the differences 
between adoptive and foster parents in the final sample. Those pertaining to the 
reported willingness to care for an AIDS orphan will be reported next, followed by the 
data relating to the hypothetical orphan's characteristics. The final section will report 
the data from an investigation of the Theory of Plal1i1ed Behaviour to predict intentions 
to care for an AIDS orphan. 
1. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The results from the demographic data are depicted in Table 6 below and include, in the 
fourth column, the varying significant differences between adoptive and foster parents. 
Although some of the respondents did not respond to all the enquiries, it was decided 
not to remove those cases with miss ng data from the data set. This accounts for the 
differing N's reported for the different demographic variables below. 
Table 6: Demographic Characteristics: Adoptive and Foster Parents 
(A) (B) 
ALL ADOPTIVE 
RESPONDENTS PARENTS 
With unrelated children 
(C) 
FOSTER 
PARENTS 
(D) 
DIFFERENCES 
(8 - C) 
'" p<.05 
"'* p<.Ol 
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A5 mentioned previously, the above table demonstr31es th3t there ' .... 35 an over-
represenLation or ro~ler carers in the t.olal sample. Much or t.he fo llow,no discussion 
focu5es on the m~ny sigmfic~nt d'fferences between the two groups of p~'-ents: 3doptive 
and rO~ler parents. 
Alt.hough kinship care is practiced extens ively in South Afr ; ~3, ',t h~s tr~dltion~lly been an 
informal urangement bet' .... e~n family m~mbers and nol a forma l agency-medialed 
~rr~ngement with 3pplic~tlon for, 3nd '-ecelpt of, the foster care grant As the foste'-
Carers in this sample were a!! those receiving the fosler (are grant, il WJ~ expected thal 
there 'sou!d be fe'ie'- kinshi:J ~~re'-5 (i_e, those canng for chHdren related to either 
th,..-,;,plll€S or the" rMl.n;>r~) th~n (hos", (~""g fo'- children unr",13ted tCl elt.her 
themselves or their partners, This prolled to be the CaSe with significanLly more f oste' 
PMents C3,-ing for l.mrei3ted ~5 opposed to rei~ted chHdren 
~oster o~rent5, wll(,ther 1Tl~"ied Or livino w ilh a pannec or not, ~nd their p"rtner~ 
(where cpplicable) were al50 s'IQ nificantly older t.han adopl'llle parents and their paltners, 
.t.. further findi"g was !h3t 3 s i gillfic~ nt iy more foster carers than adoptive parent5 wer-e 
" 
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over the dQe uf 50. In chaptec 2 it was shown that QrandpMellts, Who would acguably 
be over the age uf 50, an" generaliy uver-r'epresented in any emup of foster carers ~nd 
Lhese two findinQs aPDeM to confirm this for the current sample The ~ut"off ages for 
e;iQ'bility t() adopt would abo have h~d an impact ()n Lhese results. As a Qeneral rule, 
P(()spe<:tiv~ ad()Dtive parents should not be older than between 40 and 4S years old In 
()roer to be eligible La adoDt an infant. With an avel'aoe age of 5.4 veus fur this 
o~rnple's adopted cllildfe\l, nut many aduDtive parents would be older than 50 ye~rs ()Id. 
Foster' pa'-ents h~d also been mar,~<=d Or iiving with a partner for significantlv lunger than 
h~d adopt ive par;enl'" AILnouOh Lh;e difference is significant, it is likeiy to be a resul t of 
the greater aver~ge age of foster carers in this sample, r~ther than an Indicator of the 
relative g'-eate.- stabilIty of their m~ITia'les. 
Home Language 
Thel-e Were si<Jnir.cantly mUle Engiish "peaking adoptive parents than foster oarent',. If 
language is used as an ind'cato( of racial/ethnic grouD, then one could say that there 
were far m'~re "wnile" adoptive parents in the current s~mple, This would not be 
entreely unexpected ~iven th~t adoptiun has historically ',erved tn ,s group of per',ons 
almost exciusively ill this (()untry, 
Household Density 
Foster parent', had sion ificantly mOre Del-',ons ()n ~'lera'le over the ~'le of 18 yeMs living 
'''''th them than did adoptive pacents They ~!50 acwmmodated Lheir families in fewer 
mOrn~ on averaQe lhan did adoptive puenb. Both these results ooint to foster carers 
having higher househu!d density than adoptiv.:. DJrenl',. Tni', differenc.:. in household 
density will be explored lurthec in the results section particularly in relatian to its 
po';s ib!e influence on "csoondents' willinoness to CMe lor, and being ~ble to 
~C'~Olllmo,1C'te an additi()n~1 child 
Household ;"come 
.~.dootive pa'ents earned significantly mOre per month [nan did foster oar-ents. AQain, 
tnis m~y poi,-,t t() the f~ct th~t eligibility to adopt has historica lly required prospecti'le 
adoplive parents lo De "fin~ncidl ,,,"cul-e"'. Additio"~I!y, ,fthl;; "ample's adoptive p~(er.b 
are I¥ge!y rrum the ' white" racial/ethnic qroup (d" pr()pased above), then this income 
,JiSpMi(y bet'l .. 'een ~dopti'le and laster p~~enls also ,"eMects tile historical and conlinuinQ 
d i s~dv~nt,~g" e"rerienced by some racial/ethnic grDllPS in this countr,'. 
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A s\!nthesis of this ~specl of the data. reveals that adopt ive parents in this "ample were 
S''Jnifi(i'ntly oe!ter "~I_lci'ted on ~\,'e"a'Je than were fos!ec j:'acents, S>'ecific~II\!, 
adoptive p<lrenb ~nd their partner, (where applic<lble) had achieved higher levels or 
~ch()(l!ing; I'l~d ~!~o rn<!tricul~t.ed, <!nd h~d some ~fter sdlool qualific<! tion and/or a 
univer"it\! degree than had fosler parents. Again, these find ing, r,-,<!y point to Hie 
contln(Jing l'li5torical disadvanLage of some r~ciai!ethnic group~ in th is countr'{ or to 
prospecLive Jdootive pa,entc, hav ing tradit ional!'/ to demanstrat~ adequate educiltlon 
levels, 
A ~lgnlfiCil"tly greater pmp[lrtion of botl, t[lste r mothers ilnd ti1e" paltner~ (where 
app!ic.'lble) than .'ldoptive parents Were unGmployed. Interestingly, given the relatively 
better educM:on [lbtilined by adoptive mathers, the mast frequently reported 
.orrlPloyment level for 001.11 adoptive and fo,ter mother, wa, "unemployed", From 
chapter 2', discll~"ion of loster Carer demographiCS, th is rinding w<!s not unexpecLed a" 
lhe majority 01 foster mothers were found to be unemployed However, a plausible 
explanation for adoptive mot!1ers unemplovr,-,ent is not easy to find and may be ~ 
r"f!~clion of lheir comr,-,itment to child-'-earing Their houo.ehold financ ial security would 
ill,[l make it far easier tar them to chooso? not to be employed A I ~o CQ"gruent with the 
fosler Carer demogrilplllc, .oxpi[l red in chapter 2, was lhe fact thai the mos( IreQuently 
rep[lrted employmenl category of fosler lathers md'cilted "blue ([lilar ' lK:cupations_ 
Reliqlosity 
Tho? "ample a" a whole ilppeM to be religiously oriented with 95% indlcatmg ~[lme 
:elioious <!ffili<!twn <!nd 71010 rep[lrt;ng attendino re ligious ceremonies once ~ week Or 
more often, Similar religious affiliations Me reported lor boih adoptive and roster 
parent,. The only signiliC<ll1t difference between HI<!se two groups [ll parent, WilS t lMt 
,iQnificanlly mare foster care", rep[lrted ilttendinQ c"li Qiolis ceremonies once a week Or 
rno'-\'. often than did adoptiv~ parents, 
2. EXPLORING WILLINGNESS TO CARE FOR AN AIDS ORPHAN 
The fo;lowin9 ~nJ!ysis of the descriptive dat~ Wil l foell'; on those respondents and the ir 
partne'-s (where applicable) WllO indKated tl'ilt they would b" wil ling Lo care for either an 
HlV-negative or HIV-po"itive orphan. In other w[lrd" iln anaiy"is of the data from Form 
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"A" and Form '-'5" of the qJestionnaire presented t ooether. Onlv where there are 
pertinent or stat ist'cally s,g~'li ca~t d iffe rences between those w l,o were w' lli ~g and t hose 
who we'-e not wi il i~g to care lor s,]Ch a child, w ill these l>e repo'ted i ~ deta,1 Refer to 
appendix E where the daL~ I'-om t>oth 10m,s 01 t l,e q,'estion~a i re is presented in lable 
form 
2.1. W ill ingness t o Care 
Two of the centr~1 questions that this thes is was desig ned to answer was 'Nould people 
be willing to 0J'-e for an HIVjAlDS orphan" If so, who were lhese peo>, le' It w~s 
expected lhdl moce pecp!c would be will ing lo care for an HIV-negalive orph~n lha n an 
Hrv-~0S!tl\le 0ne Ar~lJ,-,bly .-:-ann') for an H!Il- ~05itive or~'lal1 wouid be bot'l ~ I,ysica l ly 
and emGti[)nally tax ing willl the child hecoming progreSSively m[)re il l and eventua lly 
succumbing to lhe viru,. :~ was lhouQhl thal th is l ype of cMing wou ld nol be one lhat 
peop;e wou ld necessari ly w'lii ngly undeltake. Th:s proved to be Lh e case amongst t'lis 
study's respondenl, as lhe following descriplions and Figure 6 show. How<!ver, 
'nterest,ng differences bet~le€n foster parents' and adopt ive parents' wil lingness were 
~Iso exhibited. 
Wi1!i ngness to Ca re For An HIV-NeQative Orphan 
Sixty-one of t'le SO respondents (76.25% ) wh o answered th is quest'on i ~d'cated that 
they wou ld be wil lmg to ca'-e fo r an HIV-n egat ive child w'lose mother had died of AIDS. 
Willingness to Care For An HIV-Positive Orphan 
Fifty-one of the 82 responde~ts (62 .20%) who answered t his queslion indical ed lhal 
they would be \Niliino to care for an HIV-posil ive child wh ose motller had died of AIDS. 
Com p ari"g Responses: D iu The HIV Status or The Child Influence Willingness? 
!\Ithoug'l it appeared lhat mOre respo~de~ts were wil ling to care for an HIV- neqat ive 
orphan tl'a~ a~ HIV-posltive one (76 .25% and 62.20% respect ively). a chi -squa r-e 
analysis :Jroved th is differen~e was ~ot significant. 
2.2 . Adop tive and Foster Pa rents 
A comparison of Jdoplive and foster parents was undertaken dlJe to the li kelih ood of 
their differing motivations in wanl in9 lo CMe for an ocpl,an Arguab ly adoptive parents 
would care for a child only :f tna t carinq situat ion was a li fe·t!me comm ltment_ If t his 
were lhe ColS"" it was expected that adoptive parenls wO.J ld be less inclined lo care for 
an HIV-posilive ol-pl'a~ whose lifespan wouid be shorl . Contrary \0 th is, !t was expected 
thal fo,ler parenls, lJec~use of the ir fa rniliarity with the more temporary nJ l ure of foster 
'" 
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care, would either show no distinct preference for either ~ n HIV-neg~tive ar HIV-positlve 
arphan ar a pref'Orence for an HIV-po~itlve child _ 
Willingness to Ca re For An HIV-Negativ,," Orphiln 
Thirty-om~ (88,57%) adoptive parents and 26 (70.27%) to~ter parenb indicated a 
willingness to c~re f or an " IV-negative arph~n, In th,s "'~tance, there was no 
significant dlffe re"~e '" w ' III"onp~~ h"tween ac!oot;vE and toster parents, 
Willingnegs to Ca re For .... ,., H!V-P,-,sitive O'ph,m 
Sixteen (17.05%) adoptive parents and 34 (77 27'i,,) faster parents ind icated that the" 
would be willing ta care far an HIV-positlve orphan, In this ca~e, sign ificantly more 
taster parents than adopt,ve p~ rents were will ing ta care for such a child (i"=7,61; 
p< ,01 ), This find ing cOflf i rms the ex pect ation that fa~te r parenb wou Id be mare will i ng 
than adopti ve p~rents to c~ re for an HIV-pos'tive orphan, 
Comparing Responses: D id The HI'! Stiltus of The Child Influence Wi ll i ngness? 
The results indIcate that taster D~rents were equally willln!] to C;\r1O Inr ~ithpr In HIV-
negative or -po~lt've orphJ n (70 ,27'*, and 77 ,27"k respect<vely) , However, adoptive 
parents were ~ignifi cantiy more willing to care for all Hl'v'-negative than an HIV-pasitive 
orphan (/ '=13,68; p<.Cll) . The roil owing FiQure 6 depicls the~e d;rrer~nc~s. 
FiQure 6 : Wi!l in Qness to Care fo r Either ,m HIV- Neg<ltive or' ,-nv-po.,itiv€ 
Orphan Amongst ;'-Ii Respondents, Adoptive Parents "nd Fost€r Pilrents 
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1.3. Age & Madtal Status 
It was expecced thac those respondoents w illing to care for an HIV/AlDS orphan would be 
younger' than Lhose who ,,",,ere not willinq lo do SQ. This expeclalion Wa5 based on the 
information fcom the piloc sludy described in the prev;ous chapter. , .. .'here time. energy 
and youlh were cited as distinct facilitators in caring for a young child 
E.Qlm .. """'- Willingness to Care For An HI'.I-Negative Orphan 
The 'llean age of the 58 respondenls who indica Led a willingness to (are for ~n HIV-
neQaLive orphan was ~6.26 year5 old (SO 12 27) '''.'ith ~ range of bet' .... een 24 and 76 
yeM5 old Ihirty-si~ respondents (62 .01'/0) '''.'ere marr'led Or had partners whose 
mean aqe ',,~s 43.78 years old (SD 10.25) ranoinQ between 29 and 76 years old. The5e 
36 respondents' mean age was 42.25 years with a range of between 28 ~nd 76 years old 
(3D 11 13). ("hey hdd been rllMri~ or living with a partner between 1 and 59 years 
with an average of 17.33 ','ears (SD 11.61). 
The following Table 7 demonstrales the diffe rences between willing and unw ill ing 
respondents wltn "egard to their ~nd their partners' average age. Wi ll ing re5pondenl~ 
appeared to ~e younger (M=4&.25, 5012.27) than unwilling respondenls (M=50 .32, 
SD11.87) ~Ithough ~ single sample t - test ~howed th is difference wa~ not 5ig ni ficant_ 
However, the partners of respondents ' .. .'ho 'Ind icated a w illingness to care for an HIV-
leg~tiye orphan were 5ignificantly younger (Mo-43.78, 5010.25) lhan the partners of 
unwilling respondents (M=S'1.50, SO 14_07 ) (t=2 013; df=46; p< 05)_ 
Ta ble 7: Diffe .. ences Between Willin!l and Unwillin!l Respondents: A!le 
(Fo~m "A'") 
Willing 
(J ~.'" i :1;,r.;;J 
Hean AQe Mean AQe Mean Age 
Ro;soondents Respondents Partners 
Married/Livinq 
TogeLher 
<6 '6 yeu<; 42.25 yeMs 43,78 years 
(~ _ C,R SOli.D) ',~' _ -'C; '-;['",.10) f,N- 3S, c.r,CO.E) 
S().3l ye~r~ 4408 ye~rs 51 .50 ye~'s 
(N _ 19: "011.87;' (N-';>. SDs_n;, 
" 
, ;>; SD'"'.O?) 
'"~om "8": Willin!lnes,> to C"re For An HIV- Positive Orphan 
The mean age of the 49 respondents who indicated a willi no ness to CMe for an HIV-
pe<;it;ve Qrph~n was 46.88 years oid (SO 9.771 \'i;th ~ range of between 31 ~nd 72 years 
old Tnirty respondents (61 2.2%) were married or had partners whose mean age was 
1 
I 
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46.'13 yeMs old (SD 8 63) ranging betwee,., 30 ",.,d 69 years old. These respl}nde"1Q;' 
:nea'"1 age was 43_7 years (SD 8.96) ~nd ranged between 31 elnd 67 vears old They 
had bee, married 0'- livin\) with a parl,.,er between 4 a-ld 45 vears with "" average I}/ 
,939 years (SD 9.44). 
The fol !owing Tab!e 8 deillonstrates the d·,ffere·'ces between willing a,.,d lInwilli-lg 
,espo-lde'"1ts w'th regard to lheir and their parlners' average ~ge ,-'Iiliing respondenls 
.lppeared tl} be older (r~=45.88, SD9.77) theln unwilli-lg respl}nde-lts (M=44_6'J, 
SD1.'J 81) The parLners of respondents who mdicated a wll:ing'"1ess to care for an HlV-
posilive orpheln 31~o appea-ed to be older (M=46.03, SD8.63) than the pc1t"trers of 
~nwilling respol1del1ts (M=43.50, SD 10.38). Employing shQle sarr.ple t-tests,"1eiiher 
of t,'lese d,ffert'r.ces proved to be ~ign; !;C3nt. 
: l._. __ 
T,-,bl" S: Differences Between Willing and Unwilling Respond~f1ts' Ag~ 
__ __ (Form "_l\.") 
Me,,·, Age Mean Age Mean Age l 
W,lling 
Respondents Respo-ldents partner:; 
Mel rri edl Livi'"1g 
46.88 ye~"" 
(~=49. s[]~ I I) 
Toqether 
43_70 years 
(N_~O c""n.",",) 
4460 years 42.09 y'Oars 
(,, _ •• 1), SOlO.Sl) :N _ L!, s[lY.n) 
46.03 years 
(N' __ lO: Sl:3.6_l) 
43.s0yeMs 
(N _ U; S[llG .'I·S) 
. J 
CQlJ1illf!..f)-';B~QQnses ; Did The HlV Sti>tI!'i of The Child Inff(jencf:Yli!1in,J.!l~ 
Respondents a"1d partners (where ~pp lica ble) wil ling to care for a-l HIV-positive orph~'"1 
wer-e a little older- elnd had bee-l rr.arcied for 10nQer than those prepared to care for an 
HIV-l1egat lve orpha'"1 More re~p::nde"1ts willing to care for a-l HIV-negative or-phan 
were mMI-;ed Or iivinQ with a parlner. Howi!ver, theo~ nOled dlfferenc;es were very 
HlJ\vever, interesti-1Q differences do appec1r between willing and u·,willil1g respl}ndents in 
terrns of caring fo r either ~n HIV-'"1egative or HIV- positive orph,~n. On the whole, 
-espondents and their ~drt"1e'-s (where applicable) who were willinQ to care for ail HIV-
Ilegeltiv~ orph~'" were yOung!'," thJI1 tho~e whl} were u·,wiliinll to do <;0. 0-1 the other-
ha"1d, bl}th cesponvents elnd the ir pMtne:-s (where appl icable) whl} were Willing to care 
ror "" HIIi-posHi"e orphan were oider than those who were unwilli"g to do so. 
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2.4. Home Langu age 
Form ,. A": Willingness to Care For An HIV-Negative Orph"n 
There W3~ no "Qn if,e<lnt d,fro?ro?nce between idnguage Qroups with 80.49% (N=33) of 
En gli ~h-,po?ak in g; 70.S3 '}" (N=17) Xhosa -spea king respondent,; <lnd 73 .33 % (N=ll) 
AfrikJJn~-spe3I<ing respondents ind iC<lt,nQ a wil lingness to (Me for dn HIV-neg3t,ve 
orphan. 
Form "B": Willingness t o Care For An HIV-Positive Orphan 
There wd~ also no sig nifica nt difference between languago? group<, with 55.26% (N n 21) 
of Eng l ish -spe~king ; 80% (N=12) Xhosa-speJking respondents; Jnd 64.00% (N~18) 
Afri k aan~-~iJ'?~ ki ng ,p~pondenls indicatinQ a w,lI,n<;jness to care for a" H1V-p">It ive 
orph<ln. 
Comparing Responses: Did The HIV Status of The Child Influence Willingnes!':? 
Figure 7 depict> the .;:omp<lrJtive will ingness of the different language Qrou~ to care for 
an n'ph~n who is either HlV-negative or HlV-positive S,mll<l ' rrornrt,,:)fl~ of Eng lish -, 
Xhosa-, 3nd Afri kaans-~pe~ k'ng "e~ponden t; ',ndicdted a w illingness to care for either ~ n 
HIV-negat 've or HIV'po<;,tive orphdn to the extent that chi-square allaly~es revealed no 
~ig n'flC<lnt difre rence ~ between the 13nguage groups_ However, Engl"l,h - ~peaklng 
respondents were signif ic3f1tly more w llI ,ng to ';:Me for ?In HIV-n .. gatj'.e orphan rather 
th'ln <In HIV-positi"e orphan ("£'=5.80; p<.OS). 
Fi gure 7: Compilring Willingness to Care Across Home Language of 
Respondents and HIV Status of Orphan 
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Figure 8; Household De nsity: Comp<lris ons Between Willing <lnd Unwill ing 
Respondents from Forms "A" ilnd "8" 
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2 .6 . Househotd In(;ome 
The household income of resP'Jndent~ wa~ explored f or much the ~ame praclica l reaSOnS 
a~ wa~ household density : the abi lity to afford to care for an additional mel"nber of the 
f3 m'I'{. It was expected that those respondents eilrning higher monthly incomes would 
be more w,lli ng to Care for an orphan than those earning less_ A further considerJtion 
was the f.'lct that caring fo r an H!V-p05itive child would require much more expense 
(p<lrt lcu !arly in te,-ms of he~lth care) tha n wou ld caring for an H!V-negat!'ie ch ild, 
~ I thr)ugh du" thought wa~ 'J,v"n to th" r"IJliv"ly ~ho rt -tprm rMing thM ~n H1V-p.-)~itiv<! 
child would need. 
form ··A": WiI!ingness to C:lre for An H!V-!':!ell:ltive Orph:ln 
The average number of per~o",~ liv ing with w illing respondo?nb (N=56) who wero? 
el"nployed was 1.46 ranging between 0 and 3 persons (50=.83). Only 49 wi lling 
responoo?nb ,-epOrted their hou~ehold Incom e_ Tho? mo?an income b'-acket was betweo?n 
R500l and RSOOO p.m. althOl1gh the most freq uently ro?ported incom o? bracket wa'; 
'·more than P100(){J p,m_ " The mean household income bracket for unwilling 
ro?~P<'n(1<'nts (N=12) w"s h<'tw<'<'n RI01l1 ""'d R21)()() P m_ w ith the n1Qst f r"W,,'nt1y 
reported brackets ei t her between R10[)1 and R2[)OO p,m. or more than Rl[)[)[)O p.m, 
Although th!s data could not be anal '{~o?d ~tatl ~tica ! !y, wi lling ro?~pondo?nb earno?o mo~e 
on average per mon th than llnwi ll ing r~P'Jndents ~llPP'Jrting expectations, Figure g 
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2.S. Household Density 
Household density was investigated by exploring the average num~r of pe,,;ons older 
tha" 18 ,,,,he> were stayinO with respondents: the me~n number of rooms (excluding 
kitchens and bathrooms) that comprised respondents' home<;: and tl,e averdge number 
of childrer. 16 years oid 0.- less living witl, respondents An indic~tion of household 
density was tl,.m obtained such lh~t household dEnsity could be considered higr. ~hould, 
for ex~mpie . re~poodenls indical~ a small number of rOoms and a relatively IMoe 
number of adult persons and children occupy'lng them. An ind '~ation of '-'~Iat'vely low 
househoid dens'ty would r"'flect tl,e oppos'te 
The need to exp!or" this dimension of respondents' livinQ arrangements came fronl 
r,'~ctir~1 crrnsin.,"aj-j(1n~ th;;t wrrul~ ~ra u~bly influence n"spondent~' willingness to cue 
ror an orphan. These cons,deralions revolve Mound dv~ilable sPdce ',n the fam',ly honle: 
~ crowded or cve'-~rcwded I'ou~e (high housel,old density) would srrnply not be able to 
accommodate anolher child, a house with space lo ~pdre (low hou~ehold densily) would 
Mg,,~bly rlOt I'~ve to fae" tills practical constraint 
FOI'nl "A", Willingness to C"re For An HIV-Negative Orphan 
cifty-e,ght willing respondenb '·"potted on tile number of persons older than 18 years 
living in their homes. The averdge number wdS 1,45 r~nging b"tl',,,en 0 and 9 per~on~ 
("0 t.42) Fifty-n in" willing re~pondents reported on the rtumber or rOoms in their 
homes (excluding bathrooms and kitchen~) The mean nllmber of rooms wa~ 4.54 
ranging between t and to t'oom~ (SO 2.36). The ~veraQe number of Children living 
with wil iin Q respondenl~ (N=56) was 2.2 cnild,-"n ranging between 1 and 6 children (SO 
1 29) 
,here v,'er'e differences between willing dnd unwilling re~pOl1de"b with regacd to 
hou~e l'o ld den~itv. Un':,;llmg respon·jents had. on dver~ge, mOre p,,'soo~ older than 18 
yeMs living in their home~ (M=l 51, SD1.29) th3n w;;ling respondents. They also had, 
"n ~"ec~ge, fewer worns in thei! homes (M=3.51: 501.42) than willing r"spondents. 
Howe,'e,-, n,,'lher of tl,es.e differe '1c"s were significant But wort,~ rlOting is the 
pos,ibility that having mOre pe,-soo~ livi'1g ill le~s spa(" may we!! h,we ~en 
,nstt'U'nental in some respondents' reported unwiilinqness A~ both willing and unwilling 
respondents I,ad the ,am" ave'-~'Je ~umber of' Children 15 yeM~ old Or less livinQ wilh 
them (2 :' children), this dimen~io" of household density wa~ nol considered to affect 
:heir willingness Or u~willingn~s~ to cace foc an add·tional child. 
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Fe'-;';l --r;-'; Viillingn",.,. to Care For An HIV-Positille Orphan 
Fort'/-seven willinQ re5po~dents reporled on the number of pe'-SOIl'O older th~~ 13 yeilr5 
old livinQ In tr.eir homes. The average number wJS 1.7 ranning hetwpen 0 J nd 6 
per"on" (SD 1.443). Fifty willinG respondent, reporled On Lhe "umber or roorrs in tlle'r 
hornes (exc!udin~ b.'ltr.rocrm ~nt:! kitdHcn~). The meJn number of rOOmS 1'.'3S 4.c!2 
'-~ng'ng between 1 and 12 mom5 (SD:2 263). The average ~umber of ~r.ildren '; ",;~g 
with wil lin') r"~r<:,n rl"nt~ (N=4R) w~~ ? /';) ,~ hildr"n r"ngin'l bC'tw~n 1. ~nd to children 
(SD 1.90). 
Tiwre were diH'ere!lce5 here too bet"'ieen wil!i~g ar.d unwill!~ g respondents 'i,'ith reQard 
to hou~e~o!d density. UnI'iil ling rC!spondents h~d Otl ilverage fewe' children 16 years 
old 0r y!),;nQC'r livinQ ' .... ith t1em (M 1.55; SD 1.12), Ur)willing re~pomjenls hJd, on 
aVNage, fewer PEr~ons older than 18 yeil'-s liv'~g ill the'r ho'nes (M·- 1.23; SD1.4.3) th;;n 
willi"g responde~ts. Unwil ling respondenls a:~o had, on Jvera9", mor" COornS In their 
home·, (M=4.75; SD2.62) l han willing re;po~dents_ None ofthe5e diffe'-el1ces were 
si9"'fi(~~t, I.,,_,t WE',e C0~tr~ry to th" ~ndings for Lhose responde"ts who complHed Form 
"A", For lhis group Of respondents, the~, it apPcc.'lred thaI 11Oc:seldd den~i l'l m.'l', not 
~ave co~tribc:ted to an un wil linQnes~ lO care for an HIV-orph~~ purely on pr;;c!!cal 
grou nd5_ 
Comparing l'I.e5'f":>"5'e~: O'd The I1IV Status of The Child Influence Willingness? 
Re,pondcnt5 willi"g to care for an HIV-~egali'1e orphJn seemed lo acCCtmmodJtc less 
persor.s o ider tr.an is ye;;r, in more rOOmS th~r tho5e wiliing to care for an HIV-posi!ive 
orpll;;" However, these roted differc,~ce" wlCre very small a"d none were 5tatlst icall', 
"iQ rificanl. 
However, inlereqing differences do appear betweer. wi llinQ Jnd unwillitlQ respo"dents in 
terms of ca rinO for eitiler an "nV-negJ!lve or HIV-po5.tive orphan, Re<,DOndenl~ WllO 
were wi lling to ('Me for ar. HIV-r.eQative orpllan hJd ,Elative!y low hou5e"old den sity 
con·:pd'c'; lo tho~e wh u wer;> unwi lling to do_ Thi s ap~eMed to supporlllie Ilou sehold 
"space" h'ipot.~:".sis me:-;!ionej earlie'_ HOWEver, contrary to thi5 tindlr.g, respondent" 
Wh8 wPre ".,.< ll ing to ca'-e f or an HJV-posi !il'cc orphan IIJd an indicaL·,on of higher 
householc densiLy liMn Li)os~ who were unwil!int;; to co "0. n,e rallowing figure 8 
~"PlctS tr.ese differences, 
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demon~lrales lIle proporl·on of will ing ~ncl unwilling re5pondents report,n,. e<lch Of t ile 
income b r~ckels . 
Figure 9 : Differences Between Willing &. Unwilling Respondents: :1ousehold 
Income BrOlckets (HIV-Negative Orphan) 
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Form " S "' , Willingness t o Care For An HIV-Pos;t;l/e Orphan 
The al/erage number of persons liVing with willing respondents (N' 49) who were 
employed w~5 1.33 ranging oetween [I and 5 persons (SD 1.008), Only 46 wil ling 
respondenls reported their household income. The me3n income bracket wa~ between 
R2001 and R5000 p,m. alt hough the m05t frequently reported income bracket wa5 
"m()!'e th~n RI0000 p.m, " 
The mean household income bracket for unwil ling respondents (N 28) W.3~ between 
R5001 ~nd R8000 p,m. wilh i_he most frequenlly reported bracket "more lhan Rl0000 
p.m, " Although thi5 data could not be analysed statistlcal l"" cont rM'( to the results fo r 
those respondents who com pleted Form "Au, woll,n<;J r~ S~Cll1dents ~~medl ~'i''i' on ~\fer<lg e 
pe,· month than unwil ling respondents. Tile fo llow<ng Fig ure 10 demonstrates lhe 
proportion of wi lling and unw,llinQ respondents reporting each of the household income 
br~cket5. 
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Figure 10 : Differences Betwe en Wi ll ing & Unwill in g Respondents: Household 
Income Brackets (HIV- Positive Or phan ) 
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Compar ing Responses: D id The HIV Status of The Child Influence Willingness? 
Although the comparisorls for t his data could not be arl~lysed st~tisti<:~lly, those 
respondents w!!ling to care for ~n HIV-neg~tive o,-pl,an earned , On average, more than 
thos,," willing to care for an HIV-positive orphan (between R5001 arld R8000 p.m_, an<J 
between R2001 ~nd P,5000 p_m respective!y)_ Th,s finding may be CO!lgruef'll wlth t hE 
expectation tlMl ~f'l HIV-positive orphan w uld require less dUratio n of care th~n an HIV-
negalive orphaf'l in which case household incomE was not a crucia l cOf'lsideratiorl. 
However, this findin Q is con trary to the expectation t hat cari nO for 3f'l HIV-poslt,ve 
orph3n would require add lt'on ~1 income to cover the ~ddition~1 expenses 
Those reSDOrlderlts wil ling to care for an HIV-rlegat;ve orphan eamed more on ~ver~ge 
per month th~ n those uf'lwill ,ng to c~re fo r such ~ Child ThiS confirms the expectation 
lhallifE-time c~ring for an ad:!i l ional member or the fami ly would require an adequate 
household income. However, t his is contrary to the findirl9S for those who completed 
Form "8" where w,lling respondents e~med less o n ~ver"ge per month th~n t l,ose 
unwi lling to carE fo r an HIV-positivE chi ld. The only explanation for l his contradictory 
findlrl9 may be, as above, t hat ca ri rl\) for arl HIV-positive orph3n would be short-term 
commitment. 
2 .7. Education Leve l 8. After Sch oo l Quali fk:iltions 
How would respondents' educat ion level "nd ~fter school qua l:fic~tlons "ffect their 
decisions to care for an OrphJ nEd child') It WJS USEfu l to explorE this question expeclin o 
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lhJt education I~vlli may !lot affect a wi!lingnes~ to care for an H!IJ-neg~t!ve Qrphall. 
However, it wa~ expected that education !evelmay rl~y a ro ie ir wi!l inglless to eMe for 
an HlV-positive orphan. !\rguab!y, those better educated wnu!d be expec~ed to have 
mGre accurate knowledge about HIVjAlDS Wc> ,-,i1 thi~ mQre ~cr")rM" k.nowledge lead 
t(} a more ~orrect appreCiation of the complications and r ish illvolved for both ~n HIV-
'JOs!t;'/e child and th~m~lllve,-' ,,'/Ollid th is mOre ~cC:JraLE know!edqe iead persons to be 
!eos or mO,'", willing to CMe for an HIV-pos.itive ch;ld') 
Form "1<": Wiliingn","" to Care For An HIV-Neg<ltive Orphan 
The average schoo! standa.-d ach ieved by "'.'i!!ing re~pondellt5 (N=58) and U,eir partners 
(N=43) w~s Std 8. Almost 52'-/" (N=JO) or willing re~pondents dod 58.14% (N25) of 
these respondents' p<!rtners h~d matricu l ~ted. 
An anaiysis of willing resiXlndent5' after school qualifications revealed tl'~ t 53 45% 
(N=31) had no qu~lific~t ion s, 18.96% (N=ll) had some fo rm of afte, school 
qualification and 27.59% (~j- 16) had a university degree. Forty-seven percent (N~20) 
of willing respondenb' partner<; h~d no after scl,oQI quallf'cations, 34.88% (N=15) had 
some fonn of qUJlification, 2nd 18.60% (N=8) had a uoiver~ity degree. 
~orm "S": Wii!inQncss to C1lre !'or An HIV-Po,.,itiv(! Orphan 
The ~verage school standard Jcnieved by .... ill inQ respondeo/5 (N=50j and partner~ 
(N=32) WJS Std 7. Forty"two percent (N=21) Qfwill;ng respondents and 46.88% 
(N~15) 01 these respondents' partoers had mJtriculaled. 
,'\n analysis of willing rEspondenb' Jlter ~choQ I qualific"t'Qn5 re'Jea!ed that 62% (N=31) 
had nQ qual ificat!ons, 32'''0 (~!~·lS) had SOITle form of afler school qu~lification dnd 6% 
iN c .• 3) r.ad a universiLy degree. Fifty-six percent IN" 18) of wii ling respondents' 
D",-tner5 had no after school qualificat ions, 15.fi]'\'o (N=5) had ~olTle form of 
~udl;ricatioo. and 28.13% (N=9) h"d a university degree. 
Comparing Responses: Did The HJV Status of The Child Influence Willingness;> 
Respondent~ .... illiog to care for an KIV-negat ive orp(1Jn Were belter educ~Led tl,an those 
will!ng to (Me fGr ;In HTV-p",it ive 01 phan Signific~otly mMe resr8ndenL~ willing \0 
care for an HlV-negative orphJn had a urllver<;ity degree th;on those wi llinQ to c~re fo, an 
HIV-po~itive orphan (,£'=11 71; P<'.OJ,). Howeve" irwestiga\'ng the prQPQrLion Qf 
respcndenLs Jnd thei' partners (where applicable) having ma\.iculated ~nd havmg Ilone 
or some after school (W~lif;cat;ons revealed no &iQ'1ificJnt ~iffp,e o,~ hetwee'1 I h("l"" 
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willing to carE for eith~r all HlV-nEgative or HlV-posilive orpnan, Expectalions as 
out!;noed above, Were tncrdo,-c .~ot confirmed, 
2.8. Fmploym<lnt 
T"e tr~dilional Glring rale of motl1ers 11~, been viewed a, one requiring molne", \() be at 
home. unemployed and lherefore devoted to the care of children, Ailhough this i, no 
longer con,idered to be the ideal nor n~-e"s"ry for tne adequale CMe or chi ldrell, thi~ 
j i men~ion of respolldellt's lives was investiQated. i\dditionally, should a child be ,iekly, 
as would be the ea~e for ~n HIV-po>ltive child, home-care by ~ "mother" m~y be ~n 
import~"t consideration ',n potential care.r'" deci,ion to care for such iI child_ It wJS 
expected tllat many respondent'; wou ld report being unemployed and lIlat 1I1O,e 
Ind!CiI\ lng ~ wlilin'Jnes~ to CM'" f(H' an H\\I-f)ositive orphan woul<1 be more like ly to be 
unenwloyed. 
Tile mosl rrequenliy reported employment ciltegory fo'- respondento willing to ea'-e fo r 
an HIV-negative orp~,an w35 "unemplo'/{'d" of the 56 wi lling respondenls, 37.5()"/o 
(N=21) were linemrloyed thU5 confirmin~ the expectation outlined above. LIkewise, 
t he mo,l frequenUy reportl'.c! employmenl catoegory ror '-espondenb w ili'lng to cilre for an 
H!V-positive orohan was ' ur>emoloyed": of the 50 wi llinQ respondent~, 56% (N ,- 28) 
'.'vcr{' unemployed lI1U, JI"o confirming the expeLtilt ions outlined above 
Comparing Responses: Did The HIV Stat us of The Child Influence Willingness? 
More re~pondents willing lo CMe ror an HIV-po~itive orphiln were unemployed than 
tho.':e w;!lir.g to care for an HIV-neQ~t i ve orphan , Thi'; dirference wJ~ nol signiricant but 
mJ'r' be. In mdicatlon thJt caring for an HIV-PQ~it,ve o.-philn would require mo'-e 
"~vailability ' Qf a carer tllan would be tile ca"e fro r an HIV-negative orph~n. 
2.9. ReliQiositv 
Rehglous col-nrn,tme!lt was irwestigated by asking respo ndenl~ to indicate tileir religiou,; 
Jrrili.tion as well a, the frequency of re ligious eerem:",y ~ttendance, It can be MgUed 
that persons with a strano religIOus commitmenl woulri ~ttend r~h~ i o~)s ceremnnie, 
mOre oflen than tho,-;e who do not It c~r. ~Iso be debated that comnlitted '-eliQiou, 
per~ons may be more Jitruist,c lh~" those who al-e either less eonlnlitted or have no 
religious affiliation, If a ltrui sm i~ a primJry molivation Jmongst I'lo,l parenh to CMe 
for chlldrell ill need, then one would expect tll is ,Jmple lo shaw hign If'v<,ls Df reliQious 
commitment, 
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Form "A": Willingness to C3re Fer An HIV-Ncgat;"e Orphan 
The mest often reiX'rted 'req'_'ency of r"h~'Oll~ cwemr:>ny aUer>rlance for willing 
reo;ponde,-,ts (N=56) was once per week or mDre (64.2.7'/0, N=36). ~Jinety-two ~'ercent 
(N 51) of the~e 'espande-'ts indic.lled ~ome relioiou~ aHii ialion will1 only 4 (7.2.7'/0) 
inoiutin9 either no Mfil,JLion or one cth~r Lhan Christian, Muslim or Jewbh_ 
F",-m "B": Willingness to (<Ire FQr An l"nV-PQsitive O .. ph<1n 
The mc~L oft"n reoortC'd frec;ucnc\-, of reJ'qiol1s cer~rnonl' attelldallCe for wi lli no 
rccspondents (N 51) 'sas o~ce per week or more (80 38%, N=41). Ninety-six percent 
([,=49) of Lho.se re<;lXlndenlS indic~ted some re! iQious aHi!iaLion with only 2. (3.92',S) 
irdie-ting either no ~ffillati0n 0' CIne other th~n Christian, ~lllSI",-, or Jew,sh. 
Comp,,""!: Responses: Did The HIV Status of The Child Influence Willingness? 
Similar proDQrtions Clf respondents ind ica t inQ a re liQious affi liation were wi lling to care for 
either an HIV-negative andlor HIV-posit!ve orphan Both groups were equa lly '-eligiou~ 
based on lileir reoorted frequency of religious ce(emony atleodJnce. 
2.lQ. Own Childhood Experiences 
As expio'-ed in chapter 2 aixwe, the fostercare iiterature has shown Lhat these parents 
usually cOllle from large fami lies ~nd Me mOre likely tCl have had an unh~ppy childhood. 
Foil(lwlng th;5. it was ex~ected that t he current study's sJmple of p~r"nts would have 
hJd similar childhood experieoce~, 
R.e,pondenls wiliino lo CMe for an HIV-negative orphan (N -56) reported an averaQe 
numbe' of siblings of .... 33 ranQing betwee:1 0 Jnd 14 ~ i blings (SD 3.18). R"spOndents 
willinll' to care fo,- an HlV·posil;ve orphan (N=46) reparted an averall'e nllmber 01 
s;blings of 5.46 ranginu bC'tl'.'ecn 0 and 19 ~ i b:ings (SO 4_J21_ 8y recent st~ndards, 
tllese could be con~id,,-red "!arge" fam ili es. This rindino suppOrh tile ~bove expectat ion. 
HClwever, contrMY te ih" eexpcctJt ion that the Clln-eni study's respondent~ 'Noll!d report 
unhappy .-;hildhoo~ experiences, ooth sets or ,-e<;p!;lndents '-ep<:>rted equally very hapDY or 
i1JPP), Ci1;ldhooos (84% of re,pondeents comp!<Cting b01l1 form~ "AU and "B"J. 
Although re,pondents report ing a wiilinQness to care for an HIV-IXl,itive orphan seemed 
to {Cille fmlll larye,- fall'ilie~, ·t ;~ debatable wheLher lhis aspecL of th"ir live~ would 
neceS5arily ~ave influenced rh" i;- p']~;tive clecl5ion. Childhood experirnced hJd no effect 
on respondents' willin~n"ss to CMe fClr either a~ HIV-positive or -negative orph~n. 
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1...11. Caring Experie"ces 
A, explored earlier In ch"pte' 3, exrenNKe with "no Qf cert""" h~h"\lio u rs h3S Ileell 
found to mfluence ::>eople'~ will i nynes~ to indu lye in thal behaviour. Consequellt!\', 
'espondenl~' "xpccrienc ~ \·,ilh 3lld/or of cilring for ~ child '.'.'hose Mother had died of AIDS 
w~, mn~idered J po~~ibie important det erminant in the ir repented wi ll ingness to car .. fo' 
such ~ ,hiln, TI' >'iJS t!lerdore expected that those respondents who had e;ther "",r~or.~1 
or v"Mious. prese~t Or past, experience in Cilring for an H!'.I/A!OS orph~n would report 
~ 9reat",r wiliin9;;es,; to care for such a child. 
Form "AN: WillingnesUtl_Care forAn HlV-Nerutil'l; Qrohan 
FiltY -'1 ille "'illin~ responde;,ts repoct""-) on i)l' .. ~"nt "nd pa~t caring experi"nces, Dilly 3 
(508%1 y,-Ne pr"senlty cuing Or hJd cilr"d in th" pasl for il ctli!d whose mother had 
died of AIDS, On Iv 2 (3.39"'6) had a f3mi lv member pr"se'1tlv cMillO /0' sl,.;c~_ a chiid. 
len re~ponde-nb (16.95%) had fri"nds who were pre~enLly caring and 12 (20.34%) had 
friends WllO had cared in the pa~t for J ch ild whose mother had died of AIDS. 
The foliowiny TJb!e 9 stloy,-~ lh" differ"nces uetwe"n w illing and unwiil ing respondents 
with regard to tlwir own or vicariows exper'lences with caring for a child whose mother 
tl~d did of AIDS, Ch;-~q'JMe JnJly~e~ of the~e fi nding~ reveali'd thM non<' or til" 
differences were ~iQnificant ind icatinQ that pre~enl, pas!., and/or \iicarious experience 
probably hJd no effect on J dec"~'on to care f or an HIV-negal;ve orphan_ A!thou gh 
worth notinQ is U1-'-2 fact that wi'l:ng respondents hJd mOre per~onJI Jnd vi cario us 
expenence with caring for an AIDS orphan than did utlwill'lnQ respondents pr-ovid;ng 
some suppo,l for the expecl al' ions ahove, 
;able 9 : Differences Between Willing & Unwilling Respondents; Present, Past, 
""alor Vicildous Experiences (HIV-Negative Orphan) 
Self: Sel/' fa mi ly: Famiiy, Friends: Friends: 
Pre~ently Cared In Present ly Cared 
" 
Present ly C3!ed 1'1 
C<I'i!l<:l Toe East Caring The Past c;_~--,Lng The Past 
WillinQ 5.08% 5,03% 3.39% 16,95% 20.14% 
iN-59;' {r.'=]j (Ii=-'i (N=}) (I. _ ()) (1. - 10,) (,~_ 12) 
U""illjr;g 5,26% 10,53% 5 26% 
(~' _ 19:' !1'kO'; (" - 1) (1,-0: (N=O) ("'- ;» (N_1 ) 
Form "B": Willingness to Care For An HIV-Positive Orphan 
Fifty respondents reported on present and past C3rillO experiences, Only 6 (12%) were 
pre~,,;]tly ca'-ing for a child whosE' ,",other had did of AIDS. A furthcc r 3 (6'k) had cared 
" 
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for c,uch a child in the pa~t, Six (12,25"/,,) had f~mily mem bers who were present ly 
[uin<j a child whose mother had died or AIDS whi:e 5 (10.20%) had ramil,. members 
who h~d cared for~uch a child irl the paot. Fourteen r~spondenLs (28%) had friends 
,,"'ho we,-~ pre~erltl,. carin« arld 12 (24%) hac! friends '.',ho had cared in the past for a 
child wh%," mother h~d d,,,d of ATD'.>, 
The foliowing Table 10 shows the d'fferences between willirlg ~rld '.mwill ing respOrldent~ 
wi th re9Jrd la th~ir own Or ',iClri()o~~ experiences with caring for J child whose mother 
had died of AIDS. Chi-square analyses of the findinQs indicated that non e of the 
d,ffpr~rl~~S were s,grllfic~nt ,l"Jge~ting that present, paot, ~nd/or ',icanous expenence 
hild no effect on a decioion ~o care for an HIV-positive orph~n. However, a~ wilh the 
data for tho~e responderlb who co'npleted Form "'A", the data doe~ indicate lhat willirlg 
'espondents had mOre personal and '/ic~nous experience "'/ith caring for arl AIDS orpharl 
than did u~wil l irl Q respondenls. 
T<lb!e 10: Differences Between Willing & Unwilling Respondents: Present, Past, 
andfo~ Vicadous Exped'mr;:t's {HlV:P()Sitiv~ O~rh",n} 
Willing 
( N _ SG) 
Unwiiling 
(N=]O) 
Self: Self: Family: family. friends: Friends: 
Pre.,entiy CJred In Presently Cared In Preserltly Cared Irl 
Caring The Past Carina The Past Coring The Past 
12.00% 6 _00% 
" 
00''10 10 00% 28,00% 24_00% 
("~~) (!<~3) U'-6) <N _ ~) (N _ l~j ("-Ul 
3.33% 3.31°/c, 3_33% 10.00"f, 10,000", 
i"= 1 ) (~' - ') m - 1J (Ill - OJ (" - ~J (N _ ]) 
Comparing Responses: Did The HIV Status of The Child Influence Willingness? 
AIU1();Jgh none of the differences were ~ Ignl ficant, reoponderlts .vii/in\) to CMe tor eilher 
arl HIV- rle <j Jtive or HIV-positive orphan ~eemed to have rnore (arld simi lar) experience, 
both per~ona l awl vjcariouo, than urlw ill irl <j respondenl~, Thi~ may poirlt to the 
po~sibilily that own and/or '/icM;au~ expenence with carirlg for an AIDS orpharl may 
contribute to a willingneso lo care, 
3. TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR AIDS ORPHANS 
Respondents who completed both iO'm~ "A' and " 6" of the QuesLionnaire were asked 
who the',' thought should ta kE- responsibility for an orphaned child who wao either HIV-
j 
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negMive and did not have AIDS or HIV- positive and DID have AIDS. The re~ult~ are 
depicted in Fig ure 11 
Figure 11: Who Should Take Responsibility For an Orphaned Child 
r---- -~~~ --~ -
WHO SHOULD TAKE RESPONSlBIlTIY 
100% 
" 
90"0 ' 
• 80%-,
10'" -
" ~, • u ~" 0 0 40% -
" , 3O'r, . 
• 70;',,-il 10% ' 
~, 
Gml!.fl" <or Puc.nns 
• H1V-~. ~. vrpl",n • rlIV 'P05, 0'1'1\,,· 
Comparing responses for either an HIV-negat,ve or Hlv-po~itlve orphan revealed very 
similar resu lts irrespective of the ch ll d'~ HIV ~tatu~, Clearly bolh groups of respondents 
had similar no t'cm~ ~s lo who lhey thought should take respons'bihty fl" the Clrphaned 
child. Tile great maj ority of respClndeflts felt that the reSDQnsib il ,ly, irrespective of t he 
c~ild's HIV st~tu~, lay w ith the child's family whom both groups of respondeflb abo felt 
were the mClst importan t pe r~ons. Next in order of preference wa~ fri ends of the chi ld's 
family, The government wa~ next m li fle, but here respondenls felt thal the 
90vernment'~ respons ibi li ty was greater towards an HIV-posltive chi ld thafl afl HIV-
negative ch ild (a chi -square analysis revealed that this differeflce was flCll ~ i gnifi cant). 
r,1embers of the chi l d'~ community, even if they were straflgeo:;, w~s next in order of 
preference Re~poflcleflts ~I~o indlC~ted l hM the respon ~ ibilily of strangers was also 
g reater for an HlV-positive than an HIV- negative orphan althou'Jh ~ chhqu~re analysIs 
revealed that thi~ d'ffereflce was a l ~o not ~igfl i ficant, NeIghbours or the chi ld's family 
afld ;n~btutiona l l~~tl on Were the least prererred alternatives for both groups of 
respondent~. 
Respcmdeflb were ~I~o a~ ked LO ind icale who, or their se lected persons or groups, were 
the mOSl important, Not ma ny compl ,ed with th'~ request. However, Clf til e 30 
responderlts who completed fo rm "A", 24 felt the ch ll d'~ fami ly was the most important: 
A ifl dicated the government; and lile rema ining 2. fe lt the ir self- report options were mCl~t 
Impo rt ~nt. These were "adoptIve parents" and "aflyone WhCl can and wanb to and is 
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able to", Of t he 21 re~ool1dents who completed for'n "5", 1~ indicated the c~i l d'~ family; 
3 made their own ':uggestlon,', which were "the church", "any ",,,,-m human h<!ing", and 
- by m,?n,',e ""a t umge~"; 2 mentioned the ,](lV'?rnm'?nt; ilnd one each fel\ lilal ~lrangers 
or neighlxlur, we r;o the most important 
4. THE FOST;::R CARE GRANT AND S UGGESTED ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 
Respondenls were a,',ked whether they t~ou9ht t~e existing fo~le, cMe g,-anl '.\'a~ 
sLJfficienl AIUlOugh Ul ;S (jdesl ion wa5 aimed only at ex;sl inQ foster carers, many 
Jdopt;v~ PMents 3n~wered this Qu~ry , AI ! reo!ies r,3'.'e been incorporated 'ICltO the 
lollowing "malysi ,', _ 
Thirty-four (77 27%) 01 re,',oondents who completed form "A" of the Quest ionnilire 
(1'<=44) felt t~"t the gr'3nl was nOl ~uff;ci"nt, Twpnty-n'l'e (70,73'A,) ollhe respondents 
who completed form "8" of the Questionnaire (N -41) felt the ~ame W3y. Clear!y Ixlth 
groups 01 responden t; implied t~at the Io.':te'- care Qrilnt .':hou ld ~omehow be extended. 
ReSPOndent.': wer~ then asked to indicate w~at ildd;tiona l a~~i~tance should be provided 
for parenb caring for an orphan. Of the 44 r~pondents w~o completed this pMt of 
'o(m "11",32 (72,73%) sugge,',ted more mo ney; 33 (75%) indicated that free medical 
care for' tile c~ilcJ wouid ~el p, and 35 (79.55°,'c-) felt f ree schooiing for the C~ i ld ShOUld be 
con",de'-ed_ A,',ked to indicate which they fe lt wa~ t he most important, 47,06% iN 8) 
c~ecked "free schooling-, 41.18% (N=7) mMked "more money" ilnd only 2 (11 77%) 
tagged "Iree medic,,1 care " " or th i ~ Qroup of reSDondent~, free schoo!'lng for an HIV-
l1egativi'! orp~an appeared to h<! botll t ~ e most mentIoned and the most important 
source of a.':.':lst<!nce that could be prov ided. 
Of the 41 respondents who completed th is part of form "'8" of the que;:tionn"ire, 27 
(65 ,85%) indicated more money,: 38 (92_68%) suggested free medical care for the 
c~i!d; and 36 (87.80%) felt fr:::-e scllooling for t he chi ld would be he!pful, ,".sked to 
indicate w~'c~ they felt was the most HnportanL, 81,75% (N=13) marked 'free medIca l 
care"; oniy one eacil check"d "mo'-., money" and "Iree 5choolin Q". For this ~ roup of 
respon dents, free medical CMe fu r' t ile HIV-pu,',itive o'-phan was overwhelmin Ql y the 
mo:;t menti oned and the m05t important ~ource of additional ~elp that could be 
0rovided Figure 12 depicts these results, 
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Figure 12 : Suggested Addition,,1 Assistance: Comparisons for an HIV-negative 
Orphan and an HIV-positive Orphan 
SUGGESTED ASSISTANCE 
Source of :1. '~ 
• Hh'.N~g"iv~ U'pl;on • .,lV-Do'>ll"e Q'pl,.n 
The Figlll-e suggests that 1m bolh HIV-negative and HIV-poslt ive o,-phan~, free schooling 
and fre~ medic~1 C~ re are more important than pur~ly finanei<ll <lssistance. 
Re<;pondents felt that these two source~ of assisl<lnce were also more impo,tant for 
caring for all HIV-posilive orph~n lil <l n <In HIV-negative one although chi-square 
i\n~lyS"5 revealed these di fferences to be statistica lly m~,gnlfic~nt _ Monelary assistance 
was considered more important In caring for ~n HIV-negat ive orpha n t llan an HIV-
po~itive orphan. 
s . CHILD CHARACTERISTICS 
The results of the th,,-d section of the que~ li onn"'re - Characteristics of Orpha ned 
Children - wil l form the fiJeu ~ of the follow inQ analysis of lhe data. Each of the 
char<lcleristics of the child wi ll be reported separate ly according to the HIV ~tatu~ of the 
child. In this way a profile of ch"dren mosl ,, " d leasllikely to be wil lingly cared for by 
the re~pondents will be crea ted. Where pertinent, addilional analyses will be p'"O'/ided 
for certa in of the demographic characteristic~ of the responden ts in an attem pl to 
indicate how these may have influenced t lleir decis ions lo Care. finally, pel"linent 
and/or sl at,stical ly significant differences in responses, based on the child's HIV statu~, 
will be meluded. The reader is refen-ed to appendiX F, where "II the '-esulh from th,s 
section of ooth form~ of the questlonn"ire i~ pre~ented in table fa,-m. 
~~<lny of the ch ild cha racteristics were selected for investigation based on \lariou~ studies 
and commentaries already covered in ch"pte'- 2, unde'- the di'jCu~~;on of'·h" rd to place" 
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children. The ratwnale for examinin,. each of th~ d.jld chMacteristic5 \'Jill simply be 
stated ~rld the reader is referred to ch~pter 1 to the diSCUSSion Of the relevant studies 
arld commentaries 
5. 1. Gender of The Chi ld 
On the b~5is of ~ preference fo r fern" le children, this aspect of orphaned childrerl was 
explored. This preference was confirmed in the currerlt study as reported below. 
However, because the gender categories were not mutu~lly exclusive, st~tisti(~1 
~nalySes Of the difference in preferen(e for either a male or female child were not 
possible. 
Form "lo':'liJr;jj.!\I.:r;egatjv-:. Child) 
Of the 61 resp<:mdents who ~nswered this Sut>-section of the Questionnaire, 56 (91.80%) 
indicated th~t they would care williflgly for the child if the Child were female Fewer 
respondents (83.61%. N=51) were prepared 10 (are for a male dlild. 
Form "B~ (an HI~osit:ive Child ) 
Ofthe 49 respondents who ~n~wered this p~rt ofthe QuestloMaire, 4,) (91.84%) 
indicated that they \'Jould care willingly for the child if the rhild were female. Fewer 
respondents (69.39%, N= 34) were prepared to care for a male child . 
Comoaring Resvonses· 
Whether the chi ld was H!I/-ne;:Jative or HlV-positive made no difference to respondents' 
preferences b~sed on th€ gender of the (hild, a femal€ rh,ld rath€r than a male child 
was this sample·s preferred cho ice irrl!'spective of the child·s HIV status. 
5.2. Age of The Child 
Based on the evidence that young childrerl, but not infants were easier to place th~n 
older ch'ldren ~nd adOlescents, this aspect of orpharled dlildren was explored. It was 
expeded that the (urrent study·s respondents would show <;,m,l~r pr€ferenres. 
However, due consideration was given to the oossibiloty that these e~pect~t'ons would be 
confounded by notions inherent in adoption and foster (Me and subs.<:ribed to by the 
current study·s respondents. T raditional!y, adoption has b€en viewed as a practice th~t 
places infants with new families . It was therefore expected th~t adoptive parents would 
show a greater wi llingness to (¥e for inf~n's up to the age of 1 year old rath€r th~n 
older groups of children. Fostec cace, on the other hand, plares children in foster 
fam,lies only once children have I)o?€n found to be in n .. ed cl "Itern~tive caCing. This is 
mosl: likely to mean that these Children are past infanry. The perceptions surmufldinll 
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foste r care may we ll b~ that th is form of CM~ is predominantly for (lJi l dr~n olcl~c th~n 
around 1 year old. In t he ~r~s~nt study it was therefore ex~ec:ted tha t foster CarerS 
wou ld show a or~~ t~r "'il lingn ~ ss to c~r~ for Chi ldren over the age of 1 year old . 
Addit ionally, Q: iven that carioj) for [orants or YOlJ"9 children (probably up to the age of 6 
years old), would arguably cequire ~ne'gy ~ n (1 5t"m,n~ pn,Sl ,mal)ly rhar"rtl' r istic or 
youoger persons, age of pote"ti~1 <;~ rer w~~ Cl)mPilre(1 to ~ge of orphaned ChIld. It was 
e"rect-.. \1 t-hM younger respondents would show a gr~a ter wII !ingnes5 to CMe for inr"nts 
and you nger childre'l t r,an \'Iol_lld older r~sr"nd ~nts 
F;"~lIy , e~ch Qfthe above characteri stics of the orphaned child and respond~'1ts w~5 
explored wi th rec;arcl to the child's HIV ~tat us. This was dO'1e in an effort to determine 
whether the child's HIV 5t~tll 5 Influenced respondent s' reported will ingness in any way _ 
Sixty respondents completed this <,ub-secUon of the Q'Jestionnaire. Sevent','-fiv~ 
percent indica ted that they wOl, !d ca re for a child who was bootwoo~n 0 and l year old; 
60% a Child who wa5 betweoon 1 ",no 6 y~¥<; old; 2667% '-' Child ~ged between 6 and 10 
yeilrS old; ~n(12] 67% ~ (hil~ who w'b hoetw.".,,, 10 Jncl1fi years old, Figure 14 depi(ts 
these results. 
Figure 14: Preferred Age of an HIV- negative Ch ild 
I ' ! I -: 
i ' I 0 - 1 
CHILD'S AGE 
Clea rl y thi5 grouD of respondent~ w~re more w'!ling to care for a younger (hild (up to th~ 
age Of 6 year~ old) than an older child (from 6 to 16 years I)ld) thus confirming the 
expectal.oon outlined above, However, the expectation that in fMb would not be as 
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willingly cared for as youna children did not aDpear to ~ confirmed ~nd m<.'ly be a~ a 
re~ult of th€ different inherent notions surrounding adoption and foster CMe as outlined 
above. 
Accordingly, Figure 14 t:>clow demonstrates the ~eferred age of an orphaned child as 
indicated by adoptive and f05ter pareng. Chi-square analysis revealed that significantly 
more adoptive parents (90%; N=27) than foster carers (65.38%; N=17) were willing to 
care fora chi ld between 0 and 1 year old (%'=5.01; p<.05). However, sign ificantly 
more foster carers (37.77%; N",B) than adoptive parents (7%; N=2) were willing to C<'Ire 
for a child between 10 and 16 years old (1.' .. 5.52; p<.05) These findongs appear to 
confirm the expected differences t>etween adoptive and foster p~rents as outl ined above. 
Groupina the d~ta into two age r<.'lnges, foster carNS appeared to be more wi lling than 
adoptive parents to care for an older child between the ages of 6 and 16 (l'=8.79; 
p<.Ol), agam confirming expect~tions. However, there was no signrficant difference 
between these two aroups of pa rents in temlS of WIl lingness to ca re fo r a younger child 
bet\'leen 0 and 6 years old. 
figure 14; Preferred Age of HIY-negative Child: Comparisons Between 
Adoptive & Foster Pa~ents 
---
HIY-NEGATIYE CHILD'S AGE 
90 '" , 
, ,~ 70 'k ; 
" 60" .. ; ~ 50% ; 
0 40"" ' 
" E , 
~i! in Years 
• Adop~v. p'f.nr. • Footer Pn. """ 
'--------
Tahle 11 below demonstrates the re lationship between the respondent's average age 
and the age of the child for whom they indicated a willingness to C<.'Ire. Cle<.'lrly, younger 
respondents were more wi lling to care for a correspondingly younger Child. Older 
respondents were more willing to care for the older age groups of children. Si ngle 
sample t-tests revealed that signific~nt ly younger reslJondents were wlilong to care for a 
(hild between the ages of 0 and 1 year old than any of the other age categories. 
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The5e findings confirm the notion th~t caring for a young child would Mquably reouire 
more energy and 5tamin~ which younger per50ns would presumably h~ve. 
0-1yeilr 
" 
1201 4379 
1 - 6 years '5 9.76 49.97' 
6 - 10 yeilrs '5 13.98 53.07' 
10 - 16 years 
" 
11.34 57.92 .... 
.. 
Form "8 H (an HIV·posJtive Child! 
Forty-nine respondents completed thi s sub-section Of the auestionna lre . Sixty-five 
percent (N=31) indicated that they would care (or a child who was between 0 and 15 
months old; 69.39% (N~34) a child wh0 was between 1 and 6 years old; 48.98% 
(N=24) a chi ld aged bet ween 6 and 10 yea", old; and 32.65% (N=16) ~ child who was 
between 10 and 16 years old . Figure 15 depict~ these findings. 
F;9u~e 1S, Pmf(lrre d Age of an HIV- positi ve Ch ild 
.0 
" 
.0 ' 
I ~' 
! 
, w 
0 o , 
CHOoO'S AGE 
HIII ·Pos,tive cnild 
~ - 10 10 - 1~ 
Clearly this group of respondents were more will inll to care fo r a younger child (up to tl"l!> 
age of 6 years old) than an older child (from 6 to 16 years old) ThiS is congruent with 
the responses from thO<;e respOndents who completed form "A·· and confirms that there 
is a greater willingness to care for younger rather than older Children. The HIV status of 
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the orphaned child appe~", to n1~k", li ttle Miff"r"lY~ in th is st.udv's l-esPOnclent's greater 
wiliinOnE'55 to r~r" for younger children to the age of 6 years old. 
Figure 16 demonstra t es the preferred ~ge of iln 0rDh~ne(1 ~hi l (1 ,>,~ i nrli(:~Ie<i by adoptive 
ilnc! f Clste r pilren ts. Chi-square analyses of the differences between adoptive ~nd foster 
o~ rents in terms of age preference revealed no significant c!ifferenc",s . Althoug h 
adoptive parents still ,howed ~ m~rl<",d ~refer",nce for ~ young chjld (0 -15 months old). 
their will ingn",ss tCl Cilr~ forthe older <00" groups of HIV- posit ive ch ildren (6 to 16 year,) 
was considerably higher than for the same a~e (l ro,-,ps of HIV-n e(l~tive children Fo~ter 
care rs, on the other hand 5how!?d no ren1Mk~ble differences m will ing n<,S5 between HIV-
negative and HIV-posi tive child ,'en. 
Fig"re 16: Pr eferreet Age {If HTV-Positive Chilt;!: Comp"risons B"'tween Adoptive 
and Foster Parents 
HI\I-POSlTlVE CHILD'S AGE 
Com~. ring Adoptiv •• nd r0"., p" 0""0 
~()""' 
• 7()% , 
'" -
• 
5D%-
• 40"/0-c 30% -~ )1)"/0-, 
'0% -
-0"'< J ~ 
O - IS mth , , , , W W W 
A~" ' n Yearn 
• Mopti" " P. ",nt, • Fo,\or Pa,ent< 
Table 12 h€1r)w (I('mi)n5t r"'t~5 the rel~tionsh ip between the rP<;D'Jn(1~ n t'5 <ov~r~ge <''le 
~~d the i'<;)e Qf the Child for whom thev 'nd'c~terJ ~ willingness to care . There appeared 
to b", no (lLff",rence 'n the average age of the n'sron(1~nt5 in relation tQ the age group of 
ch ildren for whom they were wil ling to care. Singl", sample t-tests r,"veali'd tha t 
",i<Jnific .... "'tly younger respondents were wi lling to c,>, '-e f0C a chi ld between th," ages of 0 
and 15 month~ old than betw"",,n 10 ~f]d 16 years old. 
II~) 
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0- 15 months 
1 - 6 years 
6 - 10 years 
10 - 16 years 
Comparing R/!:sPCm5I!:S 
10.39 
9.77 
10.09 
6.58 
47.52 
50.38 
48.92 
48.06** 
---------- . 
It w~s found that sionificantly more respondents were willing to care for an HIV-positive 
child between the ages of 6 and 10 years (48.98%; N=24) than they were to car<! for an 
HIV-negative child in the same aoe canoe (26.67%; N ~16 ) (/'",5.78; p<.05). 
Adoptive po"lCents were more likely to care for ~n HJV-pes't,ve ~h,ld between the ~ges of 
6 Md 10 ye~r~ (53.33%; N=16) ~nd between the ~ges of 10 and 16 years (40%, N .. 6) 
than an HlV-negative child in th'" same aoe ranges (13.33°,(,; N-4 ~nd JOk; N=2 
respectively). Both ~hi-square analyses were Significant at p<.05) 
5.3. Culture I Race of The Child 
Although the statements relating to this aspect of the IJcphaned child referred only \0 the 
culture of the child, this invest'gat lon was Intended to enc;ompass a willingness to care 
for a child from a different cultural group. As HIV inordinately affects black perslJns and 
children on this country and given the fragility of thiS group's ability to accommodate the 
growing number of orphans a~ described e~dler, it was felt th~t this aspect Of the 
orphaned Child and potential c~rers bore eXDlor~tion. 
The followmg ana lysis of the data was undert~ken to explore whether respondents of 
certain cultural/racial groups would be willing to c;~re for c;hildr-en from diffecent 
~ultural/racial groups ThiS was done in order to investigate the poSSibility of a Wider 
range of persons beinO willing to c;~re for the predominantly black orph~n (Xlpulation. 
Form "A' (an HIV-n/!:gative Chi/ell 
Sixty respondents checked their preference in this part of the questIOnnaire. Firty-four 
(91.53%) indicated that t hey would care for the child if he/she was of the same ~ulture 
or race as themselves. Thirty-SIX (61 02%) were willinQ tlJ care fig a Child of a d,ff~rent 
culture or r~c;e. Given th~t these culture Or rac~ categones were not mutually exduSive, 
statistical analysis of this dlffec~nce was not possible. However, the disparity in 
~rcentages appears to point to a notable difference in culturalhacial preference w'th 
most respondents indicatino a oreater willingness to care for a child of the same culture 
or race as themselves. 
II! I 
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Figure 17 b€low demonstrates that EI1\llish-speaki l1 \l resp{)r'de l1 ts (100%; N=321 were 
more likely than both Xhosa (81.25%; N=13) and Afnkilillls (81-.82%; N=9) speaking 
respondents to CMe for ~ child of the same culture/race as themselves (/'=6.4: p<.05 
and 1.'",6. 10; p<.05 respective ly). E"glis h~spe~k lng respondents (65 _613%: N=21) 
were also more wi lli l1Q thal1 both Xhosa-weaklng (56.1 5%: N=9) and Afrika~ns­
sDe~kinQ resp<Jndents (18 I8%: N=2) to care for ~ child from a different culture/race 
thal1 them~elv",~ Chi-sql lare an~ l ys i s of these differ",nces showed only a sta tistica lly 
significant difference betweel1 Eng l i~_h ancl Afrl ka~n5 speaki ng "'.'spondents (7.'=4 .32; 
p<.05). 
English-spea king respondents were most wi1 lil1g to care for a child of either the same 0< 
different culture than themselves, although they ~howed a SIgnificant preference for a 
child or t he same culture b' ~ 13.28; p<.01)_ Xhosa-speaking respondents were more 
willing to Crore for a child of the same c'-.llture, but not adverse to ca ring for a ch ild of a 
different cu lture: ch i-square anil lysis n"ve<!ied no 5ignifi,~nt dlfferen , es here_ Af<ikilMS-
speaking respondents, on the other hand, show~d a greater w,lIingness to care for a 
chi ld of t he same rather than ~ dlfferel1t cu lture to themselves (1'=6,13; p< .05) . 
Figure 17: Willingness to Care for an HIV- negat;ve ChUd of the Same or 
Different Culture I Race: Comparing language Groups 
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Form "S N (an HIV-Dositive Child) 
Fifty respondents checked their preference il1 thi s part of the qLIe-stiol1l1aire. Thirty-n il1e 
(78%) indicated th~t they wou ld care for the 'hild if he/she was Of the same culture Or 
race as themselves. Exactly t he same number were wiH ino to care for a ch ild of a 
different culture or raCe_ 
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Comparing the above responses with the home langLlage of respond€nts reve~ l ed that 
English-speaking re<;pondents (85%; N= 17) were more likely than Xhosa-speak ing 
respondents (83.33%; N=10) to Ca re for ~ chi ld of the same cu lture/race as themselves 
(X'=4 09; p< OS). Eng l i~h-spea ki ng respondent~ (95%; N=19) were also ffiOl"f! willing 
than Afri kaans-speak ing respondents (61.11.%; N=11) to care fQr a ch ild of a different 
culture/ race than themselves (;".' _ 6.55; p<.05). The fo llowing Figu re 18 demonstrates 
these differences. 
Eng li5h-~pea ki ng re~pondent~ were mOre willing to care fo r a ch ild from a different 
cultu re compared to the same culture t han themselves; Xhosa- and Afri kaa ns-speaking 
respondents were equa lly willing to ca re for either a chi ld from a different or same 
culture as themselve5 and ooth showed only ~ 5light r>reference for a child from the 
~ame cultu re as themselves. Chi-square ana lyses of these differences were all not 
significant . 
Figure 18 : Willingne'!'s to C?lnOl fOr ?In HTV-rositiv"" Child of the Same or 
Differ <')nt Cultum I Race: Comp<'l~;n<;l Langl1a~e Groups 
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More respondents indicated a wi llingness to care for an HN-negative chi ld (91.53°,(,; 
N=54) rather than a'l HIV-!-'Ositive (:hild (78%; N=39) of the ~ame CLi lture / race as 
themselves. Of t he different liOng'-,ilg€ grQups. consider~b l y more English-speakinIJ 
respondent~ (100%; N=321 were willir'lg to care fo r an HIV- negative chi ld rather than an 
HIV-!-'Ositive chi ld of the same culture I race as t hemselves. 1t was also found th~'- this 
group of respondents were f1lor~ likely t han the other language group5 to CMe for an 
H1V-positive chi ld (95%; N= 1 9) r~t hE'r than an H IV-neg~ti ve chi ld (65.68"/0; N0 21) of a 
differerlt culture I ra<:e than them~elve~ ("1.'=5.98; p<.05). 
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5.4. Social Background of The Child 
As an indication of social class respondents were asked whether they would care for the 
orphan if he/she came from a poorer, the same or better social background than 
themselves. This was explored in an attempt to tease out whether reluctance to care 
was based on the HN status of the child or whether the child's (and the child's family of 
origin) social class would influence a willingness either negatively or positively. As 
"helping an under-privileged child" was reported in the pilot study as one of the foremost 
advantages in caring for an orphan, it was expected that respondents would be more 
likely to willingly care for children of the same or a poorer social class than themselves. 
Form "A n (an HIV-negative Child) 
Fifty-eight respondents marked their preference in this item of the questionnaire. Fifty-
five (94.83%) indicated a willingness to care for a child who was from a poorer 
background than themselves; 50 (87.72%) from the same background; and 44 
(77.19%) from a better background. This finding confirms the expectation outlined 
above. Figure 19 below depicts these results. 
Form "8" (an HIV-positive Child) 
Fifty respondents marked their preference in this item of the questionnaire. Forty-nine 
(98%) indicated a willingness to care for a child who was from a poorer background than 
themselves; 40 (80%) from the same background; and 33 (66%) from a better 
background. These findings confirm the expectation, although in this case (an HIV-
positive orphan), respondents showed the greatest willingness to care for a child from a 
poorer background only. Figure 19 depicts these findings. 
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Figure 19: Preferences W ith Regard t o Chi ld 's Social Background and 
Depending on Chi ld's HIV Stat",s 
SOCIAL BACKGROUND 
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Within e~ch of the 50cial bilC~9round ca tegones (poorer, 5ame and petter) chi-square 
analys@s reveal~d that ther£ was no sl gnlflCa~t differences in willingness of respondents 
to care for the oq'han based 00 the ct1iIO'S SO<: I ~I ~I~ss. 
S.S. Relatives / Sibling" of The Child 
As explored m chapter 2, choldren from I.lrge SIolm9 grouos const ituted those that al'@ 
pa"tlCularly hard lo pla<:e rn .llterna tive canng situations. In [he prm;en[ stuOY thiS 
(hmenSlon of the ch"d'5 background W.!IS explored In .!In attempt tl) explOre the 
e)(pectatlon tha t respondents would De least w;IIII,g to C.lre for a (hll(! who h.ld Siblings 
andlor r@latIVes. Additionally, "s has been Oemonstrated earher, the need to 1o.~1l 
Sll)l,ng proupS tOlJether i5 an overrid ing CC)(1cem of community membl!~, alte'natlv@ care 
practitioner! and po li<:y makers. Accordingly, resu lt5 from thee,e en'1ulrles would prOvide 
some nOllon as to whether keeping Siblings together in this type of family care situat ion, 
was a realistic opt ion 
Il W~ "ISO expected th~t there would be differen(f!S In wilhm.lness to care for ~n orphan 
be\we@n adoptiveandfoste<- pa rent<:l)asedon the presence and/or conti!ct .... ,In Slbhn<;ls 
and ~1"llve. Tht> traditional nature of adoptlor'. wh~ iI chIld is in<arpcw-a te(l lnto a 
new ramll y as If heJshe was born Into the r,mlly, WOtJIO POSSibly e~cluoe a(t()Duve 
pa~nts' Willingness to maintain ~onlact With the child's ottler family members FOSter 
carers, on the other hand, who are accustomed to the presence and contact Detween 
foSter children and their famlli~ Of O'lll ,n were eXDected to show no such bias. 
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Form "A' (an HJV·n~9ativ~ Child) 
Fifty-six (93.33%) of 50 respondent~ indicated that th""y would CMe fM tho? child if 
he/she had no known relatives or siblings. Thirty-eight (54.41%) of 59 respondents 
indicated tMt they would I)", willing for the child to nomain in contild wi th his/her 
relatives and/or siblings. Thirty-five respondents (59.32%) werE' not wdling to keep 
contad with tlJe child's r""latoves and/or siblings. Considerably mOre respondents were 
willing to care for the child If he/slJe lJad no rel~tives tlJ~n if he/she h~d relatives with 
whom the child would remain in contact ~nd If the child had relat'v""s with whom he/sh"" 
need not r""maln in contact. However, given that the categories we"'" not mutual ly 
exclUSive, statistical analys's of the difference was not possible. Cfearly thou'Jh, the 
present study's respondents showed a stron9 preference for the child to have no 
relativ","s/siblin'Js. Figure 20 depicts these results. 
Figure 20: Preser>ce and/or Contact With HIV-negative Child's 
A ... li'ltives and/or Siblings 
RELATlVES / SI8LINGS 
HIV·No9"iv. CMd 
Adoptive parents and foster carers were compared in terms Of their preference for the 
clJild to either have no rel~tives, relatives with whom the child would 'emain in contact. 
and relatives With whom the child need not remain in contact . Although a ful l 100% 
(N=31) adopt,v"" pa"",ms ind;cat""d that they wou ld care for tM ch,ld 'f he/she had no 
relatives, only 88.46% (N <2.3) foster carers checked this opt;on. Very similar 
percentages of adopt;ve "'ld foster rarents (64.52% and 68% respectively) were 'lot 
ojlpo~ed to the child remaining ;n contact with relatives and/or Sib lings. Simil~rly. 
comparable percentages of adoptive and foster parents (54.52% and 60% respectively) 
would nQt want the ch, ld t o rem~ in in <:Ontilct witlJ hiS/her relatives and/or siblings. 
Th~S!'c find ing Me (O<1trMy to th~ expectiltion5 Ol)tllr'ed ~bove. Both ~doDtive and foster 
Dilrents were eq'Jally more willing to CMe for" child if he/she had no relatives. 
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Sucpris ingly, adoptive paren t~ were ~s wil ling ~C. foster pM~nt~ to CM~ lor ~ Child if 
he-/she hild relatives/siblings. Figure 21 depicts these fifldonQs. 
Figure 21 : Presence and / or Cont<!ct With HTV-negat iv e Chi ld's Relatives <!'1 d!o~ 
Siblings : Comp<, risons R",twf.''''''' Ar!(>rl;,,~ ?lnr! Foster Parents 
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An add it ional question in thi~ section asked responde nts whether they would ~Iso care-
for ~ome or the child's sibl ings. Oflly 37.29% (N=7.;» of re5!X'~d€'nt~ we-"" willing to do 
so Th~5e firK1 ; ng~ ~int to the- f"ct that, on the- whole, resrondenls were most w'"i~ 
to CM~ I,),' an orph"n whO h;> (1 nQ r€'l~tive-~!sih lin gs. But, should the child have siblings, 
respondents were more willinq for the child to main ta in contact with the-m rilthe-r than 
care for them to{). 
Exploring the possibility of caring simultaneously for some of the child's siblings between 
~(lo[)tive ~n<J '05ter Pilre-nts, only 29 03% of ~dortive paren t5 Indicated that they would 
care for <;ome of the ch lld'~ ~ib ling~ wherea~ 52% offoste-r oarfmts indicated similar ly. 
!1ow~ver, "'tho!JOh this diff~rence apl)eM~d to be laro~, a Chi-sqUMe analysis it proved it 
to be in519nlfica nt. 
Form "B N (an HIV-QQsitive Child) 
Forty-seven (94%) of 50 respondents Indicated th~t the-y wou ld care for t he chIld if 
he/~., h,,~ no known relatives nr siDlings. Th,rly-four (68% ) indic~t e d that they would 
be will :f!9 for the chil(l to 'em<lin in contact l'I ith hiS/her re lati ves and/or sib liO']s 
Thirty-two re~!X'n~ent~ (/',4%) were not in(hne(l tn ke<'r contact ""tr the ch,'(1'5 relabves 
and/or sib li ng~. Notably rT\()re respondents Were will ing to care fo r the ch ild if he/she 
had no rel ~tive~ than if h~!she hild 'eliltives with whom the Chi ld would 'emiliO m 
contact and if the child had rela t ives witr whom he/she need not remain in cont<ld, As 
with form "A", ~ stati~tica l anal YSiS of til,s difference was not possible. However, as with 
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those respondents who compl eted form "A", these re5p<>ndents were also most wIlling to 
care for a child if he/she had no re l;>ltives/Slblin!)S, Fi!llfCe 77 (lep icts the<;e fiMings, 
Fi!Jure 72 : Presen ce and/or Cont act With an HIV-po sit ive Ch ild's Rel<!tive!> 
and/or Siblings 
- -~- ---
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RELATIVE AND/ OR SIBLINGS 
HIV-Pu,it" . C~i Kl 
~o n e In Coot.ct 
Adoptive parents and foster carers were compared in terms of their preference for the 
child to either have no relati ves, relatives with whom the child woul(l remain in «>nt~ct. 
~nd relatives with wh0m the ~h ild need not r"m~ i n in conl~ct, Slmitarly high 
proportions of both adoptive afld foster parents indi(ated that they would (are for the 
child if he/she had no relatIves (93.33% and 94, 12% re'O~d: l vely) Mar" ~d(lptive 
parents thi'ln foster parents Were not opposed to the child remaining in contact with 
relatives and/or siblings (85.67% and 61.76% ~spectively) . Also marl' adoptive parents 
than foster pi'lrents would not be ~menab l e to the ch ild remaIning In C(lnt~ct WIth his/her 
relatIves "nd/or <;iblinO <; (733,% and ~R _82% cesrectiv~ly) . Th~~e findings, although 
similar to thos~ for an HIV-negative chi ld, iMicate that respondents irrespective of 
whether they were adoDtive 0'- f0ste'- parents, showed no I)vecn(llng preference f0t the 
ChIld to hav~ no r~ l ative/siblin 9S (lr to have rel~tives/sibhn9S or to remain in contact with 
these famil y members, Fi Qure 23 depicts these findings, 
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Figure 23: Presenc(! anrljor Cnnta(cl With <on HIV-[:'Qsitive Child's ReJ",tivt;l <;' 
andjor Siblings: Comparisons Between Adoptive and Foster Parents 
RELATIVES ANlJjOR SIBUNGS i 
p,~s~,)(."! Cont3ct With Fel.ti'.'., l ____ ~ AdO~ti~._~ent> . _- Foster p.re nts 
When asked whether they w(luld ~ Is(l (~re for s(lme of the chi ld's siblings, 48% (N=24) 
indi<::~t",d "Y"'5" Exploring th,s fu rth€r b;>tween ildoj)tive ilnd foster J)".rent5, only 
33.33% of a<:1ortive p?lrent;:; indicat,,!! (hilt th"y 1'10'.11 <:1 care for ~om" Ofthe chlld'5 
sib linos wherea, 70.59% of foster parents indicated ~imilat1y. This difference W8S 
sIgnificant (].'=5.98; p<.OSl. The,e findings Were ~im ilar to those for an HIV·negative 
orpllan. However, in the case of an HIV-POsilive orphan, foster puef1ts were more 
wlilmo thaf1 ~doptive parents t o care simultaneously for lhe ch ild's sib lings. 
f:,,_mp~nna Rf:SQon<;es 
An inspection of the data revealed that the HIV-status of the orphan in fact made n(l 
notable diffen"nce to re;pOment's willingness to (:ore for th€ chile! WIth or wi tho' It 
relatives/siblings. 
5.6. Relationship to The Child 
Given t ile nature of b(lth adopti(ln and foster care in that non-bi(lloOical (hildren are 
cared for in tllese 5ituati(lns, would th€ r€sp<:mdent's r€lationsh ip to the child inf luence 
t ~ir wil lingn€ss to eM€ for h,m/her7 It was eXJ)€Cted that rl'spondents, whether 
adopt ive or foster parents, would b;> equa ll" likely to care for a child no matter how dose 
(from theIr own family) or distant (a strange child) the ir relatF(lnsh,p to him/hl'r was. An 
ade!itional consideration was that Xhos~·spe~kmg respondent, would be more williOO to 
care for a child from their own fami ly lhan one not from their own family o r a stranQer. 
ThiS expecta t ion was b~5ed on t lw aS5umption pointed t(l in the Ilter~tllr€ th~t 
incorPO'atlng non·blologlcal Child ren mto black Afri(an famil i€s encompasse, certJin 
cultural constrJ,nts. 
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Form "A N (:JlLHIV-nea:Jtive Child) 
Fifty -eight respondents repl ied to this sub-section of the questionnaire_ Forty-s<"ven 
(81-03'%) indic~ted th~t they wou ld care for the child if he/she was a member of their 
own f~mily, e.g. iln ilunt's child. Twenty-one (36.21 %) were willing to c~re for the child 
if he/5h~ was a nO!igh bour's or friend's child and fourteen (23.73%) were wil li ng to {"are if 
the child was a str~nger. Although a statistical anillysfs of these differences was not 
pos5ib le, It ~ppe~red that a larger proportion of respondents w~re preparO!d to CMe tor 
the ch ild if he/she was ~ member of thO!ir own family than if they were ~ friend's or 
nO!ighbour's child or if th",y were strangers. These rlfldl'l<;15 pOint to th", predomin~nt 
preference of r<"spondents to w1llingly CMe for i'I (h ild if he/she is a member of their own 
f~mily thus refuting the exp",ctation outlined aoove. Figure 24 refers. 
Figure 24: The Relationship of an HIV-negative Child to The Respondent 
,------- - --- --
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• ~ 
REtATIONSHIP TO THE CHILD 
II:V-N~~.tiv. Child 
N' iQrbour I Fr"rnl 
R. latl",,'iliV 10 C;,"~ 
Adortlve parents ~nd foster carer-; were compared ir terms of t~lr pcef",r",nc", for th", 
child to bO! O!;ther from their own family, ~ frifmd or neighl:>our-'s Child, or il stranger. 
AdoptIve parents were mor", w,l ling to care for a child from their own famil,es th~n they 
were either ~ fnen~'s or nei ghbour's child or a strange child. Foster carers were more 
willing to care for ~ child from the ir own filmilies than they were foc a stranger. Clearly, 
both adoptive and foste r parents showed thO! ore~tE'St willingn,,-,ss to CilrO! for an orph~o 
from their own t~milles_ 
The dat'-! a~pe~red to indic~te that adoptive Darents (90%; N=27) were mor" williog to 
care for ~ child from their 01'10 farn.ly th~n were foster pa~nts (72%; N"18). However, 
more foster c~rers (48%; N=12) th~n adortiv~ p~rents (20%; N=6) wer", prepared to 
c~ce for il friend's or neighbour's child and more foster carers (23.08%; N=6) thiln 
adoptive p~rents (13.33%; N=4) seemed Will !"lJ to care for a str~nger. Ag~in, ~lthouQh 
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statistica l ~ n al yses of ttl",,," d.fferences I"",re not possible due to the relationship 
categon",s not bemg mutu~ lly eX(ll ISive, these fin(!ings Indicate that foster parents were 
more likely to care for a chi ld that did not come ft'om their own families than I"ere 
adoptive parents, Figure 2S shows these findings. 
Figure 25: The Relationship of an HIV~negative Child to The Respondent: 
Comparisons Between Adoptive &. foster Parents 
1- - ----RELATIO NSHIP TO AN HIV' NEGA~~-CH~~~ ---~ 
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The difference between the t hree language groups in terms of their wil lingness to care 
for either a ch ild f rom their own family, a f ri end'S or neighbour'5 child, or a strang<?-' Wil5 
also explored . English-speaking respondents (93.55%; N=29) I"ere more likely to CMe 
for a child from their own f"mil,ec- than either a friend's or n",ighbolJfS Child (19 35%; 
N=6) or a st range child (16.13%; N=S), Clearly t his fondong demonstrates that English-
sDeakinQ respondents ~ppe8t'ed to show a stron<;l preference for caring for a child from 
their own families . 
There was no obViOUS difference in Xhosa-speaking respondents' will ingness to CMe for 
either a ch'ld from thei r own family (58_82%; N= 10) , a friend's or neighbour's ch ild 
(52,94%; N=9), or ~ st ranger (29.41%, N=5j . Xhos.a-speaking respondents Were 
ti-Jerefore equal ly !ikely to ~are fo r any of the three children. ThiS finding is contrary to 
the expectation O<.ltlined aoove_ 
Afrikaans -speakinQ respondents (80%; N=8) showed a preference for a child from their 
QWn fam, ly rather th",n '" stranger (36,.36%; N=4), Ttlt're I"i'S no (J'eat diff",rence ''1 the 
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proportion of these re5DQndC'nts ind'c~tin'J ~ w,l!in,)n%s to c~re for ~ child from the ir own 
f amily <Ind/or a friefld's OF nelghi:>,x,r's (hild (61)%, N=6). Figurp 26 demonstrate these 
differences . 
Fi9"re 26: The Relationship of an HIV-negativ{' Child to Th" Rm;pondent : 
Com !.''' Fi~on:< Bo>tween Language Groups 
R£LAnONSHIPTO AN HlV-NEGA11VE CHiLD 
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Re l.tionsh ,p to Child 
Form "8" (an fjIY-(lQsl ti ve Ch.ild J 
Fifty respondent'> repl ied to th ts sui:>-5ectoon of the Question na ire. Forty (80%) indicated 
that they would care for t he Ch ild if he/she Wi'S ~ member I)f their own fam ily, e.g. an 
aunt's child. Thirty-rive (70% ) were w'lIin!) to C;tn> for thp Child if h~/she was a 
neighoou"s or friend'5 Ch,ld and fOlJrteen (84%) were willinq to Care if the child \~~5 a 
5tri'nger Clearlv resoondents were eQually willing to eMe for ~ child whether he/She 
w~s from the SJme f~mi l y, a fr!~ nd or neighbour's child, or a str"nger cor"lfirming 
expectations Figure 17 (1eptct5 tho>se re~ulh . Thi~ find,ng I~ COrltrMY to that from form 
"A" "nd mdi~ates tha t re~ponde 'l l~ were willing to c~re fOF ~n H)V-p<J5'ti'Je orphJn 
irrespective of their rel~t' onsh ' p to the child, but were only mOre willing to care for ~n 
HIV-ne<J~tive child If he/she w~~ a member of their own f~mil i es . 
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Figl,re 27: The Relationship of "'" HIV-positive Child to The Respo"dent 
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RELAnONSHIPTO THE CHILD 
flIV -Po.;'ivo Chil6 
"".dopt ive parents and foster car!"'S w!"r!" compared on terms of t heir pref!"r!"nc!" for the 
ch il e! to either be from their own fami ly, a friend's or neighbour's child, or '-' st r~nger. 
Althou~ h it apDeared that a g reater proportion r:;f ,--,do!)tive parents were mOr!" wi ll inQ 
than foster carers to care for any of the three categories of childr!"n, it was not possible 
to subject these differenc!"s to statIstIcal analy<;es. Both adoptiv~ ,--,no foster parents 
wer!" th!"refor~ eqtlally will ing to care for an HIV-positiv!" orphan irrespe<:live of t~ir 
relat ionshIp t o the chi ld . F;9 u r~ 28 d~picts these find ings. 
figure 28: The Relationship of an HIV-positive Child to The Respondent: 
Compilrison'!' Between Adoptive &. Foster Parent~ 
,-
, 
100''(' j 
~ 
• 
W·l 
• 70"" I • f,(I% ; 0 
0 
0 Yl% , 
• 
• 
" 
4Q ',1o -
,
RELATIONSHIP TO AN HIV-POSnlVE CHILD 
CQmp", ing AdQ~'iv' __ & FaS!., P,.-,n!. 
F~mil y 
R, I. tl<lnshlp to Ct.\~ 
• Adopnve Parer>(s • FO$!" P, no n<5 
The difference bel ween to!" Ihree language groups in terms I)f thei r willingll'-"ss to care 
for eitho;o,r a child from the ir own family, a frio;o,nd's or n!"Klhbour's child, or a strang!"r was 
~IS0 explored . None of the l",n(JIJ~gf' groups showed not~ble preference" for any of the 
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thr~e e~tegones of ctlildren' they appea 'ed to bE! eQu-'l lly w'Uin,) to o re for a eh;11j " (1m 
tne" own fa""llf!S, iI fnend's or ~9I"1 M·ur'5 auld ilnd/ or a svanger. F,gure 29 
demon~lrate t hese differenCE'S. 
Figuro 29 : The Relationship of lin HIV-p<lSit,ve Child to The ReSpondent: 
""", 
""', 
" 
~ 
• ,-r 
• """ • s.n,-, 
,. 
• 
CRfpponog R~ 
CompII,i!'(lns 8etween languIIg~ Gmups 
RELATIONSH1P TO AN HIV- POSlTIVE CHILO 
(O""I nO r " .... L.lnQ "~Q' G",uP' 
~e l .t l o n ;r, ; p t~ Ch" d 
• ~"Q ' is~ • ~ ""S<l ::;:; Afrok •• " . 
The HIY status of the child apPe.1ll'P.d to nave millie no dlfferen{e to 'l!$PQndents' 
'er>Orted wllliOjjness t o can: for a Child from their C'wn f<l m,he'> 
1 
However, 1!S~ ('(ltiil lly more r~pon., .. nt .. ,Mlcated ~ wi lli ~'JrJ~5 V, e,>'e fOl" a fr ierod 's or 
ne,g nbour'~ HIV-p<:1sit,ve Child (70%: N", 36 ) rather than their HIV- n~a ti ve Child 
(36 .21 % ; N: 21). Il was on ly adl)pt ive p~rEnt'> who reported the oPPoSite' ,t aopeared 
th"t th, s group of respondents were less likely lo caeI': fQ<" a fn~nd'5 or ne'ghl)Our"S HIV-
positive Child (lJ % : N:13) than thei r Hlv- neg-'l \)\le chilrl PO% , N ~ 6 ). 
C:;'\)"" oeantly mo .... resvonr1l'nl S ""ported ill willin~ness to <:;o ,e for an HIY-POs.lIlie chUd 
who was a st ranger (84%; N .. 42) thiM"! <'I> HIV·negillt."", child wno was -'I 5t"",n!)er 
(2 3. 7~"",; Nr 14) (e = 39 36 ; p<:. (I I ). Inlll!Stlg-'ltl'lg tn,s t rend ' un her bPtween adoDt'lie 
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dnd (oster parents, and t he different lanouaoe oroups, it '",as f ound that the~e grour~ of 
reslJondents were siQniflcantly Ill(lre likely to care for ~n H1V-po<oit've child who W<'iS d 
str~n\ler to t hem t ha n an HIV-negative ch 'ld (~I! chp-~quMe ~nalyse~ we,-e significant at 
p< 01) 
5.7. A!tcm<lti'.'e Care Options 
Given the relX'rted hi<Jh I) r~~kdown in fo~ter care plMemenb (de~crihed ,n chapter 2.), 
this aspect of CMing wa~ investigated amongsl the current ~tudy's respondent~. It was 
expected chat fo~ter CMer~ would be more likely to dvail thern';elve'i 01 an option to' 
aiternati'/e plaCEments for- children ~hould they no ionge'- wish to care fo'- him/her. 
Aga ,n, 'liven the r·dtu,-e of adopt,on, adopt ive parent5 were ex>","cted to ~llOW gredte,-
commitment to indefinite care for an orphan, Howe'.'er, due consideration was given to 
the partiwlar d'ffiw !ties that caring for an HIV-p<Jsiti'.'e errhan would entail _ It was 
expected that respondents who indicated d wil l ino ne~~ te care f r an HIV-pe~itive 
Drphan weuld he me'-e like ly tl) I)rt f or the availilb ility cI altern~t've Cilre ~hould they no 
longer wish to Care fer the child themselve~, 
Form "An (an HIV-negatlve Gldd) 
Given the option to (Me lor the child only if lhere \"IdS some ollle,- chi ld CMe aoency or 
~n(lt h",r family aVdi ldble to c~re for th" child ~hould the reorendent no longer w i ~h to do 
so, 62.71% (N ~ 37) indicated that this would not b€ the case. It seemed dprarent that 
~ mJjcrity of lhese nc~pendents would cont inue to CMe fo' the child 'ndefinitely. 
Comparing the 'espanseo hetween adeptive aild foster parents reveilled that fewer 
adopt ive parent~ (25,81%, N=8) than fO~ler pMenl~ (48%, N=12j indicated th at they 
would avail themselve~ of ~lternalive placement for the child ~Il()u ! d the\, no longer wish 
to care 10,- hirllfhe,-. Altheugh t his differ",",ce wa~ not ~ignif'cant, adeplive par"nts 
appeared to be '''o'·e willLng tha n foster carer-s to care tor the child indefinitel\, and 
confirm~ lile expectations d~ above. Figure 30 depicb these f indings 
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Figure ]0: Alternative Pll'lcem ent Opt ion,> fOf" an HlII' n eglltive Child : 
Com p ari so n s Be twcen Adoptive So Foster Parents 
E 
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ALTEANAtTVE PLACEMENT Of"TIONS 
"lV-NeY41 .. . Lh,lo 
fmm "B~ Ian mV-DQ!;JJ1vt: 011/(11 
GIve n the OPt'Ofl tv ~a re for ~n HIV-POSlt,ve orph,," ch,ld only ,f there W~~ s.ome other 
child Cil fe agency Or ~ nothel f~mi!y a'.'il l liI~e to (lire for lhe child ShOUld the re~POndenl 
no 10n<;ler w ish t o do 50, 48_98% ( Nz24) md,cal ed tha t t his wou ld not ~ t he cas.e. !t 
seemed appa ren t t hal IIpprox imately ha lf of the~e respondenls would contin ue t o care 
for the ChIld ,ndefin it ely . 
Fewer adoPtive parenl~ (20%, N ~ 3) than roster pa~nts (60 .6 1%, N: 20) IM,cat ed t hilt 
they "'OuICl ~vall themselves of alterna tiVe placement for the c;!1il(l should they no longer 
WIsh to care for h,m/her. TillS (I,rrerence was slg[Uh(Cilnt (z> =6.81 . 0 <.05) indlCilllng 
that adoptlYe Pil rents were mOfe \'""llIn9 tha" foster Cilrers to cart:' 10' t ne child 
,noef,n,teiy " gain {oc firmmg l< peaauon~. Tne followmg FiQure 3 1 refers. 
Fi\jlu rc ]1 : Alternati VO"! PI B(Cement Options rOf" an HIli-posit ive Ch ild: 
Comp"ri,>ons Bo twllcn Adeptive 8. Foster P<lrents 
ALTERNATIVE PLAC EMENT OPTIONS 
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Comparins Responses 
The child's HIV-5tatus mad", no differenccp to responderll~' responses to this enqu irv . 
Adoptive pal-ents wen" mo.-.' wil lino rh~n [O" I"'r r~ ren l.s 10 Care for the orphan 
indef:nitel'l - irrespecti'Je of the c hi ld's HIV st~lus. 
5.8. D w"a tion of C<l re 
Ci<:lSp!v r€ la led Lo the ~tlo'!e option of altprnat'vp placement ~hou l d respondents no 
I·~nger wish to CMe for an orphan. t ~p duration of care l~, 3l respondents wpre prpparpd 
to offer wa~ !nve;t,gated. ThiS opt ion WJS onlv included in fo rm nAP of thp 
qlleslionnJ ;ce as an HIli - positive ch ild's limited lifp-span was thooghllo encompass ca l-e 
until the end of the c~ ild's :'fe 
.Form "A"' (,] .1 HIV-negative Qlild) 
Filty"six (93_33%) of 60 re~pondenl~ Ind icated lhal l hey would be wi lling to CMe fo r the 
child for the cest of t heir or the child's life. Ni neteen (32.20%) of 59 responden l s noted 
;hat they '.'iou !d care for the cil ild unt il he/she was self-supporling afler wh i c.~ their 
responsibility to the child would end . Clearly a significant ly larger prOp<Jrt ion of 
!-e~ponde[1ls consiclered thei ' decision to ca l-e as a li fe - t ime responsibi li ty (:c2 = 47 .70; 
p<. Ol) r~lher ih~n relatively short-tenn. 
Exploring this commitment a,n ong adoptive ilnd foster parents revealed t hat both spts of 
pa rents were equJ lly like :y to care fo r a child for the rest of the ir or the chi l d'~ Ii'/es. 
Thirty (96. 77"(0) ~doptiye pa rents sa'N their com mitnlent as a life-time one as opposed 
;023 (88.46%) foster carers_ Howpyer, mOre foster \Carers than adopt ive parents saw 
:heir responsib ilitv to t he chi 'd o"ly until the ch il d wa~ se ! f- ~upport'ng (/'~13 69; 
p< Ol) On ly '1 (12 90%) J(1opt1ve p~ rents \I!ewed their commitment on ly unl illhe 
child was self'''llPPQrli g wher~Js 15 (60%) fOSler paren l s held the s~me '/iew . Figure 
32 depicts these resu lt s_ 
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Figur", 32 : D\lr",tiQn (If C<'IrP. for <In HTV- negilti v e Child: CQmparison Between 
Adoptive & Foster Parents 
r 
DURATION OF CARE. 
comparir" Mopti~ ~ & RJ<t~r Parent< 
CurMion Dt c . ,-• 
• Adoru". P,,-.n" • Fo,t<r P.renls 
6. FACTORS INFLUENCING WILLJNGNESS TO CARE FOR AN AIDS ORPHAN 
Factors innuencing the decisIon-making processes of respondent~ In their reDorted 
wrilingnes~ to car€ for an HIV/AI DS orphiln w€n; explor€d u~ing the Theory of Planned 
Behaviour. Two models of th is theory were l,Jenerated with regard to two distinct 
intentions determined by the H1V statu~ of the hYDothetlCal orphan' 
• F;rstly, the intention to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan who is HIV-.,egative ilnd does 
not have AIDS is investIgated. 
• Secondly, the intention to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan whO is HIV- positive and 
likely to becom<' il l and eventua lly die is examined. 
Each of the flnd l ng~ WIll be reported ser~r~ t "'ly Pf'rtin"nt ("omr"rison~ wili al~o be 
made where relevant. 
6.1. Factors InfluenCing A W;lIingness To Care For An HIV-Ne9<'1t;ve Orphan 
( Respondents to For m "A ") 
The mean scores for each var'able, their rel'abi ll tre~, and the correliltlO% ilmong the 
vaflat>le~ are shown in Tab le 13. Although some of these slalistic~ w€re reported In 
chapter 4 ("Method~"). they bare repeating here for the sake of continuity On ave'age, 
respondents repOrted a positive att itude toward~ canng for an HIV-negative orphan. 
Scores on subjective norm; were also pO~itive sUl,Jgesting that the specific referents 
identified ;n the pilot study did inMuence respOndents' repOrted willingne~ to care for the 
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hypothetical child. On averagel respondents also reported fairly high levels of control 
over their decisions to care for an HIV-negative orphan. Alpha coefficients, assessing 
internal consistency and reliability of the directly measured items were high. 
Investigating the inter-correlations between the components of the theory of planned 
behaviour, the results indicate moderate to high correlations between them. All 
correlations were higher than the .30 that Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) regard as adequate 
to confirm the links between the components of the theory. 
Table 13: Descriptive Statistics, Alpha Coefficients, and Inter-correlations 
Mean SD Alpha 1 2 3 4 
1. Intention 
2. ATT 1.39 .89 .85 .409** 
3.SN 1.16 1.08 .92 .431** .752** 
4. PBC 1.13 1.20 .90 .480** .534** .624** 
**p<.Ol 
ATT :::: Attitude: SN :::: Subjective Norm: PBC:::: Perceived Behavioural Control 
Regressions to Predict Intentions 
The intention to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan who was HIV negative and did not have 
AIDS was regressed against, attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural 
control (N=61). The results of the regression of intentions onto the other variables are 
reported in Table 14 below. 
Table 14: Prediction of Willingness to Care (Intention) 
Step! predictor R R2 R2 change F Final beta 
Prediction of intention 
l.ATT .149 
2.SN .450 .203 .203 7.377** .118 
3. PBe .515 .265 .062 6.858** .322* 
**p<.Ol * p<.05 
ATT: Attitude; SN: Subjective Norm; PBC: Perceived Behavioural Control 
Attitude and subjective norms were entered first and explained 20.3% of the variance in 
intentions (F(2,59) = 7.377, P < .01). Perceived behavioural control was entered next 
and increased the amount of variance in intentions explained by 6% (R2 change:::: .062; 
F(3,57) = 6.858, p<.Ol). Beta weight analysis of measures contributing to intention 
indicated that perceived behavioural control was the only contributor at a statistically 
significant .322 (p<.05). Neither attitude nor subjective norm contributed Significantly 
towards intention to care for an HIV-negative orphan (/3 ::::: .149 and .118 respectively). 
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For this sub-sample, therefore, intention to care for an HIV-negative orphan is greatly 
influenced by the extent to which respondents perceive that the decision to care for an 
HIV/AIDS orphan is something over which they have personal control. Despite certain 
components of the model not having good predicative ability, the model as a whole does 
predict intentions to care for an HIV-negative orphan (F(3,57)==6.858, p<.Ol). Figure 
33 below describes this TPB model. 
fi ure 33: Intention to Care for an HIV-ne 
Behavioural 
Beliefs & 
Outcome 
Evaluations 
Normative 
Beliefs & 
r == .39* 
• 
r = .32* 
Motivation --------t .... 
to Comply 
Perceived 
Behavioural Control 
& Power of 
Behavioural Control 
* p<.05; ** p<.OOl 
r == .20 ... 
Attitude 
towards caring 
for HIV-negative 13=.149 
orphan ~ 
Subjective ~ 
Norms regarding B=.1l8 • 
my caring for 
HIV-negative orphan / 
Perceived Control/ 
over decision to f3=.322* 
care for HIV-neg. 
orphan 
Intention 
R=.515;'* to care for 
HIV-neg. 
orphan 
Exploring the intercorrelations between the direct measures and belief-based measures 
of the components of the theory reveals that the correlations between the belief-based 
measures of "attitude" and "subjective norm" and their corresponding direct measures 
are adequate to confirm the links between these components of the theory (Ajzen and 
Fishbein (1980) (r=.39 and .32 respectively). However, the same cannot be said for the 
links between the belief-based measure of perceived behavioural control and its 
corresponding direct measure (r=.20). This may be indicative of the difficulty in 
constructing belief-based measures of this dimension of the theory that adequately tap 
the direct measure and caution must be shown in interpreting results around perceptions 
of perceived behavioural control. 
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Multicollinearity 
In an effort to understand why subjective norm and attitude did not contribute 
significantly to intention to care for an HIV-negative orphan, a further investigation of 
possible multicollinearity between the independent variables was undertaken (Pedhazur, 
1982). Berry & Feldman (1985: 42) warn that high multicollinearity should be 
suspected if "none of the t-ratios for the regression coefficients for independent variables 
is sufficiently large to indicate statistical significance at the .05 percent level, yet the F-
statistic for the full model is significant." Although one t-ratio for PBC was significant 
further evidence of high multicollinearity was sought. An inspection of the bivariate 
correlations as well as the R2 values when regressing each independent variable on the 
other two, revealed that a high degree of multicollinearity was not present and 
explanations and predictions from this regression model, for this sample, could be made 
with a degree of confidence. (Berry & Feldman (1985) suggest that correlations below a 
cut-off value of .80 among the variables may be sufficient to conclude that 
multicollinearity is not a problem. Also that none of the R,2-values were close to 1.00 
suggested that a high degree of multicollinearity was not evident. Table 15 refers. 
Table 15: Correlations Among the Three Independent Variables and R2 values 
1. 
2. Subjective Norm 
3. Perceived Benavioural 
Control 
** <.01 
.752** 
.534** .624** 
Discriminant Validity of the Direct Measures' Items 
.572 
.634-
.399 
As an indication of the discriminant validity of the items used to provide direct measures 
of Attitude, Subjective Norm and Perceived Behavioural Control, the ten items were 
subjected to principal components (varimax normalised) factor analysis. The results are 
reported in Table 16. 
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Table 16: Factor loadings, Eigenvalues, and Explained Variance of Direct 
Direct Measure 
ATTITUDE 
SUBJEC11VE NORM 
PERCEIVED BEHAVIOURAL 
CONTROL 
Eigenvalues 
% variance explained 
Measure Items 
Items 
Att 1 
Att 2 
Att 3 
SN 1 
SN 2 
SN 3 
PBC 1 
PBC 2 
PBC 3 
PBC4 
Factor 1 
.738 
.820 
.703 
.806 
.742 
.824 
5.913 
38.82% 
Factor 2 
.828 
.845 
.842 
.799 
1.372 
34.04% 
The items measuring attitude and subjective norm loaded onto one factor suggesting 
that the items were not able to discriminate between the two constructs. This may well 
be the reason why attitude and subjective norm failed to contribute to intention as 
detailed above. The items measuring perceived behavioural control l on the other hand, 
all loaded onto one factor indicating a clear distinction between them and those items 
measuring the other two variables. 
Correlations Between Individual Belief-Based Items and Direct Measures 
In an attempt to investigate which of the belief-based items contributed most to the 
equivalent direct measure, correlations between the two were undertaken. The results 
of the correlations between the individual belief-based items and the direct measure of 
attitude towards caring for an HIV-negative orphan are presented in Table 17. 
Respondents' attitude towards caring for this child seemed to be strongly child-centred 
and altruistically motivated: although the correlations were low, they were positive and 
significant. 
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Table 17: Correlations Between Belief-Based Items and Attitude 
For me to care for this child would mean that 
1. I would provide the child with a loving &. stable home .358 p<.Ol 
2. I would provide the child with a sense of belonging 
& security .272 p<.D5 
3. I would provide the child with a chance for normal 
life .309 p<.05 
4. I would help a needy child .310 p<.05 
5. 1 would be unsure about unknown medical &. family 
background .183 NS 
The results of the correlations between the three belief-based items and the direct 
measur;e of subjective norm are presented in Table 18. It appeared that respondents' 
husband/partners did influence respondents' reported intentions to care for an HIV-
negative orphan: this correlation was relatively high and positive. Other salient 
referents, friends and family, had little influence over respondent's reported willingness 
to care for the child. In fact, the greater respondents' willingness, the less the influence 
that friends seemed to have as evidenced by the negative correlation (albeit small), 
Table 18: Correlations Between Belief-Based Items and Subjective Norm 
1. Husbands/Partners 
2. Friends 
3. Family 
.648 
-.087 
.102 
p<.Ol 
NS 
NS 
The results of the correlations between the individual belief-based items and the direct 
measure of perceived control over caring for an HIV-negative orphan are presented in 
Table 19. The two most important contributors to the control that respondent's felt 
they would have over their decision to care for this child, were adequate time and 
energy and contact with other families caring for a similar child. 
Table 19: Correlations Between Belief-Based Items and Perceived Behavioural 
Control 
1. I would need support of family &. friends 
2. I would need time and energy 
3. I would need contact with other families 
-.035 
.266 
.254 
NS 
p<.05 
p<.05 
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6.2. factors Influencing A Willingness To Care for an HIV-Positive Orphan 
(Respondents to form "B") 
Descriptive Statistics and Inter-Correlations 
The mean scores for each variable, their reliabilities, and the correlations among them 
are shown in Table 20. Some of these statistics are reported in Chapter 3 (Method), 
but for ease in following the subsequent discussion, bare repeating here. On average, 
respondents reported a positive attitude towards caring for an HIV-positive orphan. 
Subjective norm scores were also positive demonstrating the influence that the specific 
referents, identified in the pilot study, had on respondents' reported willingness to care 
for the hypothetical child. On average, respondents also reported positive levels of 
control over their decisions to care for an HIV-positive orphan. Alpha coefficients, 
assessing the reliability of the directly measured items were high. Investigating the 
inter-correlations between the components of the theory of planned behaviour, the 
results indicate moderate to high correlations between them confirming the links 
... ~ , 
between the directly measured components of the theory (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). 
Table 20: Descriptive Statistics, Alpha-coefficients, and Inter-correlations 
Mean SO Alpha 1 2 3 4 
1. Intention 
2.ATI .89 1.04 .82 .518** 
3.SN .53 1.38 .94 .482** .693** 
4. PBC .77 1.31 .89 .493** .616** .584** 
**0<.01 
An:::::: Attitude: SN:::::: Subjective Norm: PBC:::::: Perceived Behavioural Control 
Regressions to Predict Intentions 
The intention to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan who was HIV positive and did have AIDS 
was regressed against, attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control 
(N=73). The results of the regression of intentions onto the other variables are reported 
in Table 21 below. 
Table 21: Prediction of Willingness to Care lIntentionJ 
Step/predictor R R2 R2 change F Final beta 
An 
SN 
PBC 
** p<.01 * p<.05 
.545 
.574 
.297 
.330 
.029 
.033 
14.814** 
11.324** 
.257 
.165 
.238 
An: Attitude; SN: Subjective Norm; PBC: Perceived Behavioural Control 
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Attitude and subjective norm were entered first and explained 29.7% of the variance in 
intentions (F(2,70) == 14.814, P < .0000). Perceived behavioural control was entered 
next and increased the amount of variance in intentions explained (R2 change::::: .033; 
F(3,69) :::: 11.324, p < .0000). Beta weight analysis of measures contributing to 
intention indicated that neither attitude nor subjective norm nor perceived behavioural 
control contributed significantly towards intention to care for an HIV-positive orphan 
(13 ::::: .257, .165 f and .238 respectively). For this sub-sample, then, none of the 
components of the theory significantly influence intentions to care for an HIV-positive 
orphan! although on the whole, intention was significantly predicted by the TPB model 
F(3,69)=11.324, p<.OOOO. Figure 34 below describes the TPB model to predict 
intentions to care for an HIV-positive orphan. 
Behavioural 
Beliefs & 
Outcome 
Evaluations 
figure 34: Intention to Care for an HIV-POSITIVE Orphan 
r = ,07 .. 
Attitude 
towards caring 
fOf HIV-positive p=.257 
orphan ~ 
Normative 
Beliefs & 
Motivation 
to Comply 
r - 56** 
. .. 
Subjective ~ 
Norms regarding 13=.165 .. 
my caring for 
HlV-positive orphan / 
Intention 
R=.574;: to care for 
HIV-neg. 
orphan 
Perceived 
Behaviou ra I Control 
& Power of 
Behavioural Control 
* p<.05; ** p<.OOl 
r::: .06 .., 
Perceived Control/ 
over decision to f3=.238 
care for HIV-pos. 
orphan 
Exploring the intercorrelations between the direct measures and belief-based measures 
of the components of the theory reveals that the correlation between the belief-based 
measure of "subjective norm" and its corresponding direct measure is adequate to 
confirm the link between these components of the theory (Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) 
(r=.44 and .30 respectively). However, the same cannot be said for the links between 
the belief-based measure of "attitude" and "perceived behavioural control" and their 
corresponding direct measures (r=.07 and .06 respectively). Caution must therefore be 
shown in interpreting results around these two components of the theory. 
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Multicollinearity 
As with the data for those respondents who completed Form "A" of the questionnaire, in 
an effort to understand why attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control 
do not contribute significantly to intention to care for an HIV-positive orphan, the degree 
of multicollinearity was explored between these independent variables. None of the t-
ratios were significant and further evidence of high multicollinearity was sought. An 
inspection of the bivariate correlations as well as the R2 values when regressing each 
independent variable on the other two revealed that a high degree of multicollinearity 
was not present and explanations and predictions from this regression model, for this 
sample, could be made with a degree of confidence. Table 22 refers. 
Table 22: Correlations Among the Three Independent Variables and R::t values 
when Regressing Each Independent Variable on the Other Two 
1. Attitude 
2. Subjective Norm 
3. Perceived Behavioural 
Control 
**p<.Ol 
1 
.702** 
.626** 
2 
.596** 
3 
.560 
.533 
.440 
(Berry & Feldman (1985) suggest that correlations below a cut-off value of .80 among 
the variables may be sufficient to conclude that multicollinearity is not a problem. Also 
that none of the R2-values were close to 1.00 suggested that a high degree of 
multicollinearity was not evident). 
Discriminant Validitv of the Direct Measures' Items 
As an indication of the discriminant validity of the items used to provide direct measures 
of Attitude, Subjective Norm and Perceived Behavioural Control, the ten items were 
subjected to principal components (varimax normalised) factor analysis. The results are 
reported in Table 23. 
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Table 23: Factor Loadings, Eigenvalues, and Explained Variance of Direct 
Measure Items 
Direct Measure 
ATTITUDE 
SUBJECTIVE NORM 
PERCEIVED BEHAVIOURAL 
CONTROL 
Eigenvalues 
% variance explained 
Items 
Att 1 
Att 2 
Att 3 
SN 1 
SN 2 
SN 3 
PBC 1 
PBC 2 
PBC 3 
PBC4 
factor 1 factor 2 
.617 
.790 
.634 
.844 
.872 
.849 
.743 
.829 
.793 
.858 
5.961 1.253 
39.96% 32.17% 
The items measuring attitude and subjective norm loaded onto one factor only 
suggesting that the items were not able to discriminate between the two constructs. 
This may well be the reason why attitude and subjective norm failed to contribute to 
intention as detailed above. The items measuring perceived behavioural control, on the 
other hand, all loaded onto one factor indicating a clear distinction between them and 
those items measuring the other two variables. 
Correlations Between Individual Belief-Based Items and Direct Measures 
In an attempt to investigate which of the belief-based items contributed most to the 
equivalent direct measures, correlations between the two were undertaken. The results 
of the correlations between the individual belief-based items and the direct measure of 
attitude towards caring for an HIV-positive orphan are presented in Table 24. 
Respondents' attitude towards caring for this child seemed to be related to the possibility 
of incurring financial costs. Interestingly, the more positive their attitude towards 
caring for the child, the less they felt they would be plaCing themselves and their 
families at risk of cross-infection. 
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Table 24: Correlations Between Belief-Based Items and Attitude 
For me to care for this child would mean that 
1. I would be rejected by family & friends .204 NS 
2. I would incur financial burden .273 p<.05 
3. The child would have difficulty adjusting to new life .146 NS 
4. I would place self & family at risk of infection -.318 p<.Ol 
5. I would endure emotional strain -.094 NS 
The results of the correlations between the three belief-based items and the direct 
measure of subjective norm are presented in Table 25 below. It seemed that two 
referents - husband/partners and families - influenced respondents' reported intentions 
to care for an HIV-positive orphan. In particular the high positive correlation evidenced 
for husbands/partners suggests that these persons were particularly instrumental in 
influenemg respondent's reported willingness to care for an HIV-positive orphan. As 
with the data from form "A", the greater these respondents' willingness, the less the 
influence of their friends in their decision. Clearly, individual commitment outweighs 
conformity to the wishes of others. 
Table 25: Correlations Between Belief-Based Items and Subjective Norm 
1. Husbands/Partners 
2. Friends 
3. Family 
.700 
-.025 
.317 
p<.Ol 
NS 
p<.05 
The results of the correlations between the individual belief-based items and the direct 
measure of perceived behavioural control are presented in Table 26 below. None of the 
items were significantly related to these respondents' intention to care for the child. 
Table 26: Correlations Between Belief-Based Items and Perceived Behavioural 
Control 
1. 1 would need health care experience 
2. I would need someone else to pay medical bills 
3. I would need support from friends & family 
.182 
-.181 
.158 
NS 
NS 
NS 
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6.3. Summary 
Despite certain components of the models not having good predictive ability, on the 
whole, they did predict intentions to care for either an HIV-negative or HIV-positive 
orphan. In that sense, the TPB has provided a useful tool for assessing willingness to 
care for these children. However, the fact that only perceived behavioural control was a 
significant contributor in the model to predict willingness to care for an HIV-negative 
orphan, calls into question the underlying assumptions of the theory - certainly in terms 
of assessing intentions to care for an AIDS orphan. In both models, neither attitudes 
towards caring for an orphan nor subjective norms regarding caring for such a child 
proved to be significant antecedents of intentions to care as proposed by both the TRA 
and the TPB. The disappointing low correlations between the belief-based and direct 
measures of the central components of the theory also makes any further worthwhile 
interpretations based on the individual items and the expectancy-value approach, 
difficult. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION 
The findings of the present study confirm that the two separate groups of parents -
adoptive parents and foster parents - who made up the final sample are dose in 
character to those from abroad and in South Africa. This suggests that they may 
indeed be representative of their respective populations. However, there are striking 
demographic contrasts between the two groups largely determined by their differing 
motivations and reasons for taking on the care and nurturance of non-biological children. 
The role of the policies and practices of the agencies placing children in their care have 
also gone a long way in determining who these people are. The only similarity between 
them is'''tlie fact that they have both taken on, and have experience with the challenges 
in parenting non-biological children in need. 
In Chapter 2 it was seen that a strong motivation for adoptive parenthood was 
childlessness. However, this group in the present study also had 49 biological children 
and this may be an indication of the second, more recent motivation referred to. In 
spite of having biological children of their own, adoptive parents having smaller families 
and the material means to care for additional children may be beginning to respond to 
the plight of orphaned children in need and are adopting slightly older children. 
Although there are no specific studies or commentaries to verify this, discussions with 
Basil Fernie (The Trans-Cultural Adoptive Parents' Group, Pretoria), Anne Tudhope and 
Mary Cruikshank (Adoption Network News), Pam Wilson (Johannesburg Child Welfare 
Society) during 2000, do point to this emerging trend. 
Many of the characteristics of adoptive parents are also seen to be circumscribed by the 
eligibility criteria that adoption practitioners have traditionally used in selecting 
"suitable" adoptive parents. For example, the fact that 81 % of this study's adoptive 
parents had been married or living with a partner for an average of close to 16 years 
could be seen as a direct result of the recommendations made in the Guide to Adoption 
Practice in South Africa (1996), These state that "Although the law makes provision for 
adoption by persons other than married couples, an agency seeking adoptive homes for 
children in its care should work on the principle that the object of adoption is to give the 
child a home with a father and mother" and "Generally no marriage of shorter duration 
than five years should be considered sufficient to consider a couple for adoption" (p. 57). 
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Other eligibility recommendations by the Guide to Adoption Practice in South Africa 
(1996) include an investigation into the prospective adopters' income, education levels, 
and occupations. To this end, "The income should be high enough to ensure financial 
stability and security for the family ..... "; "An over-ambitiousness [in the level of 
achievement expected from an adopted child] could place an unduly heavy burden on 
the child"; and "Information as to [the couple's] adaptation to their employment and 
their attitudes towards their occupation, employers and employing bodies should give 
valuable insight into their personalities." (pp 64-65). These recommended criteria are 
reflected in the current study's adoptive parents: they are financially secure as 
evidenced by their high income levels and the earning potential of their partner's 
employment categories; few partners are unemployed; and they are well educated 
(although this may not necessarily be a good thing given the above reasons for 
exploring prospective parents' education levels). 
Additiol"fcHly, "The housing of the applicants should be such as to provide reasonable 
space and such Jiving conditions as will conduce to the well-being and health of their 
family" (the Guide to Adoption Practice in South Africa, 1996). With an average of 5.35 
rooms (excluding bathrooms and kitchens) and an average of just over 1 other person 
over the age of 18 years living with them, the adoptive parents in this study seem to 
conform to these recommendations. 
A final suggestion made in the Guide to Adoption Practice in South Africa (1996), is that 
"The home should provide opportunity for the religious instruction and spiritual 
development of the child." The fact that more than 90% of adoptive parents indicated a 
distinct religious affiliation and that more than 50% attended religious ceremonies once 
per week or more, is an indication that they "conform" to this recommendation. 
Finally, the fact that close to 86% of adoptive parents in this study were English-
speaking may also be an indication of the previously mentioned, historical focus of 
adoption practice for "white" South Africans. This tend is changing (Harber, 1999b), but 
the current study's findings do not reflect this with only 14% of the sample of adoptive 
parents probably from the previously classified "coloured" and "black" population groups. 
Given that South African adoption practice has been informed by policy and practice in 
the United States of America and England (Brink, 1998; Harber, 1999b), it is not 
surprising then that South African adoptive parents are much like those found not only in 
this country but also abroad. Evidently then, adoptive parents in the present study are 
representative of the adoptive parent population. 
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Contrary to research on adoption, foster care has received much wider attention -
particularly in South Africa. The current study did not include any measure of foster 
parent's motivations. However, given that potential foster families need to demonstrate 
an enjoyment in caring for children; a commitment to fostering; and patience, tolerance, 
understanding and flexibility (Scholtz, 1997), one may presume that the current study's 
foster carers are similarly motivated. The child-centeredness of the current sample's 
attitudes towards caring for an AIDS orphan may also be used as evidence of their 
motivations. 
The relatively small amount of research in southern Africa did point to a strong sense of 
family duty and obligation amongst their samples of foster carers. The fact that 38% of 
the current study's foster parents were caring for children related to either themselves 
or their partners, may lead one to presume that family duty and obligation may also be 
a relevant motivation amongst them. 
The following Table 27 demonstrates the similar and dissimilar characteristics of the 
current study's foster parents and those from the synthesis of foster carer demographics 
from Southern Africa and abroad as described in Chapter 2. 
Table 27: Foster carer Demographics: Comparisons Between Studies from 
Abroad and Southern Africa, and the Current Study's Foster Carers. 
Abroad and southern African 
Abroad: On average 45 years old 
S. Africa: Mostly SO-6O years old 
S. Africa: Grandmothers 
Mother younger than father 
Abroad: Most likely to be married 
S.Africa: More likely alone 
Average of 3 biological children 
Caring for 2 foster children 
Mothers mostly unemployed 
Fathers in "blue collar" occupations 
Abroad: Home consists of 3+ bedrooms 
South Africa: fewer rooms 
On average grew up with 4+ siblings 
Mostly had unhappy childhood 
ex eriences 
Present Study 
Mean age: 51.64 years 
More than 50% were> 50 years old 
Mother younger than father 
Only 43"10 married or living with partners 
2.2 children < 16 years old 
Caring for 1.8 foster chlldren 
65% mothers unemployed 
Fathers mostly clerks, sales, & 
skilled service workers 
Home consists of 3.3 rooms 
On average grew up with 6+ siblings 
84% had happy I very happy 
childhood ex eriences 
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This Table demonstrates that the current study's group of foster carers are in most 
respects much like those from the southern African studies explored in Chapter 2 and in 
many respects much like those from abroad. Clearly this group of foster carers may be 
considered representative of the foster carer population. 
However, although the adoptive and foster parents in the current study's sample appear 
to be representative of their respective populations, there are striking differences 
between them. If one refers back to Table 6 on pp 73-75, these differences are evident 
in virtually all the demographics explored by the current study and explored and 
expanded upon in Chapter 5. They will not be repeated here. 
In terms of informing various recommendations that will be made later, the evidence of 
these groups' representativeness to their respective populations is vitally important. 
This, together with the fact that on the whole, the current sample is caring for 71 
biologiCal' children younger than 16 years old as well as 56 biologically related children, 
and 223 non-biological children in need of alternative parenting. Clearly, together they 
represent a group of carers who are arguable well-informed as to the special challenges 
of, and experienced in caring for children in need. Recommendations based on this 
sample's data are therefore likely to be highly relevant and reliable. 
Creating a Profile of Willing Carers for Either an HIV-Negative or -Postive 
Orphan 
Explored in the opening chapters was the evidence that South Africa is facing the 
prospect of a large number of orphaned children now and in the future as a result of the 
HIV/AIDS epidemic. Also that traditional types of alternative parenting in their present 
forms are not going to be able to provide other options of parental care for these 
children. Additional hindrances to persons likely to take on the care of these children 
were also identified and revolve around the probability that the great majority of them 
will fall into the group of children classified in adoption and foster care discourse as 
"hard to place". Specifically, most of these orphaned children will exhibit emotional 
and behavioural problems that will accompany them into their alternative caring 
situations. Many of them will also be older and have siblings, with a small proportion 
being abandoned infants. The fact that some will also be HIV-positive and/or that they 
are known to originate from HIV-infected households, coupled with the pervasive stigma 
attached to HIV/AIDS in this country, will also often hinder their placement into 
alternative families. 
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Given these hindrances, the fact that 69% of the current sample's respondents indicated 
that they would be willing to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan must be cause for a great deal 
more optimism than appears in much of the literature to date. The fact that this sample 
is made up of adoptive and foster carers alone must also be cause for a more optimistic 
view of these traditional forms of care. 
Additionally, it is interesting to note that McKerrow & Verbeek (1995:26) also found that 
62% of their sample of 1100 households in eight Kwa-Zulu Natal communities were 
willing to care for, what these authors term, "children in distress". This was the only 
direct measure of willingness known to the researcher at the time of writing. These 
children were mostly either orphaned or displaced reflecting the expected status of most 
children affected by HIV/AIDS in this country. However, this same study found that the 
general willingness within the different communities was affected by the HIV status of 
the child. To the extent that children from HIV-infected households were more willingly 
accomrffOtlated if they were member of the carer's family rather than if they were 
friend's children or strangers. 
In order to create a profile of those persons most likely to care for an HIV/AIDS orphan, 
the reported willingness of the current study's sample was explored in relation to their 
specific demographic characteristics. This examination also involved the HIV-status of 
the orphan. Expectations as well as whether they were confirmed or not, and the 
reasons for these expectations have already been explored in chapter 5 and will not be 
repeated here. 
The rationale for creating such a "profile" was informed by a report on a recruitment 
drive specifically for foster families to accommodate adolescents in need of alternative 
family placements. This was undertaken by the Hennepin County Community Services 
Department (Moore, Grandpre & Scoli, 1988). By identifying the characteristics of 
those households that were licensed (i.e. existing foster carers), the staff hoped to be 
able to target a Similar, potential population with its recruitment efforts. For example, it 
was found that foster parents of teenagers were predominantly suburban, white, 
married, had their own homes, had higher education than the general population, and 
fell between the ages of 25 and 34. This information was used to develop a specifically 
targeted recruitment drive to increase the pool of foster parents who were more likely to 
care for this group of children. 
In similar vein, the presented "profiles" may be of use to those who are given the task of 
recruiting foster parents for HIV/AIDS orphans. Given the limited resources available to 
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social and child welfare agencies in this country, it would seem necessary to be very 
specific in any recruitment process in order to gain maximum advantage from such 
campaigns. 
This profile/ taken from an analysis of the relevant data, is therefore presented in Table 
28. 
Table 28: A Profile of Prospective Carers For Either an HIV-Negative or -
Positive Orphan 
Those more likely to care for an Those more likely to care for an 
HIV-negative Orphan HIV-positive Orphan 
Existing adoptive parents and 
existing foster parents 
Mothers around 42 years old 
Fathers around 44 years old 
English·, Xhosa-, and/or Afrikaans-
speaking persons 
Persons with an average of 1.45 
persons older than 18 years 
Jiving with them 
Persons with homes averaging 
4.5 rooms (excluding bathrooms 
and kitchens) 
With household income of between 
R5001 and RaODa p.m. 
Achieved Std. 8 but more likely to 
have matriculated 
Have a university degree 
Mothers unemployed 
Have a specific religious affiliation 
Attend religious ceremonies once 
per week or more often 
Had an average of 4.3 siblings 
Had experienced happy to very happy 
childhoods 
Had friends who were caring or who 
had cared for an AIDS orphan 
Existing foster parents 
Mothers around 44 years old 
Fathers around 46 years old 
Xhosa- and Afrikaans-speaking 
persons 
Persons with an average of 1.6 
persons older than 18 years 
living with them 
Persons with homes averaging 
4 rooms (excluding bathrooms 
and kitchens) 
With household income of between 
R2001 and R5000 p.m. 
Achieved Std. 7 and less likely to 
have matriculated 
Had no after school qualifications 
Mothers unemployed 
Have a specific religious affiliation 
Attend religious ceremonies once 
per week or more often 
Had an average of 5.46 siblings 
Had experienced happy to very happy 
childhoods 
Had friends who were caring or who 
had cared for an AIDS orphan 
From the above table, given the task to recruit parents for an HIV-positive orphan for 
example, one would probably focus on existing foster carers, and Xhosa and Afrikaans-
speaking persons. Existing adoptive parents and English-speaking persons would 
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seemingly not produce positive results. As evidenced by indicators of socio-economic 
status, the drive would most likely target lower income and education groups of persons 
as more likely to be willing to care for such a child. This type of specific information to 
inform focused recruitment drives would reasonably be expected to produce maximised, 
positive results. 
Creating A Profile of an HIV I AIDS Orphan Most likely to Be Willingly Cared for 
Also, in order to create a profile of AIDS orphan most likely to be willingly cared for, a 
variety of different characteristics of a hypothetically orphaned child were explored. 
This profile, as with the potential parenting profile above, reflects a synthesis of the 
results of the data exploring child characteristics. Expectations with regard to child 
characteristics have already been explored in chapter 5 and will not be repeated here. 
The impTIcations of the created child profile are such that, those children most likely to 
slip through the extended family and/or formal alternative family caring arrangement 
nets, can be identified. According to Richter (2001: 33) "Children who slip through 
these safety nets become highly vulnerable and exposed, and include street and working 
children, as well as child-headed households". To these, and evidenced from the 
present study, may be added male children, those older than 6 years, those with 
surviving relatives and/or siblings, and HIV-negative children not related to prospective 
carers. A profile of HIV/AIDS orphans more likely to be willingly cared for is thus 
presented in Table 29 below. 
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Table 29: A Profile of an AIDS Orphan More likely to Be Willingly Cared for 
HIV-Negative Orohan 
Female or male with preference 
for female child 
Up to the age of 6 years 
Of the same culture/etl1nicity 
as prospective parent 
From the same or poorer social 
class as prospective parent 
Have no relatives or siblings 
Be a member of prospective 
parent's family 
Commitment of prospective parent 
to caring irrespective of ups and 
downs 
Most likely to be cared for for 
chiJd's and/or parent's life-time 
HIV-Positive Orphan 
Female child 
Up to the age of 6 years 
Of either same or different culture/ 
ethnicity as prospective parent 
From a poorer social class than 
prospective parent 
Have no relatives or siblings 
Be a member of prospective 
parent's family and/or a friend or 
neighbour'S child, and/or a stranger 
Mixed commitment among prospective 
parent to care irrespective of ups and 
downs 
There are striking similarities in some of the above findings and those from Pakati's 
(1984) study on adoption in an African community. Her sample of adoptive parents had 
distinct preferences for a child up to the age of 5 years old. Sixty-one percent also 
stated a preference for a female child. There was no reference to HIV/AIDS in this 
study - understandably since it was undertaken at a time when HIV/AIDS had not even 
begun to impact on this country. However, age and gender preferences are mirrored in 
the current study and are likely to have existed even before the HIV/AIDS epidemic. 
However, the current data do point to the possible marginalisation of male children, 
particularly if they are HIV-positive, and children over the age of 6 years. 
Interestingly, with regard to the orphaned child's culture/ethnicity and his/her 
relationship to a prospective carer, HIV-positive orphans have some advantage over 
their HIV-negative peers. The present data indicates that respondents had a distinct 
preference to willing care for an HIV-negative orphan if he/she was of the same 
culture/ethnicity as the respondents. Not surprisingly, respondents were also more 
willing to care for an HIV-negative orphan if he/she was a member of their families. 
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Contrary to this, respondents were willing to care for an HIV-positive orphan irrespective 
of his/her cultural/ethnic background. They were also equally willing to care for this 
child should he/she be from their own families, a friend's or neighbour's child, and/or a 
stranger. These stated preferences suggest a wider range of potential carers for HIV-
positive orphans as opposed to HIV-negative orphans. 
McKerrow & Verbeek's (1995) previously mentioned study offers a different picture. 
Although these authors made reference only to the fact that children came from an HIV-
infected household and not whether the orphans themselves were either HIV-negative or 
-positive, their findings suggest a far greater willingness to care for AIDS orphans if they 
are from the prospective carers' own families. This would appear to confirm the findings 
of the current study but only with respect to an HIV-negative orphan and not an HIV-
positive one. One possible explanation may be that, given an HIV-positive orphan's 
expected short life-span, the importance of cultural/ethnic similarity is of far less 
concerrT'lo prospective parents and probably overshadowed by a desire to give a dying 
child a secure and loving environment in which to spend his/her last days. On the other 
hand, cultural/ethnic similarity is important when a child is expected to remain with the 
prospective parents for the remainder of his/her life. 
Much of the literature on orphaning as a result of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, has reported 
a predominant desire amongst all role players to keep orphaned siblings together 
(Halkett, 1999; McKerrow, 1996a, 1996b~ McKerrow & Verbeek, 1995; Smart,2000). 
The data from the present study seems to suggest that this may not be ~s difficult as 
one may assume. Close to half the respondents in this study indicated a willingness to 
simultaneously care for an orphan's siblings. In spite of this, though, respondents also 
reported a greater willingness to care for an orphan, irrespective of his/her HIV status, if 
he/she had no relatives or siblings. 
Much like McKerrow & Verbeek's (1995) study, the present study made an attempt to 
assess how long alternative parents would be willing to care for an AIDS orphan. 
Congruent with these authors' findings, the present study's respondents indicated that 
they would be willing to care for the child for the rest of the child's life. 
Having constructed a profile of potential alternative parents more willing to care for an 
AIDS orphan, as well as a profile of those orphans more likely to be accommodated in 
alternative parenting arrangements, a deeper analysis of the data reveals that there are 
significant differences amongst adoptive and foster parents, as well as differences 
depending on the HIV status of the orphaned child. It may also have been instructive to 
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explore differences along cultural/ethnic lines, but these issues in the present study 
appear to be confounded by the fact that the great majority of adoptive parents are also 
from the previously classified "white" ethnic group and foster carers from the previously 
classified "coloured" or "blackfl ethnic groups. Meaningful analysis of the data along 
cultural divides would therefore be meaningless. 
To this end, many of the differences between adoptive and foster parents could arguably 
revolve around the nature of, and these groups' differing expectations inherent in, each 
of the types of alternative parenting. These considerations have already been examined 
in chapter 2 and are summarised here. For example, adoption traditionally has 
centered around the incorporation of an infant into an existing, childless family. Caring 
for an adopted child would involve a life-time commitment much like is expected of 
biological parenting. Once the adoption has been legally finalised, in the vast majority 
of cases there is no further intervention of either the placement agency nor the child's 
biologital family. 
On the other hand, foster care centers around the care of older children (probably 
beyond infancy) who are in need of care due to biological parenting break-down. As 
has been mentioned earlier, the arrangement is expected to be short-term and should 
terminate once the child's biological parentis are able to resume parenting of their child. 
However, recognition is given to the fact that many foster care arrangements tend to be 
long-term, if not also life-time commitments. At all times, the placement agency is 
expected to be involved in continuing assessment and various interventions both with 
the foster family and the child's biological family. Further, the child's biological family is 
at all times a "presence" in the caring arrangement. 
Given the expectation of life-time commitment, adoptive parents in the current study 
were more likely to willingly care for an HIV-negative orphan than they were to care for 
an HIV-positive orphan. This preference is likely to be informed by the short life-span 
that an HIV-positive orphan is likely to have. Foster carers, more familiar with short-
term caring, did not show such distinct preferences and were equally willing to care for 
either an HIV-negative or an HIV-positive orphan. 
Congruent with the traditional placing of infant children with adoptive parents, the 
current sample's adoptive parents were more likely to express a willingness to care for 
an orphaned HIV-negative child between the ages of 0 and 1 year old than any of the 
other age groups of children. Foster carers had similar preferences but were 
significantly more willing than adoptive parents to care for children older than 1 year old. 
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As mentioned earlier, this may be as a result of these parents' familiarity with, and 
expectations to, caring for children beyond infancy. 
Different results emerge when the hypothetical child is HIV-positive. In this instance, 
although adoptive parents still showed a slight preference for an infant, they were as 
willing as foster parents to care for the older groups of children. Given the short life 
span of these children, perhaps what is being witnessed here is a change in adoptive 
parents' motivations to those closer to foster carers' motivations: being more centered 
around altruism and a desire to help needy children in the shorter term. 
Not surprisingly, adoptive parents were unanimous in their preference for the child to 
have no siblings or relatives irrespective of the child's HIV status. Again this is an 
indication of the expectations of adopted parents informed by the traditional non-
disclosed,nature of adoption. Surprisingly, however, one would expect foster carers to 
be more accommodating of relatives and siblings, but in this study a great majority also 
indicated a preference for the orphaned child, irrespective of its HIV status, to have no 
siblings or relatives. 
Having noted this preference, should the orphan have siblings and relatives, both 
adoptive and foster parents were equally willing for the child to either remain in contact 
with them or not. This is surprising in that, given the same reasons as above, one 
would expect foster parents to be more willing for the child to remain in contact with 
relatives and siblings. Additionally, one would expect adoptive parents to state a 
preference for the child not to have contact with relatives or siblings. In fact, adoptive 
parents were far more willing than foster parents for an HIV-positive child to remain in 
contact with his/her siblings and relatives. 
Given that adoptive and foster parents care mostly for non-biological children, it was 
surprising to note that the current study's data painted to a strong preference amongst 
both adoptive and foster parents for the orphaned child, irrespective of his/her HIV 
status, to be a member of their own families. Only if the child was HIV-positive did this 
situation appear to change with both adoptive and foster parents indicating a willingness 
to care for non-biological children. 
Also, inherent in foster care is the notion that the placement of children with foster 
parents is a reversible arrangement. By this, it is meant that foster carers are probably 
more familiar with the notion of break-down and the removal of the child to another 
foster care placements should they no longer wish to care for the foster child. On the 
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other hand, one would expect adoptive parents would be more firmly committed - again 
as a result of the inherent nature of adoption. The current study revealed that although 
both adoptive and foster parents indicated that they would be committed to the care of 
the child, foster parents were in fact more likely to avail themselves of the opportunity 
relinquish their care of the child should they wish to do so. In fact this option was 
stronger for an HIV-positive child than an HIV-negative one. 
Similarly, both adoptive and foster parents were prepared to provide life-time care to the 
orphaned child. For many of the same reasons as above, this was a somewhat 
surprising finding amongst foster carers. However, significantly more foster parents 
than adoptive parents were prepared to offer care to the child only until he/she was self-
supporting. 
Talrin"g Responsibility For, and Assistance In Caring for Orphaned Children 
The current study supports the notion that immediate and extended family members 
should be and are the most important alternative caretakers for orphaned children 
irrespective of the HIV status of the orphaned child (McKerrow, 1996a; McKerrow & 
Verbeek, 1995). SurpriSingly, though, the next preferred group of persons whom this 
study's respondents felt should care for orphaned children was friends of the orphaned 
children's families. In both McKerrow (1996a) and McKerrow & Verbeek (1995), friends 
were low on their respective sample's lists of preferred caretakers. The Government 
seemed to feature dominantly in these studies as with the current study. Orphanages 
(institutionalisation) was the least preferred option of care for orphaned children in the 
current study as well as McKerrow & Verbeek (1995), but one of the preferred options of 
care in McKerrow's (1996a) Zambian study. 
The current findings lend support for the call to keep orphaned children with their 
families and within their communities as a priority (Halkett, 1999; McKerrow, 1996b; 
Smart, 2000;). Support should be given to families and communities hosting orphaned 
children and perhaps this is where State aid is not only expected but also necessary. 
In an attempt to determine what additional assistance alternative parents would value 
should they care for an AIDS orphan, the current study asked respondents to mark any 
or all of three options: free schooling for the child, free medical care for the child, and 
monetary assistance. Confining these options to only three may have had the effect of 
masking many more suggestions for appropriate assistance. However, the results 
indicate that free schooling and medical care are more important than purely financial 
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assistance irrespective of the child's HIV status. Particularly for HIV-positive orphans, 
respondents felt that free medical care for the child was the most important source of 
assistance they would prefer. Contrary to these findings, McKerrow & Verbeek's (1995) 
and McKerrow's (1996a) data point to a greater need amongst their respective samples 
for finanCial and material assistance. 
Clearly assistance is required and whether it be with schooling, medical care or finanCial, 
the State appears to be the group expected and most likely to be able to provide it. 
6.1. THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR 
For the purposes of the present study, the data from an exploration of the TPB as a 
possible appropriate and useful model to investigate behaviour relating to caring for 
AIDS orphans, may be explored along two dimensions. Firstly, and traditionally, the 
usefulness of the model to the present study can be investigated. This would 
encompass exploration of its predictive ability, the link between the different 
components of the theory, and various methodological and statistical concerns. 
However, as the TPB has not been used to explore alternative parenting decisions, 
comparisons to existing research would necessarily be excluded. Much of the discussion 
will therefore revolve around the TPB as it relates to the current study only. 
Secondly, the analYSis of individual items in the TPB battery can be used to compliment 
much of what has already been discussed. Particular attitudes towards caring for an 
orphaned child, influences of others' in deciding to care for such a child, and perceptions 
regarding facilitators and/or hindrances to caring for an orphaned child can be explored. 
The TPB and Decisions To Care For An HIV-Negative Orphan 
As a model to predict intentions to perform specific behaviours, the current study's 
results appear to confirm the TPB's predictive ability. Intentions to care for an HIV-
negative orphan was significantly predicted by the three proposed determinants of 
intentions: attitude towards the behaviour, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural 
control. 
However, of concern in the current study was the fact that the relative contribution of 
each of the determinants was not clearly defined. For intentions to care for an HIV-
negative orphan, for example, beta weight analyses revealed that only perceived 
behavioural control contributed to intentions to care for such a child. Neither attitudes 
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nor subjective norm contributed to intentions. Although the correlations between the 
direct measures of these determinants and the measure of intentions were significant 
suggesting a strong relationship between them, these correlations did not corroborate 
the evidence from the multiple regression. 
One explanation may have been a high degree of multicollinearity present between 
these independent variables. Evidence suggests that this was not the case. However, 
factor analysis of the items measuring the three direct measures suggests that the items 
were unable to discriminate between attitudes and subjective norm. Lack of 
discriminant validity between these two variables' items is a likely explanation for their 
insignificant contribution to the regression. 
Although on the face of it, the items appear to be sufficiently different to suggest that 
they were in fact measuring different constructs, a possible explanation suggested by 
Armitag~& Connor (1999) may be, quite simply, that the respective items did not 
measure what they were intended to. That is to say, attitudes towards caring for an 
HIV-negative child and the influences of important others' on decision-making processes. 
Another concern in the present study was the relatively low correlations found between 
the belief-based measures of each of the constructs and their respective direct 
measures. Although there appeared to be a sufficient relationship between the belief-
based measure of attitudes and its direct measure as well as between the belief-based 
measure of subjective norm and its direct measure (Ajzen, 1980), this was not the case 
for the perceived behavioural control measures. From these findings one may presume 
that behavioural beliefs and normative beliefs determine attitudes and subjective norms 
respectively. On the other hand, with regard to control beliefs/ the current study found 
no evidence to support this formulation. 
Possible explanations for this latter finding may be, as suggested by Fishbein (1993) and 
Hankins et at. (2000), that the belief X expectancy, multiplicative operationalisationof 
control beliefs is only a representation of the processes involved and is not necessarily a 
useful measure of it. A suggestion has been to provide a simple measure based on self-
reported beliefs rather than a multiplicative composite (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993 in 
Hankins et aI., 2000). Self-reports of respondents' own beliefs would not require an 
expectancy component as expectancies would be high. 
Ajzen (1991: 197) provides another explanation to account for " ...... the generally 
moderate correlations between belief-based indices and other, more global measures of 
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each variable". He suggests that global measures may provoke a more automatic 
response from participants as opposed to a more reasoned response that belief-based 
items would require. The different response processes, automatic or reasoned, may 
induce different responses and thus contribute to the poor correlation results. 
However, useful additional information can be gained from an exploration of the 
correlations between the individual belief-based items and the respective determinants 
of intentions. Much of this information can be used to explain the specific determinants 
of the each of the predictors of intentions. 
For example, if one refers to Table 17 on p 123, clearly those items that correlated 
positively and significantly with the direct measure of attitude towards caring for an 
orphaned child, were those that demonstrate a strong child-centredness. These beliefs 
bear repeating here: respondents felt that caring for an HIV-negative orphan would 
* provitle' the child with a loving and stable home, 
* provide the chil'd with a sense of belonging, 
* provide the child with a chance for a normal life, and 
* would allow the respondents to help a needy child 
These beliefs appear to be strongly indicative of respondent's motivations and are 
interestingly close to those investigated by both adoption and foster care practitioners as 
necessary for the successful placement of children in either of these groups' care 
(A Guide to Adoption Practice in South Africa, 1996 and Scholtz, 1997). Clearly, the 
motivations of prospective parents are a useful aspect of these carers to determine as, 
according to the TPB, they have a direct influence on attitudes towards caring which, in 
turn, is supposed to predict intentions (and behaviour) to care. 
Also, Table 18 on p. 123 depicts the correlations between respondent's beliefs 
concerning the approval/disapproval of partners, friends and/or family of their 
willingness to care for an orphaned child and the direct more generalised measure of 
"subjective norm". Interestingly, respondents believed that their husbands/partners 
would be highly influential in their deciSions to care for an orphan. This may point to 
the need for recruiters of alternative parents to assess equally the willingness to care for 
an orphan of both partners in a relationship, should there be two. 
Of further interest is that, although respondents' friends were more likely to be caring or 
to have cared for an AIDS orphan, their caring experience did not influence the current 
sample's Willingness. In fact the negative correlation (albeit small) points to the exact 
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opposite. The fact that only partners appeared to have any influence over respondents' 
decisions and beliefs is indicative of the nature and magnitude of a decision to care for 
an AIDS orphan. Arguably, the consequences of this type of decision will affect (adult) 
members of a family most and is therefore likely to need both partners' deliberation and 
agreement/disagreement with a final commitment. 
Finally, Table 19 on p. 123 demonstrates that the current study's respondents report 
only potential facilitators to their sense of control over their decision to care for an 
orphan. Needing time and energy to care for the child appears to be a clear facilitator 
as does having contact with other families in similar situations. Having the support of 
family and friends did not influence these respondents' perceptions of control over their 
decisions. However, caution should be shown in using this information as possible 
explanations for perceptions of control.. Even though perceived behavioural control was 
the only significant contributor to intentions, the correlation between the sum of the 
belief-"ased items and the direct measure was not significant suggesting a tenuous 
relationship between the belief-based items and the direct measure. 
The TPB and Decisions To Care for An HIV-Positive Orphan 
As with intentions to care for an HIV-negative orphan the present study's results for th~s 
sub-sample confirm the TPB's ability to predict intentions to care for an HIV-positive 
orphan. Intentions to willingly care for such a child was significantly predicted by the 
three proposed determinants of intentions: attitude towards the behaviour, subjective 
norm, and perceived behavioural control. 
However, also of concern in the analysis of intentions to care for an HIV-positive orphan, 
was the fact that the relative contribution of each of the determinants were even less 
clearly defined than in the model predicting intentions to care for an HIV-negative 
orphan. In this instance, beta weight analyses revealed that none of the determinants 
contributed significantly to intentions to care for an HIV-positive orphan. Here too, 
although the correlations between the direct measures of these determinants and the 
measure of intentions were significant suggesting a strong relationship between them, 
these correlations did not corroborate the evidence from the multiple regression. 
As with the previously described model, in the present model, high levels of 
multicollineariy were also not evident. Factor analysis of the items measuring the three 
direct measures also suggests that the items were not able to discriminate between 
attitudes and subjective norm. However, as all the items measuring perceived 
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behavioural control loaded onto a separate factor, this level of explanation does not 
account for the equally insignificant contribution of perceived behavioural control to the 
regression and other explanations need to be sought. 
On the face of it, the items also appear to be sufficiently different to suggest that they 
were in fact measuring different constructs, the explanation offered by Armitage & 
Connor (1999) that the respective items did not measure what they were intended to, 
seems plausible here too. 
The same concerns are expressed in this model as in the previously described model 
over the low correlations found between the belief-based measures of each of the 
constructs and their respective direct measures. In fact, for this model the correlation 
between the belief-based measures of attitude and its direct measure as well as the that 
between the belief-based measures of perceived behavioural control and its direct 
measure 'indicate almost no relationship between them. On the basis of these findings, 
one may presume that behavioural beliefs and control beliefs do not determine attitudes 
and perceived behavioural control respectively. 
The possible explanations for these contrary findings have already been explored for the 
model to predict intentions to care for an HIV-negative orphan and will not be repeated 
here other than to suggest that they are equally relevant. 
Additional, possibly useful information from an exploration of the correlations between 
the individual belief-based items and their respective direct measures follows. 
None of the child-centred attitude beliefs survived the exclusion of some items in the 
attempt to increase the reliability of the items in the measure. In fact, it is doubtful 
whether any meaningful discussion can follow since the correlation between the belief-
based X expectancy items and the direct measure of attitude was extremely low. 
However, some comments seem appropriate. Firstly, the fact that rejection by friends 
and family appears to refute the reported pervasive stigma that is thought to surround 
HIV/AIDS. Secondly, the expectation of incurring financial hardship corresponds to the 
reported need for medical care aSSistance and financial aid from the State. This was a 
significant belief. Thirdly, the expected emotional toll that caring for an HIV-positive 
child is expected to take, appears to be unfounded. Finally, the more positive this 
sample's attitude towards caring for an HIV-positive orphan, the less they anticipated 
placing themselves and their families at risk of cross-infection. 
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As with caring for an HIV-negative orphan, these respondents felt their decisions to care 
for an orphan were significantly influenced by their partners. Again pointing to the need 
to involve both partners equally in any decision-making processes given the magnitude 
of a decision to care for an HIV-positive orphan. Contrary to the findings with regard to 
caring for an HIV-negative orphan, these respondents' families were also instrumental in 
their decisions to care for an HIV-positive orphan. 
The fact that the correlation between these belief based X expectancy items and the 
direct measure of perceived behavioural control was extremely low, makes any 
discussion around these items redundant. In fact, none of the facilitators that would be 
presumed to affect respondents' perceptions of control over their behaviour proved to be 
significantly correlated with the direct measure and will not be discussed further. 
In conclUSion, it appears that, on the whole, the TPB is a useful predictor of intentions to 
either VVillingly care for an HIV-negative or an HIV-positive orphan. This provides 
further validation of the theory's reported extensive predictive ability across a variety of 
behaviours. However, further analyses of the various components of the theory as well 
as their interrelationships reveal contradictory and disappointing results. As no other 
research has been conducted using the TPB to predict and explain alternative parenting 
deCisions, these contradictions and disappointments are difficult to rationalise. Whether 
the TPB is in fact not a useful model to use in exploring this type of behaviour or 
whether, in the present study, there are major methodological flaws that may have 
compromised the quality of the information, is impossible to assess. However, until 
comparative indications become available, the additional explanatory information directly 
relevant to the current research has hopefully salvaged the effort that went into the 
construction and analysis of the TPB. 
6.2. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
One of the foremost limitations of the current study was the small sample size as a 
result of the poor response rate. Although the sample respondents appear to be 
representative of adoptive and foster parents on the whole, a better response rate and a 
larger number of respondents would have added substantial weight to the conclusions 
drawn from the results. The reason for the disappointing response rate may well be as 
a result of the complexity and length of the questionnaire alluded to earlier. Not only 
would this have excluded those respondents who may have had little or no education, 
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but also those who quite simply did not have the time to devote to completing the 
questionnaire. 
The results indicate that the questionnaires were in fact completed by a relatively well 
educated group of persons lending weight to the above suggestion. Due consideration 
must be given to the possibility that the results may have been biased towards better 
educated persons' perspectives and that the viewpoints of less educated persons may 
have been inadvertently excluded. The over-representation of adoptive parents in the 
final sample may also have produced a similar bias, masking the perspectives of foster 
parents. However, analysis of the data along adoptive and foster parent divisions was 
an attempt to circumvent this possible bias. 
Although it is difficult to suggest why the TPB produced disappointingly inconsistent 
results, it does represent another limitation of the present study. Possible explanations 
for the~e inconsistencies, and suggestions to obviate them have already been made and 
will not be repeated here other than to add that caution must be shown when making 
any inferences from these results. 
6.3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
• In the current study, existing adoptive and foster parents have indicated that they 
would be willing to care for an AIDS orphan. Two spin-offs are relevant here. 
Firstly, adoption and foster care as models of alternative parental care for orphans 
may not be as inadequate as originally presumed. To this end, adoption and foster 
care need to be promoted as viable options for these children. Secondly, existing 
adoptive and foster parents may be the springboard from which practitioners could 
begin their efforts at recruitment. 
• However, the present study did uncover significant differences between adoptive and 
foster parents. These differences appear to be situated in the different motivations 
and reasons inherent in each form of parenting as well as having been entrenched to 
a large degree by adoption and foster care practice and pOlicy. For this reason, it 
seems appropriate to recommend that alternative family care for orphans should be 
re-conceptualised and re-organised around more appropriate assumptions and 
guidelines, perhaps incorporating elements from both adoption and foster care. As 
only two examples, there would be a need to move away from the assumption that 
adoption involves infants only; and to move away ~rom the assumption that foster 
care is a relatively short-term caring arrangement. 
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• The finding that there was a strong preference for children from respondents' 
biological families pOints to the need to promote adoption and foster care amongst 
those groups of persons for whom these services have historically been unavailable. 
• Given that there is no such distinct familial preference for HIV-positive orphans, 
recruitment outside of biological family, and thus possibly cultural/ethnic boundaries, 
should be considered a viable option for these children. 
• Support for families caring for orphans is a definite requirement. From the current 
study, assistance in the form of schooling and medical care seems to be most 
relevant. However, as mentioned, other equally relevant and important required 
assistance may not have surfaced in the current investigation. 
• The role of husband/partners in decision-making processes as evidenced in the 
current study, pOints to the need for an equal and close examination of both 
partner's attitudes and beliefs towards caring for an orphaned child. 
• Given the strong child-centred motivations reported by the current sample's 
respnhdents, an assessment of these motivations may be an important aspect in 
assessing prospective parents' suitability for alternative parenting, as they are 
already. 
• Although not explicitly investigated in the current research, prospective parents 
should be advised of and/or counselled on the particular needs of special needs 
children. 
• Given the predominant religiosity of the current sample, it may be relevant to 
harness the support from religious-based organisations particularly in terms of 
recruiting prospective alternative parents. However, due conSideration is given to 
the possibility that the current sample may have shown this high degree of religiosity 
as a result of the particular selection criteria used in assessing their "suitability" to 
care for children in need. 
• Recruitment drives should take cognisance of the current study's findings with regard 
to the characteristics of those who indicated a willingness to care for either an HIV-
negative or-positive orphan. Person- or group-directed recruitment drives have 
obvious distinct advantages over generalised recruitment efforts. 
• Protection for those children for whom care appears to be less likely, based on the 
current study's findings, may have to be carefully formulated and child-directed. 
6.3. CONCLUSION 
The current study has provided some insight into the possibility of adoption and foster 
care as being viable alternative parenting options for children orphaned by the HIV/AIDS 
pandemiC in this country. Valuable information has been gained with regard to those 
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who are most likely to care for either an HIV-negative or HIV-positive orphan. This may 
have significant implications for recruitment of alternative families for these children. 
An assessment of those children most likely to be willingly cared for provides insight into 
the relative ease or difficulty that may be experienced in finding alternative family 
placements for certain children. Exploring factors contributing to decisions to care for 
HIV!AIDS orphans has expanded knowledge around the relative processes of attitudes 
towards caring for an orphan, of the influence of others' in decision-making, and of 
facilitators! hindrances in perceptions of control over these deCisions. 
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APPENDIX A, page 2 
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS O F RESPONDENTS ( N:t7S ) 
From " A " Form " S" 
N : 18 
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APPENDIX A, page 3 
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS (N=175) 
•• '.";00'.;, of Children to 
Mean age 
Mean agE' 
Mean age 
Mean age 
Number 
caring Experience 
Form "A" 
9.6 years 
N - 16 
10.3 years 
N = 25 
S 2 years 
··...::=:'""==·I}"ir..: .. -'~·~r"·-·-,.;Ih'"""':;r.·.··~~ ::'~J'l"I.I! '~.!I~~~.. I!P!::::: ,iffiS?:!._;;>~,!'E"ffi 
N _ 12 
, 
, 
, 
Form "6" 
N ~ 2~ 
9 68 years 
N = 35 
S.13 years 
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Dear Parent 
I <lm a resealTher at the Umversity of Cape Town. r MT1 conducting reseMch on the 
care of HIV/.u.lDS orphans. I am hopi"l.l thal my research will, in some way. help us to 
ullder~ta l'd the decisions that people make when agreeing to (Me for these orphans. 
I wouid be very grateful if you '",ou ld spend "bout 30 minutes completin\l the ql!estion.~ 
'" the enClosed Questionnaire Booklet. It is confidential and your name does not need 
lo be filled in anywhere. Please 'Jive your honest answers to all the questions_ Once 
yOl! have finished, seal it in the enClosed, stamped and addressed envelope and drop it 
into the nearesr post office box. 
A5 a token :)f my app'-~c;~tion fo r your tim .. and effort, 1 will be giv,n" away 10 ~rocery 
vouchers to the value of R!OO "ach. If you would like to enter this lucky draw, make 
sure you have answered all tile questions, then write your address in the space 
provided at tile bottom of the Questionnaire Booklet cover. Tile draw will take pl3ce 
dmin'J March and the Ql'Ocery vouchecs will be sent to the f,cst 10 Il!cky winners drawn 
Tr.ank you ror your assistanc~ 
YOurs Sincerely 
lorain ... Townsend (Mrs) 
Research 
Assoc_ Professor Andrew Dawes 
Supervisor 
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QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET - A 
I agree to ansWer all the questions on the 
following pages. 
I understand that my answers 
are confident\al. 
Signature ........................... ~ ................. . 
Date ..... \I •• III •••••• " ••••• III •••••••••••••• III •••• 11· •••• 
* * * * 
If you would like to stand a chance of winning a R1DD 
grocery voucher, write your address in the space below . 
••••••••••••••••••••••• l1li ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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18. How many children (16 years Of younger) live with you now and what is their relationship to you (biological child, step-child, fosteffid child, 
andlor, legally adopted child)? (Tick applicable blocks) 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband i partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband ( partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
Of my husband ( partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
19. I am already caring for a child whose mother has died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband J partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I part er 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Yes 
20. In the past I have cared for a child whose mother had died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) Yes 
21. Other members of my family are caring for a child whose mother has died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) 
22. In the past other members of my family have cared for a child whose mother had died of AIDS 
(Tick applicable block) 
23. Some of my friends are caring for a child whose mother has died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) 
24. In the past, some of my friends have cared for a child whose mother has died of AIDS 
(Tick applicable block) 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Legally 
adopted child 
Legally 
adopted child 
Legally 
adopted child 
Legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
25. How many children lived with you when you were growing up (including step-, adopted, and/or natural brothers and sisters, relatives and 
non-relatives) ......................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
26. How would you describe your own childhood? (Tick applicable block) 
Very Happy Mostly happy Neither happy nor unhappy Mostly unhappy Very unhappy 
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Here are some statements that are about an orphaned child who is 
HIV negative and DOES NOT have AIDS. 
Read each statement carefully and place a cross in the option 
that BEST describes YOUR response to the statement 
fOR EXAMPLE: 
For me to care for this child would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing to do nor bad bad thing to do thing to do 
thing to do 
If you think caring for this child would be a VERY GOOD thing to do, place a cross in number 1 
If you think caring for this child would be a SOMEWHAT GOOD thing to do. place a cross in number 2 
If you think caring for this child would be neither a GOOD nor BAD thing to do, place a cross in number 3 
If you think caring for this child would be a SOMEWHAT bad thing to do, place a cross in number 4 
If you think caring for this child would be a VERY BAD thing to do. place a cross in number 5 
MAKE ONLY ONE CROSS FOR EACH STATEMENT 
The following statements are about how other people important to 
you would feel about your caring for an orphan who 
is HIV negative and does NOT have AIDS 
1 People I respect would THINK that I should care for this child 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree don't know disagree strongly 
agree slightly slightly disagree 
2 Iflweretocerefror~th~is~c~hi~ldu.~~~~~tw~o~u~ld~ ____ ~ __ ~ ________ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly approve don't know 
rove sli htl e 
3 People I respect would WANT me to care for this child 
1 2 3 4 5 
strOngly agree don't know disagree strongly 
agree slightly slightly disagree 
4 With most things in life I do what m 
1 
sometimes not sure seldom 
5 With most things in life I do what m friends want me to do 
1 2 3 4 5 
sometimes not sure seldom never 
6 With most things in life I do what other members of m 
1 2 4 5 
sometimes not sure seldom never 
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17 ch If this ild is related to me or my family. it would make it 
1 2 3 4 5 
much easier somewhat would make somewhat much more to care for this child 
easier no dfference more difficult difficult 
18 If thi ch'ld' NOT rei ted t f 'I . would k"t S I IS a o me or my amlly. It rna el 
1 2 3 4 5 
much easier somewhat would make somewhat much more to care for this child 
easier no difference more dfficult dfficult 
The following statements are about your beliefs about caring for an 
or han who Is HIV ne ative and does NOT have AIDS 
19 I would be able to vide this child with a lovin and stable horne 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree not sure disagree strongly 
ree s1i htl sli htl disa ree 
20 I would be able to vide this child with a sense of bel 
1 2 4 5 
strongly agree not sure disagre  strongly 
ree s1i htl s1i htl disa ree 
21 I would be able to vide this child with a chance for a normal life 
1 2 3 4 
strongly agree not sure 
aree s1i htl ree 
22 I would help a needy child 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree not sure disagree strongly 
agree slightly slightly disagree 
23 To care for this child would be a financial burden 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree not sure 
a sli htl 
24 The rest of my famil would resent sharin income and home with this child 
1 3 4 
strongly agree not sure 
ree s1i htl 
25 I would be concerned about this childs unknown medical and family back~round 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree not sure disagree strongly 
agree slightly sligh~y ~ree 
26 This child could "I=:::...::l::...:.:.;==;;z...:;:abou=t;.:.h;;:.;:isl""h;;;;.;er...:;u;;;,;;nk:.;:,nown:.:y.:..:.:..:..;medi..:.;:.;;:.,:;.:.::ca.:::.:l...::;a""nd::...;f.:ram..:.:.:i:..L1 ..:::;.ba.:::.:ck:.:,:..:..l"0,;:.;;u:.;..;n.;;;;..d .,.-_--=-_----, 
234 
ree 
agree 
sli htl 
not sure 
27 This chUd would find it difficult adjust to a new environment and a cifferent family life 
1 2 3 4 
strongly agree not sure disagree 
agree slightly sligh~y 
5 
strongly 
disagree 
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38 To have my 1am ily resent sharing the family income and home with this child would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing good thing nor bad bad thing thing 
thing 
39 To be ooncemed abou th' ch'ld kno f t IS I sun '1m amily and medical ba ckground would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing good thing nor bad bad thing thing 
thing 
40 A child who grows up no t knowi bout h'slh mad I t 'J back d Jdbe mga I er ca or amllY Kgroun wou 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing good thing nor bad bad thing thing 
thing 
41 For this child to adjust to a new environment and a different family life would be 
1 2 3 
" 
5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing good thing nor bad bad thing thing 
thing 
lIn the following statement I want to know about your attitude towards caring for ' 
. an or han who is HIV ne ative and does NOT have AIDS 
42 For me to care for this child would be: (Please circle one number in each of the three sections for this statement) 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat don't know a somewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing bad thing thing to do 
to do to do 
1 2 3 
" 
5 
a wise thing a somewhat wise don't know a somewhat a foolish thing 
to do thing to do foolish to do 
thing to do 
1 2 3 4 5 
an enjoyable a somewhat don't know a somewhat an unenjoyable 
thing to do enjoyable unenjoyable thing to do 
thil19.to do thing to do 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 3. 
This part of the questionnaire deals with YOUR 
views about orphaned children. 
On the following pages, there are a number of statements that will need your responses. 
Instructions on how to complete the questionnaire are provided as you go through it. An 
orphaned child is described in the box below. 
Please read this carefully before going on to the Questionnaire. 
The child in this part of the questionnaire has been orphaned because his or her 
mother has died of AIDS. It is unknown whether the child has other family 
members who would be willing, or even able to care for him or her. The child 
appears to have no-one to look after him I her and nowhere to go. 
IMPORTANT INfORMATION: 
In the questionnaire, you will see that I ask a number of questions 
about caring for an orphaned child. 
Caring for an orphaned child would mean taking the child into 
your own home and treating him or her as you would your own children; 
providing him or her with food, shelter and clothing; schooling and medical care; 
and love, support, and guidance. 
Your answers are confidential and your name does not appear anywhere on 
the questionnaire. 
PLEASE TURN OVER AND CONTINUE ON THE fOLLOWING PAGES 
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would be willing to care for the child if the child is a member of my own famUy or extended 
family e.g. my aunt's child 
the child is a neighbour or friend's child 
the child is Black African and from the same clan as me 
i.e. has the same surname as me, but is not related to me 
the chiJd is not a member of my family nor a friend's or 
neighbour's child 
would be willing to care for the child only if there is a childcare agency or another family to 
care for the child should I no longer wish to care for 
him/her myself 
would be willing to care for the child until the child is self-supporting, after which my 
responsibility to the child ends 
as with my own children, for the rest of my and/or the 
child's life 
Please remember to fill in your address on the cover of this booklet if you 
would like a chance to win a grocery voucher to the value of R100 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
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APPENDIXC 
5th February 2001 
Dear Parent 
I am a researcher at the University of Cape Town. I am conducting research on the 
care of HIV/AIDS orphans. I am hoping that my research will, in some way, help us to 
understand the deCisions that people make when agreeing to care for these orphans. 
I would be very grateful if you would spend about 30 minutes completing the questions 
in the enclosed Questionnaire Booklet. It is confidential and your name does not need 
to be filled in anywhere. Please give your honest answers to all the questions. Once 
you have finished, seal it in the enclosed, stamped and addressed envelope and drop it 
into the nearest post office box. 
As a token of my appreciation for your time and effort, I will be giving away 10 grocery 
vouchers to the value of R100 each. If you would like to enter this lucky draw, make 
sure you have answered all the questions, then write your address in the space 
provided at the bottom of the Questionnaire Booklet cover. The draw will take place 
during March and the grocery vouchers will be sent to the first 10 lucky winners drawn. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Yours sincerely 
Loraine Townsend (Mrs) 
Research 
Assoc. Professor Andrew Dawes 
Supervisor 
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QUESTIONNAIRE BOOKLET - B 
I agree to ansWer all the questions on the 
following pages. 
I understand that my answers 
are confidential. 
Signature . l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li ••• III l1li l1li. l1li ••• l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li .... III l1li ••• l1li l1li. l1li. l1li l1li. III l1li l1li III II l1li l1li 
Date .......................................... ~ .. . 
**** 
If you would like to stand a chance of winning a Rl00 
grocery voucher, write your address in the space below . 
.. l1li •• l1li III l1li l1li ••••• l1li • l1li •• l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li • l1li l1li l1li II l1li l1li l1li ••• l1li l1li II " • l1li iii l1li l1li l1li • l1li l1li l1li • l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li • l1li ••• l1li • l1li •• l1li • l1li it l1li l1li l1li l1li l1li • 
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18. How many children (16 years or younger) live with you now and what is their relationship to you (biological child, step-child, fostered child, 
andlor, legally adopted child)? (Tick applicable blocks) 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-i:hild Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Age of child ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband J partner 
Ageofchild ............... Biological Step-child Foster child related to me 
or my husband I partner 
19. I am already caring for a child whose mother has died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband J partner 
Foster child not related to me 
or my husband I partner 
Yes 
20. In the past I have cared for a child whose mother had died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) Yes 
21. Other members of my family are caring for a child whose mother has died of AI DS (Tick applicable block) 
22. In the past other members of my family have cared for a child whose mother had died of AIDS 
(Tick applicable block) 
23. Some of my friends are caring for a child whose mother has died of AIDS (Tick applicable block) 
24. In the past, some of my friends have cared for a child whose mother has died of AIDS 
(Tick applicable block) 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
Legally 
adopted child 
legally 
adopted child 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
25. How many children lived with you when you were growing up (including step-, adopted, andlor natural brothers and sisters, relatives and 
non-relatives) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
26. How would you describe your own childhood? (Tick applicable block) 
Very Happy Mostly happy Neither happy nor unhappy Mostly unhappy Very unhappy 
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Here are some statements about an orphaned child who is 
HIV positive and DOES have AIDS 
Read each statement carefully and place a cross in the option 
that BEST describes YOUR response to the statement 
fOR EXAMPLE: 
For me to care for this child would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good asornewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing to do nor bad bad thing to do thing to do 
thing to do 
If you think caring for this child would be a VERY GOOD thing to do, place a cross in number 1 
If you think caring for this child would be a SOMEWHAT GOOD thing to do, place a cross in number 2 
If you think caring for this child would be neither GOOD nor BAD thing to do, place a cross in number 3 
If you think caring for this child would be a SOMEWHAT bad thing to do, place a cross in number 4 
If you think caring for this child would be a VERY BAD thing to do, place a cross in number 5 
MAKE ONLY ONE CROSS FOR EACH STATEMENT 
The following statements are about how other people important to 
you would feel about your caring for an orphan who 
is HIV positive and DOES have AIDS 
1 People I respect would THINK that I should care for this child 
1 
strongly 
agree 
strongly 
a rove 
2 
agree 
slightly 
approve 
sli htl 
3 People I respect would WANT me to care for this child 
1 2 
strongly agree 
agree slightly 
4 With most things in life, I do what 
1 
sometimes 
5 With most things in life, I do what m 
1 
sometimes 
6 
sometimes 
3 
don't know 
3 
don't know 
3 
don't know 
not sure 
4 
disagree 
slightly 
4 
4 
disagree 
slightly 
seldom 
4 
seldom 
4 
seldom 
5 
strongly 
disagree 
5 
5 
strongly 
disagree 
5 
never 
5 
never 
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17 If this child is related to me this would make it 
1 2 3 4 5 
much easier somewhat would make somewhat much more to care for this child 
easier no dfference more difficult difficult 
18 If this child is NOT related to me this could make it , 
1 2 3 4 5 
much easier somewhat wouldrnake somewhat much more to care for this child 
easier no dfference more difficult difficult 
19 If I 'th the child ill and death th' can cope WI s ness . ISCOU Id k 't rna el 
1 2 3 4 5 
much easier somewhat would make somewhat much more to care for this child 
easier no difference more diffICUlt difficult 
The following statements are about your beliefs about caring for an 
or han who is HIV osltlve and DOES have AIDS 
20 I would be able to "de this child with unconditional love and care 
1 2 3 4 
strongly agree not sure 
ree sli h 
21 I would be able to he! this child come to terms with his/her illness and eventual death 
1 2 3 4 
strongly agree not sure disagree 
sr htl sli htl 
22 I would be doing a 
2 3 4 
not sure 
23 My friends and 1amil if I care for this child 
3 4 
agree not sure 
ree sli tl 
24 To care for this child would be a financial burden 
25 
1 2 
strongly agree 
sli htl 
3 
not sure 
4 
disagree 
sli h 
This child would find it difficult to ad ust to a new environment and a different family life 
1 2 3 4 
strongly agree not sure disagree 
.C!Qree slightly slightly 
5 
strongly 
asa ree 
5 
5 
5 
strongly 
disa ree 
5 
strongly 
disagree 
at risk for also contracti HIV/AIDS if I care for this child 
2 3 4 5 
agree not sure disagree strongly 
sli htl sI! tI di rae 
11 To care for this chi;.:::'Id:.::...:.::WI::.:"II..c;;:::;=.::::::.:.:.:;,:;:::;=-=:.:..:...:::..:...::..:.;:::::.;:::.;..:=;~=.l---.-_---: __ -,-_--::--_-, 
1 
strongly agree 
sli tl 
not sure 
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. at t:Mden on my family would be 38 To place a finana 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing to do nor bad bad thing to do thing to do 
thing to do 
39 To place myself and my family at risk of contracting HIVIAJDS would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing to do nor bad bad thing to do thing to do 
thing to do 
40 To cope with the child's illness and death would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing to do nor bad bad thing to do thing to do 
thing to do 
41 For this child to adjust to a new environment and a different family life would be 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat neither a good a somewhat a very bad 
thing good thing nor bad bad thing thing 
thing 
The following statement are about your attitude towards caring for 
an or han who is HIV ositive and DOES have AIDS 
42 For me to care for this child would be: (Please circle one number in each of the three sections for this question) 
1 2 3 4 5 
a very good a somewhat don't know a somewhat a very bad 
thing to do good thing to do bad thing to do thing to do 
1 2 3 4 5 
a wise thing a somewhat wise don't know a somewhat a foolish thing 
to do thing to do foolish to do 
thing to do 
1 2 3 4 5 
an enjoyable a somewhat don't know a somewhat an unenjoyable 
thing to do enjoyable unenjoyable thing to do 
thing to do thing to do 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 3. 
This part of the questionnaire deals with YOUR 
views about orphaned children. 
On the following pages, there are a number of statements that will need your responses. 
Instructions on how to complete the questionnaire are provided as you go through it. An 
orphaned child is described in the box below. 
please read this carefully before going on to the Questionnaire, 
The child in this part of the questionnaire has been orphaned because his or her 
mother has died of AIDS. It is unknown whether the child has other family 
members who would be willing, or even able to care for him or her. The child 
appears to have no .. one to look after him I her and nowhere to go. 
IMPORTANT INfORMATION: 
In the questionnaire, you will see that I ask a number of questions 
about caring for an orphaned Child. 
Caring for an orphaned child would mean taking the child into 
your own home and treating him or her as you would your own children; 
providing him or her with food, shelter and clothing; schooling and medical care; 
and love, support, and guidance. 
Your answers are confidential and your name does not appear anywhere on 
the questionnaire. 
PLEASE TURN OVER AND CONTINUE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES 
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ilOLdd .be wilJjng to care for the child jf the child has no known relatives or brothers and sisters 
the ch\\d has relaHves and/or brothers and sisters with 
whom the chifd would need to stay in contact 
the child has relatives and/or brothers and sisters with 
whom the child need not stay in contact 
at the same Ume I was asked to care for one or more of 
the child's brothers and/or sisters. 
(auld be willing to care for the child if the chUd is a member of my own family or extended 
family e.g. my aunt's child 
the child is a neighbour or friend's child 
the child is Black African and from the same clan as me' 
i.e. has the same surname as me, but is not related to me 
the child is not a member of my family nor a fnend's or 
neighbour's child 
lould be willing to care for the child only if there is a childcare agency or another family to 
care for the child should \ no \onger wish to care for 
hirnlher myself 
Please remember to fill in your lucky draw ticket for a chance to win a 
grocery voucher to the value of R100 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
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APPENDIX D: Pilot Study 
A child has been orphaned or abandoned because his or her mother has died of AIDS or is 
very ill and is going to die of AIDS. It is unknovvn whether the chUd has other family 
members who would be willing, or even able to care for him I her. The child, and in som~ 
cases l;rothers and siters, seem t~ ~ave no-one to look after them and nowhere to go. 
In each ofthe questions below, please consider that you have decided you would be wining 
to care for this child and answer them with this in mind. By caring I mean taking the chUd 
into your own home and treating him or her as you do, or would do your own child/ren; 
providing food, shelter and clothing; schooling and medical care; and love, support and 
guidance. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1) If the child is tested to be HIV negative and seems healthy, what do you think would be 
the most important advantages of caring for the child - both for yourself and the child? 
2) If the child is tested to be HJV negative and seems healthy, what do you think would be 
the most important disadvantages of caring for the child - both for yourself and the child? 
............................................................................................................................................. n ••••• 
3) If the child is tested to be HIV positive and may become ill and die in the near future, what 
do you think would he the most important advantages of caring for the child - both for 
yourself and the child? 
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4) If the child lS$ te:1ted to be HIV positive and may become ill and die in the pear future, 
what do you think would be the most important disadvantages of caring for the child - both 
for yourself and the child? 
5) If the child is tested to be HlV negative and seems healthy~ what things do you think 
would make it easy for you to care for the child? 
6) lfthe child is tested to be HIV negative and seems healthy, what things do you think 
would make it difficult for you to care for the child? 
7) If the child is tested to be HIV positive and may become ill and die in the near future, what 
things do you think would make it easy for you to care for the child? 
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8) If the child is tested to be HIV positivt~ and may become iii and die in the near future, what 
things do you think would make it difficult for you to care for the child? 
9) If the child is tested to be HIV negative and seems healthy, what people important to you 
would approve of your caring for the child 
10) If the child is tested to be HIV negative and seems healthy, what people important to you 
would disapprove of your caring for the child 
11) Ifthe child is tested to be HIV positive and may become ill and die in the near future, 
what people important to you would approve of your caring for the child 
................................................................................................................................................ 
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12) If the child is tested to be HIV positive and may become ill and die in the near future, 
what people important to you would disapprove of your caring for the child 
13) If you are already caring for a child I children that are not your own, what do you like 
luost about caring fur the child I children? 
14) If you are already caring for a child I children that are not your own, what do you dislike 
most about caring for the child I children? 
\~lhat is your age? ................................................................................................................. . 
Wh . . ? at 1S your occupatIon. . .................................................................................................... . 
How many children do you have? ........................................................................................ .. 
How many of these children are not your own? ................................................................... .. 
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APPENDIX E, page 1 
COMPARISON BETWEEN RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED A WILLINGNESS &/OR UNWILLINGNESS TO CARE 
fOR EITHER AN HIV·NEGATIVE OR HIV·POSITIVE ORPHAN 
Willingness to ,Care 
Adoptive Parents,. 
Foster Parents 
Mean Age 
Respondents. 
Partners 
Married or .. With Par·tner's 
length· of Relationship 
Household Density., .... 
Mean No. > 18 years old 
Mean No. Robms 
Mean ·No~ l:mployeti;'"',, 
Home language 
English ..... 
XhOSEI' 
Afrikaans 
HIV-negative Orphan 
N:: 26 
N == 58; SO :::: 12.27 
43.78 years 
N :::: 36; SO :::: 11.61 
N :::; 56; SO = .83 
N = 11 
N :: 16; SO :: 11.87 
51.5bYears 
N ;: 10; SO :::: 5.77 
N:: 12 
N=6 
:;2;3.:'080/0 .. 
N=3 
HIV-positive Orphan 
N = 34 N:::: 10 
N ::: 49; so == 9.77 N = 30; so == 10.81 
46:03 years ·'43.50 yea'fs 
N ::: 30: so :::: 9.44 
I\l = 49; SO ::: 1.01 
N ~, 12 
.·"~4f% •. 
N:: 18 
N ::: 22; SD :: 8.63 
N ~30 ; SD ;:: .ti3 
N", 3 
360/0 . 
N:::: 10 
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APPENDIX E, page 2 
COMPARISON BETWEEN RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED A WILLINGNESS &/OR UNWILLINGNESS TO CARE 
FOR EITHER AN HIV-NEGATIVE OR HIV-POSITIVE ORPHAN 
Mean Education Level 
" Respondents' 
Partners' 
Matriculation 
Respondents " 
Partners 
No After School Qualifications 
Respondents 
Partners 
Some After School Qualification 
Respondents ' ' , 
Partners 
University Degree 
Respondents' 
Paltners 
Employment Category 
Resporiqeqts: ~Ilode 
ReUgious,.ffiliatiol1 ell ri$tiariyM uslim; orJewish 
HIV-negative Orphan 
YES NO 
N == 43 
N == 30 
58% 
N == 25 
N :::: 31 
47°/c 
N == 20 
N == 15 
, -7 "'5"9' ell," ""'~ ~" 10,' 
N =: 16 
18.60% 
N""S 
N == 51 
N==9 
N==4 
66.67% 
N=6 
N == 10 
'66.6,70jo" ,'i"', 
N=€ 
N=2 
N=2 
1.:11 % .' 
N==l 
N'" 15 
HIV-positive Orphan 
YES NO 
N == 32 
N == 21 
46.88%' 
N::: 15 
N=5 
N:::3 
," :lS:13% 
N::9 
N == 49 
N == 23 
N::: 19 
73.91% 
N:: 17 
N:::: 8 
I\!=S 
,43.48%, 
N == 10 
N == 27 
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APPENDIX E, 3 
COMPARISON SETweEN RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED A WILLINGNESS &/OR UNWILLINGNESS TO CARE 
___________ ......;;f:....:O::;..;;R..;;.....::;E=l;.;;..T.::...:H=E=R~A=N."_"_"H=IV.:::..-...;;.N.;;.::;E;;;.;;;;GATIVE OR HIV-PO~ITIVE ORP"'HAN __ _ 
fr-aquency of Religious 
ceremony'.'lttendance, 
Mean No. of Siblings 
Quality of Own Childhood 
Very or mostl,/ happy 
Mean No. of Children 
< 16 yearS old" 
Relationship of Children to 
Respondents 
Biological children 
Related foster children 
Non"related fosterchildren 
Adopted,Chfldren. 
HiV-negative Orphan 
YES NO 
N == 56; SO == 3.18 
. . ... 
83.92% 
N '" 47 
2.2 children 
27.00% 
N == 15 
23~OO%> 
N == 31 
N == 13; SO '" 3.10 
N == 13 
,3E25% 
N=4 
HIV-positive Orphan 
YES NO 
N ::: 46; so ::: 4.72 
N:= 43 
27.00% 
N .. 16 
1 o,'wi<r'· "'m·ore>·· ..... : . ..:":".~ ...... 
'68.97~1c' 
N::: 20 
3.93;SihHngs';· 
N::: 28 
N ::: 23 
21.43% 
N == 18 
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CHILD CHARACTERISTICS 
Significant differences 
HIV-Negative Orphan HIV-Positive Orphan Between HlV-negative 
0/0 N % N and 
GENDER HlV-posltive orphans 
Female 91.80 56 91.84 45 
Male 83.61 51 69.38 34 
AGE 
0- 1 years 75.00 45 65.00 32 
i) Respondents' Mean Age (43.79 years) (47.52 years) 
ii) Adoptive Parents 90.00 27 73.33 11 
iii) Foster Parents 65.38 17 57.58 19 
1- 6 years 60.00 36 69.39 34 
i) Respondents' Mean Age (49.97 years) (50.38 years) 
ii) Adoptive Parents 53.33 16 66.67 10 
iii) Foster Parents 61.54 16 66.67 22 
6 - 10 years 26.67 16 48.98 24 X2::5.78; p<.05 
i) Respondents' Mean Age (53.07 years) (48.92 years) 
ii) Adoptive Parents 13.33 4 53.33 8 X2::8.18; p<.01 
iii) Foster Parents 34.62 9 45.45 15 
10 - 16 years 21.67 13 32.65 16 
i) Respondents' Mean Age (57.92 years) (48.06 years) 
ii) Adoptive Parents 7.00 2 40.00 6 X2=7.60; p<.01 
iii) Foster Parents 37.77 8 33.33 11 
CUL lURE I RACE 
Same 91.53 54 78.00 39 X2::3.95; p<.05 
i) English-speaking 100.00 32 85.00 17 X2::::5.09; p<.05 
ii) Xhosa-speaking 81.25 13 83.33 10 
iii) Afrikans-speaking 81.82 9 66.67 12 
Different 61.02 36 78.00 39 
i) English-speaking 65.68 21 95.00 19 X2::::S.98; p<.05 
ii) Xhosa-speaking 56.25 9 75.00 9 
iii) Afrikans-speaking 18.18 2 61.11 11 
SOCIAL CLASS 
Poorer 94.83 55 98.00 49 
Same 87.72 50 80.00 40 
Better 77.19 44 66.00 33 
PRESENCE I CONTACT WITH 
RELATIVE I SIBLINGS 
None 93.33 56 94.00 47 
i) Adoptive Parents 100.00 31 93.33 14 
ii) Foster Parents 88.46 23 94.12 32 
In Contact 64.41 38 68.00 34 
i) Adoptive Parents 64.52 20 86.67 15 
ii) foster Parents 68.00 17 61.76 21 
No Contact 59.32 35 64.00 32 
i) Adoptive Parents 64.52 20 73.33 11 
ii) foster Parents 60.00 15 58.82 20 
Simultaneous Care of Sib 37.29 22 48.00 24 
i) Adoptive Parents 29.03 9 33.33 5 
ii) foster Parents 52.00 13 70.59 24 
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CHILD CHARACTERISTICS 
Significant differences 
An HIV-Negative Orphan : An HIV-Positive Orphan Between HlV-negative 
0/0 N % N and 
RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD HIV-positive orphans 
family 81.03 47 80.00 40 
i) Adoptive Parents 90.00 27 93.75 15 
ii) Foster Parents 72.00 18 70.59 24 iiy EnRlish-speaking 93.55 29 95.25 20 
v 1-\1 ~ClClII;:'-~IJCCJ"""'~ 
-- --
friencJ's/Neighbour's 36.21 21 70.00 35 X2=12.28; p<.Ol 
i) Adoptive Pa rents 20.00 6 11.00 13 X2::::18.22; p<.Ol 
ii) Foster Parents 48.00 12 58.82 20 
iii) English-speaking 19.35 6 90.00 18 
iv) Xhosa-speaking 52.94 9 66.67 8 
v) Afrikaans-speaking 60.00 6 50.00 9 
Stranger 23.73 14 84.00 42 X2=39.36i p<.Ol 
i) Adoptive Parents 13.33 4 93.33 14 X2:::26.67; p<.Ol 
ii) Foster Parents 23.08 6 82.35 28 X2=21.08i p<.Ol 
iii) English-speaking 16.13 5 95.00 19 X2=30.35; p<.Ol 
iv) Xhosa-speaking 29.41 5 91.67 11 X2=11.02i p<.Ol 
v) Afrikaans-speaking 36.36 4 66.67 12 
AL TERNAnYE CARE 37.29 22 51.02 25 
OPTIONS 
i) Adoptive Parents 26.00 8 20.00 3 
ii) Foster Parents 48.00 12 60.61 20 
. 
. 
DURATION Of CARE 
Child Self-Supporting 32.20 19 
i) Adoptive Parents 12.90 4 
ii) Foster Parents 60.00 15 
Child's I Own life 93.33 56 
i) Adoptive Parents 96.77 30 
ii) Foster Parents 88.46 23 
